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beautiful Designs in Relief.
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Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday Nights and Wednesday Matinee,
The ludicrous Farce of

To conclude with the beautiful Domestic Drama
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HOOPER,
UPHO LSTERER

The Ladies of the First Baptist Society will give
their usual Social May Festival at the Vestry on
WEDNESDAY EVENING, April 26th, when a supply of Fancy Articles and Refreshments wi !1 be for
sale. Admission 10 cents.
Also by request, on THURSDAY EVENING will
be repeated, with slight variations, the Concert
and Reading*, given March 29th.
The Apollo
Club will assist. Coffee and Refreshments for sale
after the entertainment. Admission 20 cents. Three
tickets 50 cents.
ap25d3t
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Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,
MANUFACTURER

Suite, Lounges, Spring
J3eds, M.attresses,
HcDonongh Patent Bed Uoanges, Enameled Chairs, Ac.
Jgp*All kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
boxed and matted.

F.

Filly-Seventh Anniversary.

BABCOCK.
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JEWELER,
201 MIDDLE ST.,
Waltham, Elgin

A Swiss Watches, Specta*
cles, Opera Glasses. Silver Ware,
•
Clocks, Arc.
Watches and Jewelry left for Repair
Insured against Fire.

201, Nearly Opp. the Falmouth.

STANTON BLOCK,

Jam__dtf
THE

Exchange Street.

FAVOK1TE

FEEE.

RAINEY, M. A. IU. D

173 Middle

27.

PORTLAND, ME.

LUAH ULK.H.
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HANSON &

What is Vegetine?
is
herbs.
It

Monuments, Tablets, Gravestones

CONSUMERS!

and Granite Work.
MANUFACTORY AT

907 Congrcs* Nt.,We*tFud, Portland,

i io.

All orders promptly
HENRY HANSON.
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sdec ed to be the best Gas Light ver produced—
as steady as the Argand, which varies as the
pressures varies, and need to be constantly watched,
as all know, beside the great annoyarce from the
heat caused by the styles of the shade and chimney.
By our Shade the light is deflected, and being so
constructed as to allow the heat to pass upwards,
after being properly adjusted is always regulated,
with an actual saving of from 15 to 40 per cent, in
the consumption of gas over any other burner.

quite

J.
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PERRY,
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RIPLEY^’
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Parish Church,

)

octlldti

raTOUT.D respectfully inform the citizens of PortTT
land that lie is prepared to turaisli Cofflu.,
basket. Olid Rravr-tlloilie., of all styles, at
he shortest possible notice.
Everything connected
t'ith the management of funerals, day or night, will
eceive prompt attention. Kesidence No. 219 Federal,
orner of Temple St.
feblOdfim

Marblized Slate Mantles.
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PHYSICAL EXERCISE

Ever Devised for
Home Practice.
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Hallos Rubber

REMOVAL.

Store,

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

RF.MOVAL.
Foster’s Forest City Dye House
4 Union Nt., 10 l.*i Preble Nt
i ?rom
near CougrcNH.
dtf
ap3
WANTED.

CENTENNIAL
<

MEDALLIONS,

Itruck in solid Albata Plate, equal in appearance,
wear and color, to

IN EVERY VARIETY.

SOLID SILVER OR GOLD.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Presenting a large variety of beautiful Designs

n

We hare purchased of MESSRS SHEPARD* Co.,
their entire stock of mantels and have been appointed
by the Mayfield Slate Co. soleagents for Portland
and vicinity for all goods manufactured by them.
We hare

on hand the large.! and beat an.1 any honne in the.tale. BUILDEHSANP CONTRACTORS nil find it to
their advantage to call and examine oar
nrlmcBl

good*.

NUTTER BROS. & CO.
99 market Square Portland Me.
eodtf

STARCH

POLISH!

<
■'

relief.

J

These Medallions are larger than a Silver Trade
ollar, being If inch, in diameter, handsomely put up
nd sell readily at sight.
The mout valuable

{

r{cp

A

PLAIN TINTS,
FRESCO BORDERS,

iouveuirn and HIvmentoK ever issued. A
omplete outfit of magnificent samples ior agents, in
elvet-lined Morocco case—including the Bust ot
George Washington.” Grand Entrance InternaMemorial Hall (Art Gallery).
t ional Exhibition.
1 Lorticultural Hall. Main Building, and the grand
epresentation of the Signing of the Declaration of
ndependence (designed by Trumbull), in gilt—sent
y mail on receipt of draft or Post Office order for
! 3.50, or will ship) by express C. O. D. upon receipt of
< xpress charges.
Agents’ circular and Price List and
ne sample sent upon receipt of 50c.
Immense
rofits. Sells at sight. Extensive fields ior enter-

MOULDINGS.
WA1 NSC OATINGS.
VELVET PAPERS,

DECORATIONS,
BRONZE & GOLD LEAF PAPERS,
Satins and White Blanks,

rLIrpfid

U. S. MEDALLION CO., 212

Broadway,

’• 0. Box 5270.
nihlG

IT

LOW, SHORT_ &

NewStore.
Geo.

PRICES TO SUIT THE

TIMES.

New York.

_d&wGmll

HI.

ISosworfli,

Formerly with Marrelt, Bailey

&

HARMON.

I^T. W. EUERfHOlV, Paper Hanger,

i

as

slate at

our

store.

apll

Co.,

has taken the

New Store Cor, Free & Cotton
and intends to keep

a

lull

GREAT

Sts.,

By the use of which every family may give tfceir
Linen that brilliant polish peculiar to iine laundrv
work
Saving time and labor in ironing, more tliau
Its entire cost. Warranted. Ask for Dobbins*.
DOKDINH, KUO act),
13 IV. Fourth Ml., Phila.

Long Range

ATWOOD, STEADMAN & CO.,
Role Agents for Maine.

apr!3__
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Notice.

Carriages, Wagons

manent ammunition for target
and for sporting out of doors.
,

in Maine
| ory
specialty.

ONLY

Buggies

Freckles and 'Jan.
Motli
and
Perry’s

Use

and Exiireu Wagons

Kreckle Lotion. Itis reliable.

For
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and no top, single and
than at any other the-

Concord

All

Druggists.

LORIACTS

SPECIF IC
Flattering Testimony

from a
years old.

Lady 75

Sooth Altos, N. II., April 10, 1870.
DR. CORING,
Dear Sir:—I am now seventy-five years old. For
the past ten years I have been a very great sufferer
from that awful disease Dyspepsia, and all the Ills
that attend it. During this time, I could not eat
meat or any hearly food. My diet was from
necessity
of the most simple character, and that distressed me
fearfully. I never saw a day that I did not sufi'er
from either Distressed Spells, Head Ache,
Darling Pams, Palpitation. Great Des-

pondency, Debility, Nervousness, Constipation or Flatulency. I did not have one
good
night’s rest for years. The best medical skill
failed to help me, and I became completely discouraged. Recently, however, on a visit to Portland
I was induced to try LORING’I SPECIFIC.
Oh what a change that good
medicine has
wrought in me. I now feel like a new woman; in
fact, I have not enjoyed so good health sines 1 was a
girl. All my pains and distress baveentirely left me.
1 can eat and digest any kiud of
food, and sleep
sweetly every night. To you, dear sir, and your
excellent Specific I am indebted for this
great
cure. It is indeed a blessing to the
aged.
Gratefully your friend,
ESTHER PHI I,BRICK.
The above statement is strictly true.
CHARLES H. ALLEN,
Doorkeeper Portland Museum.
LORING’fi

SPECIFIC for

Dyspepsia,

Constipation, Sick Headache and Piles
Prepared by THOS. G. CORING, Pharmacist,
Portland, Price $1.00. All the Apothecaries in
town and country sell it. Dealers
supplied by PERaplSeodtf

PRESS.
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1

Ask your druggist f„r
Perry’s
IComedune anil Pitnpie Remedy. the ii falible skin medicine. or consult Dr. b. c.
Perry,
49

Dermatologist,

Bond Street, New York.
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in,orm hi8 friends and
entered again into the
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can

Please

furnish any in want
only that from his
guarantee satisfaction in
every inaddless, giving street and number,
T. M. HASKELL,

wU^.
attended

Or all orders left
St„ will be promptly

l&le

to.
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$10 Per Day

made by energetic salesmen with our
goods. Call at 42j Exchange Street, between

CANJ;e

Port0laen®d!-M°afSne!:aml’1IlSdT
CHARCOAL.
1000 Bushels Hard Wood Charcoal at
Eastern
WANTED
Railroad.
Address 772 Portland
Post
Office,

and

Grove

PALMER CLARK, Corner Portland
Sis.. Portland, Mondays.
apr!8dtf
or

IVugon for Sale.
spring martin
Alight
wagon, nearly
mchl5-tt
mane

We do not read anonymous letters and communltatlons. The name and address of the writer are in
di cases Indispensable, not necessarily tor publication
>ut as a guaranty cl good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.
Every

regular attache of the Press Is furnished
irith a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Sullen, Editor. Ail railway, steamboat and hotel
nanagers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
:redentials of every person claiming to represent our
; ournal.

REPUBLICAN’ DISTRICT CONVENTION.
The Republicans of the several cities and towns in
of Maine are invited to send dele
;ate3 to District Convention to be held in City Uall
iaco, on Thursday, May 25th, 1876, at 12 o’clock M.,
: or the purpose of choosing two
delegates to attend
be Republican National Convention to he held at
Cincinnati, on the 14th June next.
The basis of representation will bo as follows:
Sach city and town will be entitled to send one dele;ate, and one additional for every sixty votes cast for
gelson Dingley, Jr., at the Gubernatorial election of
874; a majority Iraction of thirty-five votes will be
intitled to an additional delegate.
Delegates are authorized to fill vacancies only with
Lctnal residents of the city or town they claim to repesent.
The District Committee will be in session in the
inte room ot the Hall at 10 o’clock A. M. for the reeption of credentials.
THOS. HANCOCK, Gray, Chairman.
J. W. BEATTY, Saco, Secretary.
J. M. MASON, Limerick.
E. N. PERRY, Cape Elizabeth.
CHAS. E. GIBBS, Bridgton.
JOHN WENTWORTH, Kittery.
THOS. PENNELL, Portland.
he First District

A Frightful Example.
When C. D. Lothrop of Amherst was first
iccused of horse-whipping his wife and starv1 ng his children the greater number of those
vho knew him were shocked and incredu] ous. They could not bring themselves to
1 relieve that he, a man of education and living in an enlightened community, could be
1guilty offthe barbarity of an English laborer
and the meanness of a typical miser. But a
few who knew him well, who had narrowly
watched his course, were prepared for some
astounding revelation of turpitude. The man
had been notorious for years for his fierce
denunciation and unscrupulous villification
of tobacco. He invented monstrous slanders
against the kindly vegetable. After the manner of his tribe he told stories of men who
dropped dead from indulgence in a pipe, of
men who went mad from the effects of a
chew, of men who committed murder while
under the influence of a cigar. When Trask
died Lothrop set himself up as the successor
of that zealot, and his stories grew more improbable and his denudations more fierce.
Ignoring the fact that the Great Plant belongs to the same family as the potato he set
it apart as a thing accursed among all herbs,
and told wild tales of the results of placing a
drop of its essential oil upon the tongue of a
cat—which was no more reasonable than it
would be to decry peaches because they contain prussic acid or salt because it kills hens.
The multitude, who always respect enthusiasm no matter how unworthy its
object,
looked up to him as one who had the good of
his fellows at heart; but men of a philosophical turn of mind, men who had studied history and human nature, quickly perceived the
drift of his teachings and the bent of his
character. They foresaw in the hard-heartedness which would deprive the race of a
great comfort and solace the beginnings of
that cruelty which led him to beat his wife,
and in the meanness which objected to the
trifling expense incurred by a moderate indulgence in the trouble-banishiDg weed the
faint appearances of that miserly spirit
which induced him to half-feed and
half-clothe his
children.
Once possessed of the idea that tobacco was
responsible for the death of the man who died after
smoking it soon became evident to his unsettled mind that food was responsible for tbe
death of the man who died after eating; and
so he consistently and logically starved his
family. Frequent repetition of baseless and
'mprobable stories Impaired his moral sense
and he soon grew unable to distinguish between truth and falsehood. His course and
character were but the natural result of his
misdirected education.
Observing men forsaw from the first the
unmistakable result, detested the man, and
apprehended that his turpitude would take
even a more pronounced form than it didThey looked to see him become an independent in politics and a free-thinker in religion.
History had taught them that tobacco
founded the splendid civilizations of the Aztecs and the Quichuas, and that from the
time the white man smoked his first pipe on
the shores of the new continent the world
had begun to make wonderful progress in
knowledge and humanity. They looked upon the rejection of the holy herb as a
relapse
into barbarism, and they were not surprised
to see Lothrop falling back into the old wifebeating condition of mind from which the
JJntisU laborer is, under the genial influence of his pipe, slowly emerging.
History
had also taught them that haters ambneglecters of tobacco usually come to some bad end.
Without attempting to multiply examples,
which they could easily have done, they contented themselves by reference in ancient history to Nero, who never used
tobacco in any form, and in modern to Paul,
Russia’s lunatic Czar, who abhorred it.
Against Mr. Trask they adduced his reprehensible manner of dying of a disease to
which only the persistent user of tobacco is,
according to his teachings, subject. But as
to the manner of his taking-oil' they were
divided in opinion; some looked upon it as a
of recantation, a dying conlession of
error, while others regarded it as a judgment
of the cloud-compelling Jove. They all however agreed that it was owing to his hostility
to tobacco, and they unhesitatingly predicted
had fortune for his successor.
Nor have they been disappointed. Mr.
Lothrop is a frightful example of the turpitude induced by and the evils which flow
from enmity to the Great Vegetable.
sort

A Historical Parallel,
Those who are inclined to lose faith in
Republicau institutions and seek in some of
the late disclosures of individual dishonesty
au indication of national decay, would do
well to study the early history of our government for the purpose of reassuring themselves that the times on which we have
fallen are not altogether evil, but compare
favorably in purity and integrity with that
much lauded epoch of the Republic when
the administration of public affairs was characterized by the greatest simplicity and
most .unselfish patriotism. The following
extract from a letter written by Washington
in 1773 to Benjamin Harmon, Speaker of the
House of Delegates of Virginia, discloses a
condition of affairs during the Revolution, of
which even the most despondent
would not claim to find a parallel
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practice indoors,

A. A. GRAHAM, G7 Liberty Street, New York.
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[ ouble,
at ten per cent, lower

requiring work done please apply to
A
PERSONS
“Home” of W. C. A., No. 10 Spring St., plala
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embrold-

family sewing, dress-making, copying,
oc2Stl
erug and fancy-work in wools, &c., «&c.
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Targets.

Carries a
inch ball with accuracy fifty ieet, without powder or
percussion. Brass barrel, hair trigger. For sale
by dealers. By mail, free for 75 cents, with per-

A large stock of

f

is Sold

Vegetine

Milk

Breech Loading

Practice Pistol &

SAIjR!

FOR

Bear Sir: This is to certify that I have sold at retail 154 1-3 dozen (1852 bottles) of your Vegetine
since April 12, 1870. and can truly sav that it has given the best satisfaction of
any remedy for the complaints for which it is recommended that I ever sold.
Scarcely a day passes without some of my customers
testifying to its merits on themselves or their friends.
I am perfectly cognizant of several cases of scrofulous
Tumors being cured by Vegetine alone in this vicinity.
Very respectfully yours,
Al GILMAN, 4G8 Broadway,
To II. It. Stevens, Esq.

WIMBLEDON"

assortment ot

f everv description for Drapery nod Decora
ire Work. By making a specialty ol this depart
lent in upholstery, we propose to place before the
lUblie every facility ior obtaining the newest design
nd fabrics, and at lowest prices.
Also Window
IhndeN and Fixinren. And a complete assnrtlent of Boom I*nper.
inbkltf

DISCOVERY!

Practical Chemist and

KINS & CO. and PHILLIPS & CO.

UPHOLSTERY GOODS

A

l

dtf

maio

AGENTS

a

Apothecary.

dtf

PRICE LIST—No. 1. For
4 to G years SI.00.
No. 2. For Children 6 to 8,
No. 3. For ChilSI-JO
dren.8 to 10, $1.20, No. 4
’’or Children, 10 to 14, $1.30. No 5. For Ladies anti
Children, 14 years and upwards, $1.40. No. G. For
1 Jentlemen of moderate
strength, $1 50. No. 7, $2 GO.
1 Complete set of seven, $9 00.
No. 7 is fitted with a
crew-eye and hook to attach to the wall or floor.
Pwo of this size properly arranged make a complete
lymnasium. Sent post-paid upon receipt of price.
Lddress

\JII\
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ST.

The Most Complete

—S-——TO

a

Report

McAllister,

Goodyear’s Pocket Gymnasium.
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Hex ion Second

C. L. MAR8TON.

Cargo !
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PORTLAND,

E.

GRATES.

a

Randall &
HANSON.

WM. H. A.

1-2 EXCHANGE
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by

compound

extracted from barks, roots and
It is nature’s remedy. It is perfectly harmless from any bad effect upon the system. It is nourishing and strengthening. Jtacts directly upon the
blood. It quiets the nervous system. It gives you a
good, sweet sleep at night. It is a great panacea for
our aged fathers and mothers, for it
gives them
strength, quiets their nerves, and gives them nature’s
sweet sleep—as has been proved bv many an aged
person. It is the great Blood Purifier. It is a soothIt has relieved and
ing remedy for our children.
cured thousands. It is very pleasant to take;
every
child likes it. It relieves and cures all diseases
originating from impure blood. Try the Vegetine.
(Jive it a fair trial for your complaints; then you will
say to your friend, neighbor and acquaintance, “Try
it; it has cured me.”

choice variety lor
family use, warranted to give perj ect satisfaction.

Attorney at Law,
1=9

OPEN

At retail

attended to.

apr!7dGm

Combined

PROPRIETOR FOR MAINE.

FOR

Maine.

THE ELLIS PATENT

Gas Burner, Regulator and Shade

d6m*ttf

SON,

Very gratefully,
O. M. SAVELS, Ashland, Mass.

proper.

Street,

MANUFACTURERS OF

DOBBINS’

persuasion

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

Flooritickets, admitting Gent and two Ladies, $1,00
Ladles 25 cents. Grand march at 8.30.
ap22d5t
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I then went to a prominent physician in
Boston,
who, during his treatment of six months, lanced the
tumor eight times, which cost me nearly $100. This
left me with a rough, aggravated sore, without at ail
diminishing the size of the tumor, and in a sickly,
feeble condition. I consulted another physician in
Natick, who, after considerable time, succeeded in
healing the sore without reducing the size. At this
point I commenced to use Vegetine, through the
earnest
of a friend.
After I had taken
this medicine about one week I experienced wonderful sensations. My whole body seemed to he undergoing a radical change, until, finally, the tumor broke
and discharged frightful quantifies. From this time
it decreased in size until the bunch
disappeared, but
my neck still bears the ugly scars of the sore and
lance. I am now healthy and strong and able to
work every day.
I will also mention that I have been an acute sufferer Irorn inflammatory rheumatism ever since I can
remember, until commencing the use of Vegetine,
when almost immediately all rheumatic pains ceased.
This statement I volunteer for the purpose of benefiting other suffering humanity, and you will confer
a favor by giving it as much
publicity as thought

FRED. N. DOW,

HALL,

198 Exchange siren.
Agent Wanted.

1

499 1*3 Congee. Wired.
Formerly occupied by Dr. Daveis.
Hour*—10 to m.m., and 3 to 3 P. M.
ma3
d&wtt

Guards,

April

JANUARY 2, 1875.
H. t,
It. o
Stevens, Esq:
Dear Sir: When about six months old I was vaccinated. The parties who where vaccinated from
the same virus diea from the humor. The humor
spread over me to such an extent that I was rolled
in bran to prevent me from scratching
my person
The disease finally settled iu my head. I remained
in this condition about twenty
years, troubled all
the time with sores breaking in my bead and discharging corruption from my ear. At this time a
small kernel appeared on my neck,
gradually increasing in size until a tumor formed of such immense size I could see it by turning my eyes downward. All this time I was taking various remedies
for my blood without any substantial benefit.

Office

—

THURSDAY EVENING,

IN

THOMAS

—

Montgomery

GAS

$400.00 ! !

Schumacher,

No. 31 1-2

PORTLAND

II K

PAID NEARLY

PLEAES.
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Grand Calico Ball

inURli;

A I SIT 0

Attorney at Law,
>FFICE

fee w’ill be charged for benefit
ap25d2t

CITY

Best Work nt moderate Prices.

jan8

FESSENDE^

D. W.

Wednesday Evening, April 26th.

at

The

Street. dll

E. C. JORDAN &

Illustrated by a powerful “Drummond Light,” descriptive of a Trip across the American Continent,
will be giveu

—

PHOTOGRAPHER,
244= Middle Street*

Civil Engineer* and Land Purveyor**
No* l»4 Middle Si., Portland, Me.
Surveys made for Proposed Railroads. Water
Works, Mill Dams, and Storage Reservoirs, surveys
)f Counties, Towns, House Lots, &c.
Estimates of
Brickwork, Plastering, Slating, Stone Masonry,
Earthwork, Earth and Stone Excavation, &c., &c.,
&c
Plans and Specifications for Iron or Wooden
Sridges, or the combination. Plans and bills of Tim>er for Wharves, &c., &c.
apr7d3m

—

BY THE

AMSO]\r,

FRESCO PAINTER.

Entertainment!

—

~

Office iu Crmco Baub Building, over F#
0. Fasten’* Office.
Orders left at Schumacher Bros, will meet prompt
ttention.
apr3d3m

GRAND

A small admission
of the Mission.

I

MOTLEY,

Middle

Chas. J.

ALLEN MISSION.

ILLUSTRATED

Taking into consideration the character ot its
vouchers, the history ot its cures and the immense
increasing demand, Vegetine may be fairly entitled the leading medicine of the age.
For scrotula in the blood, Vegetine is an infallible remedy, and no person need sutler from
humors, ulcers, and all diseases arising from impure
blood, if Vegetine is used according to directions.
There is not a case of scrofula in existence that
Vegftine will not cure, provided, however, the
vital functions have not lost their power of action,
all that may be said to the contrary notwithstanding.
Vegetine is pleasant to the taste, mild in its influence, and absolute in its action on disease, as the
lollowing unquestionable evidence will show.

I

ANTIQUAR-

Members can procure tickets for themselves and
for friends outside the Order of the committee.
Beans to be baked for the supper should be left at
Mr. Hearing's, next door above City BuildiDg, before
10 o’clock A. M. of Wednesday, and other contributions should be lelt at Reception Hall before 4 o’clock
P, M.ap25d2t

OK

I
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xtxju*
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IAN SUPPER wil be served in Reception Hall.

—

VEGETINE.

j]

OVER I. 3?. St’ARRINGTON’S,

iy Admission to the Hall $1.00 for Gent and Ladies. Tickets to the Supper 25 cents eacn.

Art

—is—

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

Band Concert at 7.45 o’clock. Dancing at
o'clock.
Music by Chandler’* Full Baud.

A

The Medicine that Cures

d&wSmll

Ii

WM. H.

HALL,

Duringtheevening

_

v/ivj u/i.i’i
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—

an

Hon. Charles F. Libby, County Attorney.
Hon. Henry J. Murray, British Consul.
Ephraim Hunt, LL. D., Superintendent of Public
Schools of Portland.
Richard H. Dana, Esq., of Boston.
George B. Emerson, Esq., of Boston,
apr8tf

OF

Apparatus, Ac.,
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5ft Market Street, Printers Exchange, $
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Benefit of Odd Fellows’ Fair,
—

JOBBER,

Watch and Chronometer Markers’Tools,
Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School

BIND & FROMM CONCERT

Rev. Thomas Hill, D. D., L .D.
Rt. Rev. Bishop W. B. Stevens, D. D., of Philadel-

oct5-*69TT&Stl

P.

C.

MODEL

mhl8

following

gentlemen:
Rt. Rey. Bishop James A, Healy, D. D.
Rt. Rev. Bishop H. A. Neely, D. D.

U. S. MEDALLION CO., 212 Broadway,
P.O.Box 5270.
New York

OF

Parlor

MANUFACTURER

—

RETAIL PRICES—For tlie Albata Silver, 50 cts,
G ilt, $1, in fhucy box. Usual discount to the Trade.
A complete outfit of magnificent samples for
agents, hi satin or velvet-lined morocco case, containing Six Medals, different designs, one gilt, suitable for jewelrers* show windows, etc,, sent on
receipt of draft or Post-office Order for $4, or will
ship Express C. O, D.
Descriptive Circular Price List and one sample
sent upon receipt of 50 cts. Immense profits. Sells
at sight.
Correspondence solicited. Information
free. Extensive fields for enterprise. Address all
communications

J. H.

MAY FESTIVAL AND CONCERT.

I.
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The Natural Magnetic Physician,
He shall lay hands on them and they sha'l he healed.
302 Cumberland, Cor. of Elm Si.
nov8
dtf

Ladies’ matinee every Wednesday and Satur-

Box office open from 9 a. m., to 9 p.

every City and Town in the V. S. and Canada, to
whom exclusive territory will he given. if desired.

9__ti_
Dr. R. T, Wildo,

BENEFIT OF WM. CALDER.

tist who has been connected with her Institute in
Philadelphia. This Lady is a member of the Academy of the Fine Arts in that city. She gives lessous
in Drawing in all its branches, Oil
Painting, Pastel.
Her Speciality duriDg the summer will be WaterColor from nature.
For further information please call at No. 16 Free
street. Mme. will be at her rooms from 11 A, M. until 6 P. M. and every evening.
Mme. Masse i3 permitted to refer to the

In

No. 37 Plum Street.

FRIDAY, April ‘ABth,

day at 2

and

(jffloefcj Job

GOOD AGENTS WANTED

BERRY,

establish a permanent French Institute in
She will commence her Spring term April

1876.

Toe course will consist of private French lessons
and classes for any one who wishes to study the language. She will form classes for advanced pupils
who desire only to converse.
She intends also to have matinees for Ladies, con-'
sisting of readings from the best French Authors and
Dramatists, and the conversation will be only in
French. The same lessons will be given twice a week
in the evening lor Ladies and Gentlemen. She will
commence these evening lessons early in September.
Mme. will be assisted by Prof. Masse.
In the early part of Juno Madame expects an Ar-

April 24th, 2 Jib. 20th and 27th.

STEPHEN

—

Portland.

THE MOST VALUABLE

THE REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIER.

AND

R. E. MASSE, formerly of Boston,
MjHE.
late of Philadelphia and New Jersey, proto

These Medallions are larger than a Silver Trade
dollar, being 1J inch, in diameter, handsomely put
up and sell readily at sight.

of

LESSONS

LITERATURE.

SILVER OB GOLD,

presenting a variety

The Natural Magnetic Physician,
He shall lay hands on them and they shall be healed.
Room. 11 and 12 Tlnenl Block.
noT8dtf

■

d3m*

FRENCH

baud Lead. Iron and
ftheet Uead auil Plumbers’

Dr. R. T.

Exchange Street*.
CO.,
Proprietor*.
and
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Farnsworth,

RESIDENCE

and set up in the best manner, and all orders in
town or country la ithfullv executed.
All kinds of
jobb.ng promptly attended to.

Constantly

O.

Teacher of Pianoforte,Organ & Harmony,

Warm, Cold and Shower Bath?, Washbowl?, Biass
and Silver Plated Cocks; every description ot Water,
Steam and Gas Fixtures for dwelling Houses, Hotels
and Public Buildings, Ships* Closets, etc
arranged

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Quarter Commences
April 20th.

For particulars or admission address
FREDERICK THOMPSON, Principal.
aprl9tf

Pumps and Water Closets,
mo. 41 un ion ST.,

__PORTLAND

I. T. WYEK &

MEDALS !

aprl8eod2w

A.

For Circulars and Portland references address
aug!9-tfH. F. EATON, Principal.

Practical Plumber,

less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) tor $100 per square tor first insertion,
and 50 cents
per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PUBLISHING CO.

Congren

MEMORIAL

NOBRIDGEWOCK, MAINE.
Spring Term will commence march 37th.

Force

or

Cor. of

Eaton Family School For Boys,

THE

—AT-

& Flower Seeds.

WILLIAM

op

PORTLAND

CESTEIMIAr

—

8e«d Catalogue* Free.

Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; oontinuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week. $1.00 : 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “auction
Salks,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions

Rates

EDUCATIONAL.

IMPORTERS AND GROWERS

vance.

THE MAINE STATE

MISCELLANEOUS.

&

pennei.l

new.

Enquire

at this

Office.

observer
m

these

d3ys, although we are now reaping the results of the widespread demoralization aud
extravagance which were engendered by the
late war. After having visited Philadelphia,
during the session of the Colonial Congress,
and observed the condition of affairs, Washington wrote as follows:

If I were to be called upon to draw a picture of the
Limes and of men from what I have seen, beard, and
In part know, I sbould in one word say that idleness,
dissipation and extravagance seem to have lain fast
bold ol most of them; that speculation, peculation
and an insatiable thirst tor riches seem to hf.ve got
the better ofevery other consideration, and almost
of every order of men; that party disputes and personal quarrels are the great business of the day, while
the momentous concerns of an empire, a great ami

accumulating debt, ruined finances, depreciated

its consequences
money and want of credit, which,
Is the want of everything, are bnt sesoudary considto
erations, and postponed from day day, lrom week
Lo week, as if our aflairs wore the most promising aspect. After drawing this picture, which from my
tout 1 believe to be a true one. 1 need not repeat to
you that I am alarmed and wish to see my countryin

men

aroused.

While recognizing many points of resemblance in this letter to the criticisms which
are so freely made at this day, we think that
the disclosure is favorable to this generation,
and that no patriot need lose faith in the future of the republic. Compared with the
universal corruption and venality which flour,
ished under the English government in the
days of Bacon and Walpole our times disclose
a high state of public virtue and the temporary
evil from which we suffer will soon find its
cure in the aroused conscience of the people.

The New York Tribune predicts that the
an easy victory in InMr. Orth the
diana at the next election.
Republican candidate for Governor Is generally esteemed while Mr. Williams the Democratic candidate is a weak man.
There is an out spoken newspaper in Virginia, the West Point Star, which modestly
says of the Presidential candidates: “If we
consider only fitness and ability, Jeff Davis is
our first
choice; but then he can hardly be

regarded

as available just now.”
It seems that the vindication of John
Mr. Blaine’s Answer.
Wilkes Booth is going to be an issue of the
Elsewhere will be found the remarks of exDemocratic campaign this year. The RichSpeaker Blaine respecting the scandals which mond
Dispatch says that the connection of
have been circulated respecting his connecGen. Hancock and Gen. Ilartranlt with the
tion with certain alleged railroad transactions.
trial of Mrs. Surratt will forever preclude
Every candid man, whether friend or foe of*
them from any public office in this country.
Mr. Blaine, will admit that he has fairly met
Iu commenting upon the recent display
and completely refuted all the charges made
made by Tucker in the Confederate House of
him.
against
Mr. Blaine declares, first, that he ,never Representatives, the Elmira Advertiser hits
owned a dollar’s worth of stock, bonds or any the mark when it says “Democracy is bound
head and heels to these outspoken champions
other property of the Union Pacific Bailroad,
of rebellion,” who love the north just for
or
or
directly
indirectly, procured any money,
the doughfaces they may attach to their
bonds or other property of that corporation
for any one. This declaration is confirmed train,
by the most positive and sweeping reiteraArt. Music and the Drama.
tions of the same statement by officers of the
An alabaster altar ornament about six feet
Union Pacific Bailroad Company.
in height was recently discovered among some
In the second place, Mr. Blaine shows that
rubbish in a room in the tower of the Church
the Little Bock and Fort Smith Bailroad of St. Nicholas in Berlin. It is of the finest
Italian workmanship of the Renaissance period
grant was made to the conpany about twenty
oears ago by the state of Arkansas,
having and represents the history of Tobias.
Two magnificent sphinxes have just been
previously been donated to that state by
Congress, that no act of Congress since he has discovered on the site of ancient Kameses.
been a member of that body has been re- They are covered with inscriptions, and, together with two other figures discovered prequired to confirm the land grant made by that
viously, appear to have formed part of an
state and that he never received any stock or
avenne which led to the court of the temple
bonds of this latter company for a price or referred to
by inscriptions and papyri. These
consideration other than that given by every
sphinxes were covered by a thick layer of
other purchaser at the time.
earth.
It will be curious to witness the attempts
The violin which once belonged to the Count
of the Argus and othe mud-slinging Demo- Frautmannsdorf, grand equerry to the Empercratic machines to explain away this over- or Charles VL, was sold at Dresden recently.
whelming answer of Mr. Blaine to his It was purchased from the celebrated maker,
Stainer, on the following singular conditions:
defamers.

It is evidently the purpose of our people
to astonish the foreigners who visit the centennial exhibition.
Many strange things
have been sent to Philadelphia, but nothing
stranger than a pair of boots, said to he very
handsome, forwarded from New York.' The
boots are made from a human skin, and are
not blacked, the account assures us, “but are
forwarded in the light brown color that the
tanning has created.” It is confidently believed that the effect upon the blasted foreigners will be stupefying, and that they will
be forced to confess that the effete civilization of Europe can produce nothing so novel
in the line of leather. Mr. Mahrenholz, the
ingenious tanner who is responsible for this
new fashion in hides, estimates that the skin
of an average-sized man will make two pairs
of bools, including the soles, and it is believed by economists that his discovery will
knock the Malthusian theory higher than a
kite. He appears to be a taxidermist as well
as tanner, and is now engaged in experiments upon human skin “with a higher view
than that of preparing it for boots.” He purposes to tan the cuticles of a man, a woman
and a baby, and stuff them.
These specimens, we regret to say, are not to be sent to
the Centennial, but are reserved for exhibition in the Bellevue Hospital.
A letter from Mr. Charles Nordhoff to
the editor of the Press denies the truth of
the story about the Tweed-statue article in
the Evening Post as told in our New York
letter of last week. Mr. Nordhofl says—
among other things:—“I wrote the article
on the Tweed statue with the consent of Mr.
Bryant; he read it in proof and approved of
it; it was printed with his consent and I did
not resign my place on the Evening Post
until a number of months—how many I don’t
now recollect—after it appeared.”
The New
York letter, in another column, treats of the
matter and makes full and regretful retraction, as is due under the circumstances.
Nothing is more foreign to the purpose of the
Press than any misrepresentation of the
character, action or motives of any one, and
we hasten to make all the reparation possible
in this instance.
It is but just to say of our correspondent,
“Yarmouth,” that he would not make any
statement without such evidence of its correctness as is

ordinarily accepted by gentle-

men, that he is extremely careful about his
statements and that he will always, in case of
any mistake or misconception, be eager to
explain and correct.
The unfair and dishonest Democratic
method of conducting investigations is calling forth general complaint, and will have to
be abandoned. The custom has been to take
in secret session testimony of a damaging
character from irresponsible witnesses who
swear, not to their own knowledge but to
hearsay. Then a distorted account of the
testimony is given by some member of the
investigating committee to newspaper correspondents and thus spread cfver the country.
Public officers have no chance to make explanation until the charges are printed far
and wide and frequently their first knowledge of the accusations comes from seeing
them in ^fce public prints under startling
head-lines. The injustice of this infamous
method of procedure calls forth a general
outcry, and the people are demanding that it
shall be done away with.

Williams, the Indiana Democratic candidate for governor, takes a middle ground on
finance the Democratic papers inform us.
This sounds rather encouraging on first
hearing—for Indiana. But when we learn
that the “middle ground” in question is
ground between the position of Landers and
of Holman the information ceases to be reassuring.
The

Argus

is either

grossly ignorant

or

It states that the annual appropriation for the secret service fund Is $50,000, and then gives its readers to understand
that $35,000 of this appropriation were expended in New York. That expenditure extended over four years.
very malicious.

It seems that the efforts to secure the par
dons of Avery and Maguire, under condemnation for connection with the St. Louis
whiskey ring, are made solely by the Democratic delegation from Missouri headed by
the virtuous Bogy. Not a single Republican
is engaged in the movement.
Political News.
Somebody says Blaine’s “Great Unknown”
is Roscoe Conkling; the two gentlemen have
not known each other for many years.
Gov. Hendricks must have written that Indiana platform himself. It is the most perfect embodiment of a straddle op record.
A number of gentlemen in Washington, says
the Boston Advertiser correspondent, concludedtbat Senator Morrill Is the best man for
the Presidency in the eastern states.
The New York Post expresses the opinion
that the expenditure made by Mr. Davenport
to prevent fiaud in the elections in that city
“was entlrelyjustifiable.”
James Russell Lowell has consented to
serve as President of a young men’s political
club in Cambridge, whose object is to secure
the attendance of leading citizens at caucuses
and ward meetings.
There is no more danger of the present
congress examining
alleged corruption of
the Pacific railroads than of its calling Schumaker and King to account. Too many virthe

tuous Democrats have

pork.

had

some

of that

Gov. Smith of Georgia thinks a division of
he colored vote in that state would give the
Republican party a uvijority iu the State,
rhe feeling against the colored leaders keeps
>ld Whigs and Union meu out of that Re-

publican organization.

Our New York Letter.

Republicans will have

The count paid in cash 66 golden Caroluses, undertaking to supply him as long as he lived
with a good dinner every day, 100 florins in
opci-iD ctcij luuuiu,

a

usw

suib in

gold frogs every year, as well as
beer, lodgiDg, firing and lighting,

uuiucs

vtitu

two casks of
and further

if he should marry, as many hares as he might
want, with two baskets of fruit annually for
himself, and as many more for his old nurse.
As Stainer lived sixteen years afterward, the
violin must have cost the count 20,000 florins in
cash. The instrument, which was last in the
hands of an Austrian nobleman, was sold to a
Russian for 2500 thalers—about $2000.
Miss Dickinson’s new play is entitled “A
Crown of Thorns,” and she is to take in it the
part of Anne Boleyn. She has been at work
on this play since she retired from the lecture
It is of course like everyfield last winter.

absolutely
conception and

thing else she does,

throughout,

iu

her

own

execution.
There have been none of the consultations with
actors and play-wrights, usual in the case of a
new American play, none of the usual revis-

adaptations by managers. She has
wisely preferred to go before the public solely

ions and

with her own, and to stand or fall as it may
merit. For that verdict readsrs will wait; but
meantime it is of interest to know that Mr.

Waller, Mr. Cheney’s veteran stage manager,
say9 it is without exception the best manuscript play he has ever had iu his bands—that
it wa3 ready to be put upon the stage exactly
as it was first handed him, without a single
change, or the cutting of a single line. It is
understood to be full of dramatic situations,,
and to be peculiarly an acting play rather than
v
one to be read.
The bronze statue ot Daniel Webster now
being cast at Munich by order of Mr. Gordon
W Burnham of New York, and designed as a
to that city, will be an addition to the othattractions of Central Park of no ordinary
kind. It is intended to make it, in that line ol
art, a representation of the great statesman
without an equal in this country. It will be of
heroic proportions, and is modelled from the

gift
er

famous statuette by Thomas Ball, which twenty years ago was acknowledged to he the best
of Mr. Webster that had been produced. This
statuette, which is thirty inches in height, has
been in the possession of Mr. Burnham many
years, and has been pronounced by the former
friends and acquaintances of Mr. Webster to
be the best in existence. To its perfection and
the fact that Mr. Burnham has been a steadfast and ardent admirer of the history and
speeches of the "Sage of Marshfield” may be
traced the idea of placing the proposed stitue
in the park. The pedestal, for which the foundation fs now laying, is of Quincy granite. The
base or first stone is 12 feet square, 21-2 feet

thick, and weighs over thirty tons. The additional parts, includiog the statue, will weigh
about 125 tons, and the whole structure will be
35 feet in height—the pedestal a little over 20
feet and the bronze a little over 11 feet.
One who has dined with Rossi, the Italian
actor, says he is finer looking off the stage
than on it. His head is noble, both in form
and carriage, and he has a way, wben eager in
conversation, of pushing back the masses of

profuse chestnut hair which gives a sort of
leonine look to the broad massive brow and
intelligent features. His love cf Shakespeare
dates from his childhood, and it was be who
his

introduced Shakespeare to the Italian stage.
The play was “Othello,” and the audience
laughed all through the first acts, “but,” continued Bossi, looking round with a sudden
flash from his expressive eyes, “when the
scene with Iago came they ceased to laugh;
and henceforth they laughed no more.” Some
asked him at what age and in what character he had made his debut. His reply was:
“I was just fourteen, and I played the sou-

one

brette characters in an amateur company—a

line that I could hardly assume with any
degree of vraisemblance now.” And he put his
head on one side, thrust his hands into a pair
of

imaginary apron pockets and looked around
with a pert, chambermaid-like air so absurdly
unsuited to his noble features and intellectual
brow—to say nothing of his stalwart physique—
that all present shrieked with laughter. When

Bossi

came to say farewell bis hostess asked
him to write his autograph In her copy of
Shakespeare. He assented at once, and taking up the pen, he wrote in Italian these lines:
“O Master! would that I could comprehend
thee even as I love thee,” and then appended

his name.
The MS of the 85000 march which Bichard
Wagner wrote for the centennial at Theodore

Thomas’s solicitation, has arrived and consists
large and closely written pages, all in the
composer’s own hand. A more beautiful musical autograph, says the Tribune, is rarely seen.
Every note Is as clear and elegant and symmetrical as print. The characters are flue but distinct and regular, and the expression marks are
made with extreme care. The key is the
bright, bold one of G major, and the scoring
is extremely massive, as might have been expected from Wagner on such an occasion. Besides the usual stringed instruments, the music
calls for three flutes (one of which alternates
with the piccolo,) three hautboys, three clarinets, three bassoons, one contra-bassoon, four
horns, three trumpets, one bass-trumpet, three
trombones, one bass-tuba, three kettle drums,
great and military drums, cymbals, gong and
triangle. The demand for a bass-trumpet is sin.
gular, for the instrument is practically obsolete
—unless it may have been recently revived in
Germany. The statement that artillery, etc..
had been introduced in the finale, is untrue;
of 33

although

the march abounds in

striking effects,

they are obtained only bv musical means,
Following the example of Beethoven, Wagner
starts with

an

triplet, but the

almost

trifling theme, a simple
in which he develops it,

manner

and interweaves it with other themes is masterly. A broad and fiery coda is appended,
made almost exclusively from the origins,
“thematic triplet.” and bringing the work to a
brilliant and satisfactory close.
Destructive Freshet in New Brunswick.
other points on
an unusual ice

—Eeports from St. John and
the St. John river, indicate

freshet. The new railroad bridge across the
St. John at Woodstock, was carried away Saturday night. This bridge, which was completed only a tew months since, cost about 8100,000. It is a serioas loss to the country above
Woodstock as it was necessary to connect the
railroad from Fredericton to Tobique and Fort
Fairfield with that extending from Calais to
Woodstock, known as.the New Brunswick &

Canada Bailway.

Mr. tVordhoffund Ihr Ps.i-a Frank
olagr-Tbe Bad Effect, nl

ApNew.paper

Writing—The Tiber.I Cnafereaee-Pnlitical Di.cu*.ion in the Pre.ent nnd la
the Pa»i.
New YoaK, April 22,1876.
I have hail within a Jay or two the
strongest

possible

for coming to the conclusion
unsafe to believe anything one
hears or reads, which reflects
directly or remotely upon the motives or conduet of one’s
fellow men. In my last letter there was a
paragraph concerning the senior editor of the
Evening Post, the material for which was derived from an intimate friend of Mr. Nordhoff,
who told me before and has told me since,
reasons

that it is

utterly

that be had it from that gentleman’s own lips.
It was not narrated in confidence or as a secret,
nor bad I any reason for
supposing that

only

person bad been the recipient of it. My
Informant ia a gentleman of good standing
both socially and in a business
of

one

view,

point

and has nothing whatever to do with
political
organizations. There was not a circumstance
about the matter calculated to inspire one with
distrust of the accuracy of the statement.

You ein imagine, therefore, the amazement
with which I learned that Mr. Nordhoff met
the story with a flat contradiction. As I do not
know the

gentleman, never to my knowledge
having seen him in my life, and as I do know
his friend perfectly well, it is only natural that
I should place my faith upon the
veracity of
the latter. But it is conclusively established to
my mind that a most unjust, groundless and
cruel imputation has been cast upon the editor
of the Post, and it occasions me immeasurable

regret that I should have had any agency in
proceeding, 1 need not assure yon nor
your readers that I am absolutely incapable of
such a

wilfully misrepresenting any human being. I
think too that your experience and theirs will
bear me out in the assertion that I am ordinarily very careful about communicating anything through your columns that is not susceptible of proof. But in this instance I have unquestionably been imposed upon, and I desire
w

puv mjacii

uu

icuutu
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wiiuurawiDg

ana

ro-

trading in the fullest manner the statement in
question and any and every reproachful inference

deducible therefrom.

Nor can I alter meditating deliberately upon
the subject excuse myself for having told
the story, notwithstanding my
nndoubting belief in its authenticity. It was one of those

altogether too prevalent in our time
which has too much tbe flavor of gossip and 111
nature to be consistent with tbe impartiality
and dignity of journalism. I have always
deprecated that sort of thiog, aud ougbt therefore
to refrain from practicing it. I begin to think
acts

that there must be something demoralizing in
the habit of newspaper writing which tends to
weaken the ethical perceptions of even those
who indulge in it semi-occasionally in an amateur way. 1 am very sure that temperate lan-

guage and delicate consideration for the feelings of others are productive of the most effective results. I don’t believe that violent utter-

general thing carry as much weight
gentler ones. Force, earnestness and sincer-

ances as a
as

ity

of course, are essential, but these need not
necessarily be accompanied by passion and bitterness. So that when I find myself impercep-

tibly drifting

into the propensity to impugn
motives and adopt tbe current denunciatory
style, I always regret it when I have time to
cousider.
It
is
a
never
wtite
good idea to
letter
while
in
a
state
of
excitement.
Last week the theme which obtruded itself upon my attention just at tbe
moment that I was about to write to tbe Puss,
was the call for a conference of politicians in

a

May beginning with the words, “The widespread corruption in our public servioe which
has disgraced tbe Republic in the eyes of the
world and threatens to poison tbe vitality of
institutions.” Well, I acknowledge that
sentence tilled me with wrathfnl emotions.
I thought it unpatriotic, slanderous and false.

our

It is a pretty strong libel on a country that
every American ought to love and honor. I
am by no means sure that It would have been
proper declaration to issue in that form on
the hypothesis of its accuracy. There ought to
be some reserve in tbe style of speaking or
writing of the government But being in my

a

opinion a mere rhetorical flourish and not in
the slightest degree warranted by facts, I received it with genuine
indignat^p. In that
mood I expressed myselt with more ferocity
than is my wont But in that respect I was
simply Imitating the conduct I bad set about
reprehending. That was not a politic thing to
do, and it unquestionably diminished the
cogency of my criticism.
I think too, that the document under consid.
eration would have carried more weight if it
had been couched in milder language. Tbe
people of tbe United States have shown on
occasions that they are remarkably sensitive
about any aspersions upon the free land they

They have upheld its honor at enorcost of blood and treasure. It is hardly

live in.
mous
W
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accept.

its

true the charge that “tbe widespread corruption iu our public service has disgraced the
Republic in the eyes of the world," especially
when it is a charge unaccompanied by specifications and unsustaiaed by evidence. 8uoh
are entirely too serious to be bandied about in so general a wsy. Legitimate
opposition to a party or to an administration is

allegations

thing

to be expected. That it should be vigand aggressive is natural enough. But
tbe limits of decorous criticism are entirely
transcended when accusations ef corruption
a

orous

are put forth over tbe signatures of eminent
citizens, who thereby endorse and hecome responsible for averments that are based on mere
hearsay, and of which an exhaustive series of
investigations pursued for a whole session of
Congress have failed to elicit any tangible
proof.
Beyond the interest I bad in the topic as a
citizen of the Republic there was no particular
cause for anger on my part at the manifesto of
Messrs. Bryant, Woolsey, Bollock, White and
Schurz. No individual could possibly have
less personal concern In tbe perpetuation
of the administration than I have. Nevertheless my respect for, and confidence in, tbe Chief
Magistrate of this nation is illimitable. I be-

lieve his associates in the couneils of the state
honest, upright and capable officers. It is
my abiding conviction that tbe public service is
less obnoxious to censure than usual; that
are

owing

to the

rigid espionage to which the adsubjected ever since its

ministration has been

advent, abases

have been diminished rather
than increased, and that we never have had in
the past, and never shall have in the future a

more

conscientious, straightforward and incor-

ruptible President than Gen. Grant. Anybody
is at liberty to dispute this opinion with or
without reasons, but it is a judgment I have
formed without fear or favor, and nobody can
fairly impeach its sincerity or disinterestedness.

I have taken some pains to compare the tone
of public discussion of the present day with
that of past epochs, and I discover that there
never has been a period in the national history
when vituperation was so universal as it is now,
Certain men have upon occasion been targets
for excessive

detraction, but the disposition to
everybody without discrimination or
ground is of comparatively recent origin.
The following paragraphs about Geu. Jackassail

son

remind one

of similar invectives current

respecting the present incumbent of tbe
Presidency, but these were printed in 1833,
now

while he was a candidate for re-eleotion. The
firing ceased in his case, to a considerable ex-

tent, after that event occurred.
Here is what the N. Y. Daily Advertiser said
of him in Sept. 1832:
“No honest man can ask for further proof of
Gen. Jackson’s incapacity, of his total unfitness for the station he fills or the probability
nay the certainty that if elected tor tour years
more he would contemplate the destruction
of
the government and the downfall of the Republic.” ***** “Of all merit as a
politician and a statesman he is utterly destiHe is a weak, vain, ambitious, passiontute.
ate and worn out old man ignorant of his duties and incompetent iu body and mind to render the least service to the nation.” * • • •
*
*
“Since the accession of Gen. Jackson
the standard of morals and manners at tbe
seat of government and almost witblu tbe
verge of the court has been reduced to a low
state of degradation.
Bullies and bravadoes
are friends and associates of tbe Chief Magistrate of the natiou—men without education or
character are his confidential counselors and
advisers. These bullies and half savages are

—mnarnni^mi

the intimate friends, the chosen companions
and the ardent supporters of Gen. Jackson.”
There are more of the same kind but these
will answer. They sound oddly enough now after a lapse of two score years, but not any more
so than a vast multitude of the defamatory articles upon Gen. Grant at this moment in circulation will before the century has ended.
Bae language uud vile epithets lose a good
deal of their sting by frequency ot use. Still
they are not pleasant missiles, and it would be
quite as well if they were tabooed. Our English neighbors oriticize their statesmen sharply
but never vulgarly or brutally. They speak of
them with a certain degree of respect such as
Is due to their rank and position.
The consequence is that they exercise a potent influence
in affairs and their

opinions

are

sought

deferred to.

Yarmouth.

Dominion Notes.

$4,141,340.
Before adjournment the Depression Committee of the Dominion Parliament reported that
the causes of depression in business were beyond

the control of legislative enactment, and that
the depression is due to the falling off in the
demand for lumber in Eogland, the United
States and elsewhere.
The St. John Telegraph says that from the
first of January up to the present date we
have shipped from this port to Europe about
thirteen and a half million superficial feet of
deals.

There are now at St. John about 17,500
shipping loading for the United Kingdom, principally for Liverpool, and to load this
tonnage will require some fourteen million superficial feet of deals.
The New Brunswick Assembly passed an
act which makes it a criminal offense for any
licensed dealer to sell intoxicating liquors to a
habitual drunkard, or to any person whose
of

health is injured or family neglected by habitual drinking, after a magistrate, at the request of friends of such person, shall notify
<les lers not to sell to him.
It applies only to
Frederickton. The penalty is $100 or thirty

days imprisonment.

News and Other Items.
A careless Dubuque (la.) boy swallowed a revolver cartridge, the other day, and his mother
doesn't dare to “wallop” him for fear he’ll go
off.

Immediately after the close of the services ia
the New York hippodrome, on Wednesday
evening, the work of transforming the interior
ball-room was begun, and on Thursday
evening a military promenade concert was
into

a

given.
A Western iournalist

arranges

the

MATTERS IN MAINE.
Death of

an

news

as

follows: “Oo Monday, April the 10th, 500
barrels of Cincinnati whisky were landed on
the levee at Louisville. Oa Wednesday, the

12th, the Louisville Courier-Journal appeared
without a line of editorial.”

Carlyle has never been counted
among the English admirers of this country,
and his admiration has not improved of late.
Mr. Thomas

He is said to have made the following remark
within the hearing of Mr. Conway: “America
is a great country, but no system caa last
which would give Jesus and Judas precisely
the same vote on public affairs.”
and other states, but more
quickly, California already tidds her wheat
lands exhausted and worn out, and the average
yield dropping from 60 to 20 bushels to the
acre.
The San Francisco Bulletin urges the
raise more and better cattle—Durhams, which make good beef, and not the
native mustangs. Much of the beef consumed
in the state comes from Nevada and outside.
A collection of the coats of arms of all the
to

States of the Union is being made by the chief
of the historical department of the Centennial.
Application was made to the Governors and
Legislatures of the different states for official
copies, many of which have been furnished.

The singular fact has been developed that no
state insignia have been fixed by statute, and
the designs now used to represent them have

depended

very much

on

the
•

fancy

of

indi'

vidaals.
Bad luck followed Frank Gerrity of Detroit.
He was sick for three months. His first em-

ployment afterward was running a locomotive,
and, on the very first day, he fell off, receiving
injuries that kept him abed for several weeksTbree days after resuming work, his train ran
off the track, and he was badly injured. This
time he was a month recovering. The railroad
company, holding him responsible for the accident, would not hire him again. “This is a
tough world,” he said, and shot himself into
the

next._

Forty-Fourth Congress—First Session.
Washington, April

24.

SENATE
Mr. Jenney’s report on the Black Hills was
laid before the Senate.
A resolution w*p adopted that the Secretary
of the Treasury inform of the amount of taxable
capital and property, and the average deposits
of savings hanks on the 31st of May, 1875, and
also the tax collected on deposiss for the last
fiscal year.
The Senate discussed the bill to abolish the
office of Supervisor of Internal Bevenue until
the expiration of tbc morning hour, when it
was laid aside, and the bill to amend the laws
relating to legol tender of silver coin was taken
up.
Mr. Jones of Nevada took the floor.
When about half through the Senator stopped speaking and at 3.35 the Senate adjourned.

HOUSE.
Several bills were

following:
By Mr. O'Brien

introduced, including

the

of Maryland, to reorganize
It provides that there shall be on

the navy.

tne active list b

rear-admirals, (in commodores,

50 captains and 75 commanders, and that promotions in these grades shall cease until these
numbers shall be reached.
Mr. Faulkner of West Virginia, from the
Committee on Foreign Affairs, reported a
joint resolution requesting the President to take
such steps as may tend to obtaiu the release of
Edward O'M. Condon from imprisonment in
England. Passed.
Mr. Gibson of Louisiana offered a resolution
for the appointment of a select committee of
niDe to make an examination into the onduct
and management of the New Orleans custom
house, and of the offices of Marshal, District
Attorney, postmaster, assessor and collector of
interaal revenue, and such other federal officers
as they may discover implicated in wrong
doing, with power to sit in New Orleans during
recess.

Mr Hurlbutof Illinois objected to raising a
special committee with sncb powers, and suggested that the subject be referred to one of the
regular committees.
Mr Gibson moved to suspend the rules.
Mr. Kasson of Iowa suggested an amendment that tbe proceedings be public.

Mr. Gibson had no objection to that.
Mr. Hale of Maine asked Mr. Gibson to let
tbe subject go to one of the regular committees
and to strike out the remarkable clause as to
the committee “sitting during the recess.” If
he would do so, the resolution would go without objection.
Mr. Gibson declined to accede to that sugges-

building

and lumbering.

where.]

After Mr. Blaine's statement, the House resumed tbe consideration of the District tax bill,
for which a substitute was adopted, and, without proceeding further, adjourned.
Crimes and Casualties.
James

O’Donnell, while in his dwelling at
Pottsville, Pa., Sunday, was shot at through a
window and fatally wounded.
Thomas Owens of Boston, one of the crew

of the schooner Clara L. Sparks, fell from the
spring stay Sunday afternoon and broke both
arms besides sustaining other injuries.
The State store house at Carolina mills, Providence. was partially destroyed by fire Suudav.

Loss $4,000.

An unknown woman, apparently 30 years of
age, was found murdered yesterday in a tenement bouse on Congress street, Springfield.
Mary Nangbton, a notorious woman, who kept
the house, has disappeared, and is supposed to
he the murderer.

Of tbe three wounded

The Little Rock and Fort

MASSACHUSETTS.
The Boston & Albany Investigation.
Boston, April 24.—The legislative committee
which bas been investigating the management
of the Boston & Albany Railroad and inquiring into the charges made by State Director
Hayes, after a protracted session has submitted
three reports, the committee being divided in
opinion. Report signed by Messrs. Palmer and
Mosely sustains Haynes in making his charges
and states that Moses Kimball held the position of state director in defiance of law, being
interested in the Btock of the road, and that

the Ware River Railroad transaction was a
of much private profit to President
Chapin and his friends. They recommend
that Messrs Chapin, Kimball and Sargent having been guilty of violation of their official
trust as directors tbe Attorney General be instructed to institute proceedings to recover any
money in the hands of these officers belonging
to the road.
The report states that Moses
Kimball retains $30,000 of the road funds
which he made out of a gravel contract.
The majority report, signed by five members
of tbe committee, and another signed by four
members, both condemns Messrs. Kimball, Sargent and Chapin for their violation of trust and
embody the some charges contained in the report of Palmer and Mosely, though expressed
Both reports concludes
in less severe terms.
with a recommendation that under tbe advice
of and with the concurrence of the Governor
and Council the Attorney General be instructed to bring an action against Chapin, Kimball
and Sargent for the purpose of securing the
profits of the Ware River lease to the treasury
Palmer and
of the Boston & Albany road.
Moseley’s report says: Messrs. Chapin, Sargent
of
and Kimball have been guilty
violation of
their official duty; have perverted the trust and
confidence reposed in them to their private
ends in controvention of equity and good morals, and said Chapin, Sargent and Kimball deserve and should receive therefor
the censure
and condemnation of all high minded and honorable men.
An Insane Son Shoots His Father.
Plymouth, April 24.—Capt. Elisha Sampson
of Duxbury, was shot dead this morning, by
his son Simeon Sampson, while at the breakfast table. All the family were at the table
except Simeon, a young mao 24 years old, who
was supposed to be in bed.
He came cautiously down stairs, opened the door and fired before
any one knew he was near, the shot takinsr
(Sect in tbe forebeid, completely carrying
away the whole top of the head. The weapon
used waa a common shot gun heavily loaded
He then returned to his room and
with shot.
went to bed, where officers Alden and Hollis
found and arrested him, carrying him to Plymouth jail. On the way to Plymouth the officers questioned him, and he
gave as a reason
for killing his father that he was afraid the
father would kill his brother. No other cause
can be given so far as can be ascertained except
He has been considered insane by
insanity.
some in the neighborhood for several years.

from the Red
Canyon massacre of the 16th. two have since
died. A colored woman who was captured
was killed.
Her ,bpdy was found full of armen

rows.

Elisha Sampson of Duxbury, Mass., 67 years
of age, had tbe top of his bead blown off yesttrday by an insane son, who is in tbe hands of
the sheriff.
Residence of Dexter Miles in Reading was
horned yesterday
morning. Loss $10,000. Two
firemen were injured.
8- Jose, Esq., a prominent resident of
Malden, committed suicide yesterday by hangJames Gallagher, a well known milkman of
Cambridge, Mass., was killed at Medford ves
terday by a railroad train.
Two women have been arrested at Laramie

City, supposed be the old woman and Kate
Bender of Kansas murder fame.
to

Austin Ford, an Englishman, aged 29, was
drowned in Blackstone river at Valley Falls

yesterday.

Five story granite bnildiog at No. 19 Summer street, Boston, was damaged by fire last
night. Loss $2,000 on building and $0,000 on
etockp.

in

the House.

sick seven days, of catarrhal pneumonia, He
had been in business in Macbias more than
forty years, and was successful in trade, ship-

Smith Bond Story Met
and Refuted.

DENIAL

A

BACKED

UP BF

SIDNEY DILLON AND COL.
TOM SCOTT.

source

WASHINGTON.
The Safe Burglary—Cal- Havre’s Testimony.

Washington, April 24 —Col. Howe appeared
before tbe grand jury Saturday and testified.
He was staying at Secretary Richardson’s

house at the time Carter desired to see the
Secretary to make a statement of his information that some safe was to be broken.
Carter
made this statement to Col. Howe, bv when
it was communicated to the proper officers of
the Treasury.
Col. Howe subsequently met
Carter again, when tbe latter informed him
that there was information that Alexander had
paid the burglar $10,000. Col. Howe was with
Mr. Madge at Arlington, when this statement
of Carter was communicated to Shepherd and

Harrington.

Scbenck Simply Censurable.
It is believed that the unanimous report of
the committee on Schenck will be that be waB
not guilty of intentional wrong in tbe Emma
mine business, but censurable, on account of
his position as minister.
Congressman Hayes and tbe Cadetships.
It is stated that the charge against Congressman IJayes, of selling a cadetship, has broken
down completely, and he demands an immediate report from the committee.
Belknap Deaies Any Confession.
Belknap has written a letter to a friend denyin
ing, positive terms, that he bad made any
confession whatever, concerning the charges
against him, relative to the Fort Sill post tradBen.

ership.

Secretary Bristow.
Secretary Bristow was taken before the Investigating Committee to day but gave no testimony. A number of names -were given by
Judge Cate as witnesses, and another list by
Mr. Bristow to be summoned. In the course
of tbe proceedings Mr. Bristow said he had no
hesitation in denouncing the charges against
him as originating from the Milwaukee whiskey ring. He said that while he should refuse
to allow records to go out of his department to
the committee, yet when he is personally interested, he should take the responsibility of
furnishing the original records for bis own de-

Sale of Bald Ordered.
The Secretary of the Treasury has directed
tbe Assistant Treasurer at New York to sell on
Thursday next the gold to be paid into the
treasury on account of tbe bonds sold to pay
tbe awards of judgments of the Commissioners of
Alabama Claims.
Deliveries of gold
will be made as follow#: $2,000,000 on the day
of receiving tbe proposals if desired by the
purchaser or purchasers, or such portion thereof as he or they may wish; if not on that day
$2,000,000 on tbe following day, and $1,000,000
on each succeeding day till the whole
amount
is delivered.
Treasury Bids.
Bids for the $5,883,000 were opened at the
treasury to-day. One New York firm bid for
the whole at 103 25-100. There was a large
number of bids for half a million to a million
at from 102 5 8 to 103 78-100.
Drexell, Morgan
& Co., bid 103, 781-100 for the whole.
New York, April 24.—It is stated that tbe
Rotscbilds and Morgans get the $5,583,000 in
United States five per cents, their bids being
103 78-100.
Varions Hauers.
Ex-Attornej General Ackerman testified that
he sent money to Davenport for the suppression of the election frauds in New York city
election. He was allowed till tomorrow to answer the
question whether he consulted the President before paying the money.
The final vote in the contested election case
of Morey vs. Spencer of Louisiana, will be taken Wednesday.
It is believed it will be in fa
vor of Spencer.
A minority will probably recommend that tbe question be sent back to the
nftODlfl.

In the Kilbourne habeas corpus case today
Mr. Voorhees is delivering the closing arguments for the petitioners.
The House Committee on Appropriations today agreed to that portion of the report of its
sub-committee on postal appropriations, which
relates to the salaries of postmasters.
The
plan proposed provides for the saving of about
$500,000 on the present expenditures for this
The other important items in the
purpose.
f#st office appropriation bill are yet to be passed upon by the full committee.

BELKNAP’S REJOINDER.
Why He Resigned.

tion.

Mr. Hale—Then we must have the yeas and
nays on tbe suspension of tbe rules.
A vote was then taken and the rules were
not suspended—veas 146, nays 77.
The District of Columbia business was then
taken up.
Mr. Buckner of Missouri reported a bill to
regulate the assessment and collection of taxeB
for tbe support of tbe government of tbe District of Columbia, which, with a substitute
offered by Mr. Neal of Ohio was discussed
without action, Mr. Bdckuer yielding the floor
to Mr. Blaine.
[Mr. Blaine's statement will be found else-

Explanation

Machias, April 24 —Ptflrick E. Donworth
died last evening aged sixty-four, after being

Like Illinois

farmers

Old Resident of Rachias.

His

for and

In their circular just issued, Messrs. Dun,
Wiman & Co. give 477 as the number of fail
are* in the Dominion of Canada, in the first
quarter of 1876, against 396 in the corresponding period of 1870. The liabilities of the 477
are set down at 87,418,030, and of the 396 at

tons

MR. BLAINE.

BY TELEGRAPH.

Washington,April 31.—Mr. Belknap’s counsel in the impeachment matter filed their reThe
joinder to the House replication to-day.
In
only important portion is the last plea.
this Belknap sets out that although he did resign as Secretary of War, he did not do it to
avoid impeachment. After setting out that
the testimony of Marsh affected persons connected to him by domestic ties so as to make
him willing to secure the suppression ol the

committee’s statement as affected other persons,
his plea says that be, the said Belknap, proposed to said committee that if said committee
would suppress that part of said statement
which alluded to said other persons, be, the
said Belknap, although contrary to the truth,
would admit the receipt bv him of all the
moneys stated by said Marsh to have been received by him from one Evans, mentioned in
said statement, and paid over to Marsh by any
other person or persoos, but the committee declined to cousider the proposition, and the
Hon. Heister Clymer, chairman of said committee, then dec'ared to said Belknap that he
(Clymer; should more in the House of Representatives, on the statement of said Marsh, for
the impeachment of him (Belknap) unless said
Belknap should resign his position of Secretary of War before noon of the next day,
March 2d, 1876,and said Belknap regarding this
statement of said Clymer, the chairman as beforesaid, as an intimation that he (Belknap)
could by thus resigning avoid the affliction inseparable from a protracted trial in a form
which would attract the greatest degree of
public attention to the humiliation of
availng himself of the defence disclosed
in
said
statement
itself, which would
cast
blame
said
other
upon
persons,
he yielded to the suggestion made by said Clymer, believing the same was made in good
faith and that he (Belknap) would by resigning
his position as Secretary of War secure
speedy
dismissal of the said statement from the public
mind which said statement though it involved
no criminality on his part was
deeply painful
to his feelings, aDd did resign his said position
as Secretary of War and caused said
committee
to be notified of his resignation and of the
thereof
the
by
acceptance
President of the
United States, all of which was in pursuance
and consequence of said suggestion so made by
Clymer and therefore said committee declared
they had no further duty to perform in the

premises.

And be (Belknap) submits that while said
House of Representatives claim that said
Clymer was acting on its behalf in ‘said pretended examination of Marsh, said House
ought in honor and law to be estopped to deny
that said Clymer was also setipg on behalf of
said House m suggesting the resignation of
said Belknap as aferesaid, and ought not to be
heard ta complain of a resignation thus induced. And this he (Belknap) is ready to
verify, wherefore he prays judgment if said
House of Representatives ought to have or
maintain the impeachment agaiDSt him.
W. W. Belknap.
(Signed)

%

_

All the other Slanders

Disproved.
A Statement So

Convincing

that

Even the Democrats Believe it.

Washington, April 24.—In the House this
afternoon Mr. Buckner yielded the floor to Mr.
Blaine, who proceeded to make a personal
explanation. He said:
Mr. Speaker—With the leave of the House,
so kindly granted, I shall proceed to submit
certain facts and correct certain errors personal
to myself.
The dates of the correspondence

embraced in my statement will show that it
make it earlier. I
was impossible for me to
shall be as brief as the circumstances will permit.
A Review of the Charge.
For some months past a charge against me
has been circulating in private aud was recently
made public, designing to show that I had in
some indirect manner received the large sum
of 864,000 from the Union Pacific Railroad
Company in 1871, for what services or what
purposes has never been stated. The alleged
proof of this serious assertion was based, according to the original story, upon the authority of E H. Rollins, Treasurer of the Union
Pacific Company, who it was averred had full
knowledge that I got the mosey, and also upon
the anthcrity of Morton, Bliss & Co., bankers
of New York, through whom the draft for

604,000 was said to have been negotiated tor
my benefit, as they confidentially knew. Hearing of the charge some weeks in advance of its
publication, I procured the following statements from the two principal witnesses, who
were quoted as having such definite knowledge
against me.
JHnrtoa, Klin & Co.’t and E.H. Rollins)
Statement*.
New Yobk, April 6,1876.
Hon. J. G. Blaine, Washington, D. C.:
Dear Sir—In answer to your inquiry we beg
to say that no draft, note or check or other
evidence of value has ever passed through our
books in which you were known or supposed to
have any interest of any kind, direct or indirect.

Very respectfully,
Also the

Office

Your obedient servants,
Morton, Bliss & Co.

following:

Union Pacific R. R. Co., 1
Boston, Mass., March 31.
(
Hon. J. G. Blaine, Washington, D. C.:
In response to your inquiry I beg leave to
state that I have been Treasurer of the Union
Pacific R. R. Co. since April, 1871, and have
necessarily known of all disbursements made
since that date. During that entire period, up
to the present time. I am sure that no money
has ever been paid in any way or to any person
of the

by the company

in which you were iuterested
in any manner whatever. I make this statement in justice to the company, to you and to

myself.

Very respectfully,

E. H. Rollins.
Some persons on reading the letter of Morton, Bliss & Co. said that its denial seemed to
be confined to any payment that bad passed
through their “books,” whereas they might
have paid a draft in which I was interested,
and yet no trace of it be made on their books.
On this criticism’s being made to the firm,
they at once addressed me the following letter:
New York, April 13, 1876.
Hon. J. G. Blaine, Washington, D C.
Dear Sir:—It has been suggested to us that,
our letter of the 6th
inst. was not sufficiently
inclusive or exclusive. In that letter we stated
that no draft, note or check or other evidence
of value bad ever passed through our books in
which you were known or supposed to have any
It may be proper
interest, direct or indirect.
for us to add, that nothing has been paid by us
in any form or at any time to any person or to
any corporation in which you were known, believed or supposed to have any interest whatever. We remain very respectfully your obedient servants,
Morton, Bliss & Co.
(Signed,)
The

964,000

Bond

Story.

The

two witnesses for the original charge
having thus been effectually disposed of, the
charge itself reappeared in another form to this
effect, viz: That a certain draft was negotiated
at the house of Morton, Bliss & Co., in 1871,
through Tbomas A. Scott, then President of
the Union Pacific Railroad Company, for the
sum of $64,000, and that $76,000 of the bonds
of the Little Rock & Fort Smith Railroad Company were pledged as collateral, that the Union
Pacific Company paid the draft and took up the
collateral, that the cash proceeds of that went
to me, and that I had lurnisbed and sold or in
some way conveyed or transferred to Thomas
A. Scott these Little Rock & Fort Smith bonds
which bad been used as collateral; that the
bonds in reality had belonged to me or some
friend or constituent of mine for whom I was
I endeavor to state the charge in its
acting.
boldest form and in all its phases.
A Sweeping Denial.
I desire here and now to declare that all and
every part of this story that connects my name
with it is absolutely untrue, without one particle of foundation in fact and without a tittle of
evidence to substantiate it I never bad any
transaction of any kind with Thomas A. Scott
concerning bonds of the Little Rock & Fort
Smith road, or the bonds of any other railroad
or any business in any way connected with

railroads, directly or indirectly, immediately or
remotely. I never had any business transactions whatever with the Union Pacific Railroad
Company, or any of its officers or agents or

representatives,

and never in any manner* received from that company, directly or indirecta
dollar
in money or stocks or bonds
ly, single
or any other form of value, and as to the particular transaction referred to, I never so much
as heard of it till nearly two years after the
occurrence, when it was talked of at the time
of the Credit Mobilier investigation in 1873.
But while my denial ought to be conclusive,
I should greatly regret to be compelled to leave
the matter there. I am fortunately able to sustain my own declaration by the most conclusive
evidence that the case admits of or that human
testimony can supply. If any person or persons know the truth or falsity of the charges,
it must be the officers of the Union Pacific
Railroad Company. I accordingly addressed a
note to the President of that company, a gentleman who had been a director of the company from its organization, I believe, and who
had a more thorough acquaintance with its
business transactions probaoly than any other
man. The correspondence, wbith I here subI will give tbe letters in their proper orThey need no comment.
Mr. Blaine to Sidney Dillon.
Washington, D. C., April 13, 1876.
Sidney Dillon Esq.. President of the Union
Pacific Railroad Company.

said,
der.

Dear Sir—You have doubtless observed the
scandal now in circulation in regard to my
having been interested in certain bonds of the
Little Rock and Ft. Smith Railroad alleged to
have been purchased by yonr company in 187L
It is due to me, I think, that some statement
in regard to the subject should be made by
yourself as the official head of the Union Pacific Railroad Company. Very respectfully.
J. G. Blaine.
(Signed)
Mr. Dillon to Mr. Blaine Enclosing Letter
to Col. T. A. Scott.
Office of Union Pacific R. R. Co.. (
New York, April 15th, 1876.
j
Hon. James G. Blaine, Washington D. C.
Dear Sir—1 have your favor of the 13th inst.,
and in reply desire to say that I have this day
written Col. Thos. A. Scott who was President
of the Union Pacific Railroad Company at the
time of the transaction referred to. a letter of
which I send a copy herewith.
On receipt of
his reply I will enclose it to you.

Very Respectfully.
Sidney Dillon,
(Signed)

President.
Office Union Pacific R. R. Co., 1
New York, April 15,1670. (
To Col. Thos. A. Scott, Philadelphia:
Dear Sir—The press ot the country are making allegations that certain bonds of the Little Rock &
Fort Smith R. R. Oo. purchased bv the Union Pacific
R. R. Co. in 1871 were obtained from Hou. Jas. G.
Blaine of Maine, or that tbe avails in some form
went to bis benefit, and that the knowledge of these
faets rests with tbe officers of the company aud with
yourself. These statements are injurious both to
Mr. Blaine and the Union Pacific R. R. Co. There

were never any facts to warrant them, ami I think
that a statement to the public is due both from you
and myselt. I desire, as President of tbe company,
to repel jany such inference, and would be glad to
bear from you on tbe subject.

Very respectfully.
SIDNEY DILLON, P. esident.
Mr. Dillon io Mr. Blaiue Enclosing letter
from Colonel Scott.
Office Union Pac fic R. R., j
New York, April 22,1876.
j
Hon. James G. Blaine, Washington, D. C.:
Dear sir As 1 advised you some days ago I
wrote to Col. Thomas A. Scott and beg leave to
enolose you liis reply. I desire further to say
that I was director of tbe company and a member of the executive committee io 1871, and to
add my testimony to that of Col. Scott’s in
verification of all that he has stited iu the enclosed letter.
Truly yours,
Sidney Dillon, President.

(Signed)

PHILADELPHIA, April 21, 1876.
Sidney Dillou, Esq., President of the Union Pacific
Railroad Co., New York:
My dear sir—I have vour letter under the date of
New York, April 15, 1876, stating that the press of
the country are making allegations that certain
bonds ot tbe Little Rock & Fort Smith Railroad purchased by the Union Pacific Railroad Co. in 1871
were obtained from Hon. ,J. G. Blaine of Maine, or
that the avails in some iorm went to bis benefit, that

there never were any facts to warrant them,
that it is your desire as president ot the company to
repel any such imfereuce in the most emphatic mau.
ner.aud asking me to make a statement iu regard to
the matter.
In reply I beg leave to say that much as 1 dislike
the idea of enteriug into any ot these controversies
that are before the public in these days ot scandal,
from which few men in public lite seem to tie exempt,
I feel it my duty to state that the Little Rock & Fort
Smith bonds purchased by the Union Pacific
Railroad Co. in 1871 were not purchased or received from Mr. Blaine, directly or indirectly, and
that of the money paid by the Union Pacific Railroad Co., of the avails of said bonds, not one dollar
went to Mr. Blaine, or to any person for him, or for
his benefit in any form. All statements to the efi'ect
that Mr Blaine "ever bad any transaction with me,
directly or indirectly, involving money or valuables
of any kind are absolutely without foundation in
fact. I take pleasure in making this statement to
yon, and you may UBe it in any manner you deem
best lor the interests of the Union Pacific Railroad.

Very truly yours,

Thomas A. Scott.
and this closes the testimony I have wished to
offer.
Reason* for not Asking an Investigation.
Several newspapers, doubtless some of them
from friendly motives, have urged that I should
a9k for a committee to investigate these charges.
I might have done that and awaited the delay
and slow progress that inevitably attend a'.lConThree an 1 a half
gressioual investigations.
years ago 1 moved a committee to investigate
the Credit Mohilier charges, and though every
particle of proof in complete exculpation of
myself w as before the committee in thirty-six
boars after its first meeting, I was compelled
to wait for more than two months, indeed, seventy fall days before I got a public report exonerating and vindicating me from the charge.
Had I asked for a committee to investigate tbe
pending matter I should have been compelled
to wait its necessarily slow action with the
charges all the while hanging over me uudeuied
and unanswered, and pending tbe proceedings
of an investigation which I had myself asked,
propriety would have forbidden my collecting
and publishing tbe decisive proofs which I have
dow submitted. For these reasons I have deemed that tbe shortest or most expedi tions mode
of vindication was tbe one which 1 was bound
to choose by every consideration of myself personally, and of my official relations. I have
not omitted the testimony of a single material
witness to the transaction on which tue accusation against me is based, and unless I misapprehend tbe scope and force of che testimony it
leaves no charge against me.
I am ready to submit tbe whole matter to the
candid judgment of the House and tbe country,
and if the House thinks tbe matter should be
further inauired into. I beg to express mv en
tire readiness to give all the assistance in my
power to make the investigation as thorough,
as rigid and as impartial as possible.
Another Unfounded Statement.
To give a seeming corroboration of or foundation to the story which I have disproved, the
absurd rumor has lately appeared in certain
newspapers that I was the owner of from $150,000 to $250,000 worth of the Little Rock & Fort
Smith railroad bonds,which I received without
consideration, and that it was from these bonds
that Thomas A. Scott received his $75,000. The
statement is gratuitously and utterly false.
No
responsible author appears anywhere for this
unfounded story, but in discussing it I desire to
made the following explicit statement.
The Bistory of the Little Roek & Fort
Smith Road.
More than 23 years ago, iu the closing days
of Mr. Fillmore’s administration, the government granted to the State of Arkansas some
public lands within its own limits to be applied
to the construction of railroads in that state.
The Legislature of Arkansas incorporated the
Little Rock & Fort Smith Railroad Company
the same year, and gave to the company a portion of the lands it had received from the general government to aid in the construction of
the road, about 5000 acres to the mile I think,
but the company were unable to raise any
money for the enterprise, though they made
the most strenuous efforts, and when the war
broke out in 1861, eight years after the state
had given the lands to the company, not a mile
of the road was built. Of course nothing was
done during the war. After the war all the
rants of land previously made to the Southern
tates were renewed in gross.
In the session
of 1865—6, the Little Rock & Fort Smith Company agaio received a grant from the state and
again tried to raise money to build their road,
18>5, 1866 and 1867 passed without their getting
a dollar.
Finally, towards the close of 1868, a
company of Boston gentlemen representing
considerable capital undertook its construction.
Insuring the requisite meaus, they placed the
bonds of the road on the New England market
in the summer of 1869, offering them on terms
which seemed very favorable to the purchaser,
and offering them at a time when investments
of this kind were fatally popular.

§

Mr, Blaine's Investment in the Ronds of
the Road.
In common with hundreds of other people in
New Eng.and and other parts of the country 1
bought some of these bonds not a very large
amount, paying for them at precisely the same
rate that others paid. 1 never heard, and do
not believe that the Little Rock Company,
which I know is controlled by highly honorable
men, ever parted with a bond to any person except at the regular price fixed for their sale.
The enterprise, though apparently very promising, prove 1 unsuccessful as did so many similar projects about the same time. 1 lost a considerable sum of money, over $20,000, by my
investment, and I presume New England made
a net loss of $2,000,000 in completing that road
for Arkansas, as she lost over one hundred millions by similar ventures West and South within the last twelve years. In addition to my investment in the bonds, I united with some others in raising some
money for the company
when it met its first financial troubles.
Proare
now
ceedings
pending in the U. S. Circuit
Court infArkansas, to which I am a party of
record, tor the reimbursement of the money so
advanced.
All the bonds I ever purchased I
continued to bold, and when the company was
reorganized in 1874 1 exchanged them for stock
and bonds in the new concern, which I still
own.
My whole connection with the road has
been open as the day.
If there had been anything to conceal about it I should never have
touched it.
Wherever concealment is desirable avoidance is advisable, and I do not know
any better test to apply to the honor and fairness of a business transaction.

Last Winter’s Arkansas Legislation.
With the insinuation just answered is that
which, in an irresponsible and anonymous way,
attempts to connect the ownership of the Little
Rock & Fort Smith bouds with the legislation
of last winter respecting the state government
of Arkansas.
There are some accusations
which it is difficult to repel with sufficient force
of
their
because
mixture of absurdity, depraviI never heard this stupid
ty and falsehood.
slander till within a few days, and I veuture to
say there is not a responsible man in the country, of the slightest sense, who can discern the
remotest connection between the two things
that are alleged to have an intimate and infamous relation.
The Foregoing Summarized.
Let me now, Mr. Speaker, briefly summarize
what I have presented:
First—That the story of my receiving $b4,000
or any other sum of money or other thing of
value from the Union Pacific Railroad Company, directly or indirectly or in any form, is
absolutely disproved by the most conclusive
Second—That no bond of mine was ever sold
to the Atlantic & Pacific, or the Missouri, Kan& Texas Railroad Company’s, and that cot
a single dollar of
money from either of these
companies ever went to my profit or benefit.
Third—That instead of receiving bonds of
the Little Rock & Fort Smith rai’road as a
gratuity, I never had one except at the regular
market price, aud that instead of making a
large fortune out of that company, I have incurred a severe pecuniary loss trom my investments in its securities, which I still retain, aud
out of such affairs as this grows the
popular
gossip of large fortunes amassed in Congress.
Conclusion.
I cau hardly expect, 'lr. Speaker, that any
statement from ms will stop the work of those
who have so industriously circulated the calumnies. For months past the effort has been
energetic and continuous to spread these stories
in private circles. Emissaries of slander have
visited the editorial rooms of leading Republican papers, from Bostou to Omaha, and whispered of revelations to come that were too terrible even to be spoken in loud tones, and at
the
last
revelations
have
been
made.
I am now, Mr. Speaker, in the fourteenth year
not
inactive
of a
service in this hall. I have
taken and have given blows. I have no doubt
said many things in the heat of debate which I
would now gladly recall. I have no donbt given
votes which in fuller light I won Id gladly
change bat I have never cone anything in my
public career for which I could be put to the
faintest blush in any presence or for which I
cannot answer to my constituents, my conscience and the Great Searcher of hearts.
The Democrats Accept the Statement.
As Blaine concluded there was a murmur of
applause from both sides of the ball and one of
a group of
prominent Democratic members

F OREie N.

Detroit,April 24.—Flour steady

Foreign Note*.
The Egyptian troops have beguu their homeward march from Abyssinia.
Count Lewenhault, the new Swedish minister
to Washington, and Countess Lewenbauft sailed from Liverpool for New York Saturday, on
the steamer Scythia.
Tbe Times says that Wallace and his wife,
Americans, suspected ol murdering Mrs. Porter, will probably be soon captured.
They belonged to a gang of forgers, and Mrs. Porter is
believed to have been the wife of Chapman,
who, with others was sentenced at Smyrna two
years ago. All escaped except Chapman.

Shipments—450 bbls flour, 38,950 hush wheat, 1,114
bush corn, 6,515 bush oats.
Cincinnati, April 24.—Pork is quiet and steady
at 22 00 @ 22 25, outside figures askeu.
Lard firm;
steam taken at 134;Kettle at 13ft @ 13|. Bulk Meats
firm; shoulders at 84; clear rib sides at 114 cash,
124 buyer July; clear sides at lift. Bacon quiet and
steady; shoulders 9J @ 9|; clear rib sides 12ft; clear
.sides 13. Live Hogs are in good demand; common
to good light at 6 75 @ 7 70; medium to good heavy
at 7 80 @ 8 00; few extra at 8 10; receipts 1800 head
;
shipments 117 head.
Cleveland April 24.—The Petroleum market is
steady; standard at 10|: prime White at 11} both
lor car lots.
New Fork, April 24.—Cotton isquidt; Middling
_

TWENTY FOUR

Dep’t, Office Chief Signal )
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Aprd 25, (1 A. M.)}
For New England.
rising barometer, possibly followed by falling
in the southern portions, cooler, north and east
winds, increasing cloudiness and possibly rain.

uplands 13|c.
Savannah, April 24.—Cotton is quiet: Middling6
uplands 12ftc.
Augusta, April 24.—Colton market is quiet and
weak; Middling uplands 12ft @ 12ftc.
New Orleans, April 24.-Cotton is
easier; Middling uplands 12|c.
Mobile, April 24.—Cotton is irregular; Middling
uplands at 12 @ 12ftc.
Norfolk, April 24.—Cotton dull; Middling uplands 12ftc.
Charleston, April 21.—Cotton dull and heavy;
Middling uplands 12ft @ 122c.
Galveston, April 21.—Cotton market is quiet:
Middling uplands 12ftc.
Louisville,April24.—Cotton market quiet; Mid
dling uplands 12ftc.
Wilmington, April 24.-Cotton is dull; Middling uplands 124c.

mid Atlantic

coast.

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
The Portsmouth Reform Club numbers 1800
members.
O’Leary aud Schmehl, San Francisco pedestrians, have agreed upon a 500 mile match for
$2000 a side, some time in May.
O’Leary will
also attempt 125 miles in 32 hours between the
1st and 10th of May.
A recent examination of tbe accounts of
Revenue Co1 lector Lidwick at San Francisco
shows everything correct.
The Emperor of Brazil visited the Mormon
Tabernacle at Salt Lake Sunday.
Schroder, Lindlow & Co., tbe Milwaukee
firm that ran the big wheat corner last fall,
have failed.
Mrs. E. W. Coolidge, a grand-daughter of
Thomas Jefferson, was buried in Boston yes-

European Market*.
London, April 24—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 94 7-16
for money and account.
London, April 24—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States 1865, old, ot 103}; United States
1867’s, 1094; United States 10-40’s, 106}; new 6’s, at
106.

Liverpool, April 24.—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
is dull and easier; Middling uplands at
6jjd; do Orleans at 6ftd; sales 8,000 bales, including 1000 bales
tor speculation and export.

Moulton’s counsel in his suit

against Henry Ward Beecher have decided to
appeal from the decision sustaining the de-

Catarrh is

Tbe Pacific Mail Co. have furnished bonds
the Panama R. R. Co., and their steamers
will be released.
George Barn, Son & Co., N. Y., coffee and
spice dealers, have suspended.
Liabilities under $100,000
Martin J. Brunn & Co., in similar trade have failed with liabilities at $31,500:

common disease,—so common that
and blowing of the nose, meet us
at every turn on the street. Your foot slips in these
nasty discharges on the sidewalk and in the public
conveyance; and its disagreeable odor, contaminating the breath of the afflicted, renders them offensive to their associates. There is the
highest medical
authority for stating that with fully one hall, if not
two-thirds, of those afflicted with Consumption of
the Lungs, the disease commences as Catarrh in the
nose or head, the next step
being to the throat and
bronchial tubes—lastly to the lungs. How important
then to give early and prompt attention to a Catarrh!
To cure this loathsome disease correct the
system by
using Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery, whicn
tones it up, cleanses the blood, and heals the diseased glands by a specific influence upon
them; and
to assist, use Dr.
Catarrh Remedy with Dr.
Pierce’s Nasal Douche.
This is the only way to
reach the upper and back cavities where the discharge comes from. No danger from this treatment
and it is pleasant to use. The two medicines with
instrument are sold by dealers in medicines.
wl w

assets

The

$20,000.

journeyman

have struck.

tailors of

Rochester,

N.

Y.,

Base ball at Philadelphia—Athlethics 20,
Bostons 3.
The officers of the steamship Hibernian,
which arrived at Baltimore yesterday, from
Liverpool via Halifax, state that a man named
Ferrell announced, after four passengers had
landed at Halifax, that one of them was Don
Carlos of Spain and the others were Spanish
officers. They will make a tour of tbe United
States, aud were to meet Terrell at St. Louis
yesterd ay.

The Propriety of the Investment.
As to the question of propriety involved in a
FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
member of Congress holding an investment of
this kind, it must be remembered that the
Portland Wholesale Market.
lands were granted to the State of Arkansas,
and not to the railroad company, and that the
Monday, April 24.—The markets are firm to-day
with no change to note. Sugars continue firm at lOJ
company derived its life, franchise and value
from the state, and to the state the company is
for granulated and
for Extra C. Flour is steady
amenable and answerable, and not in any
and sales are quite active for the lower and medium
sense to Congress.
Since I purchased the
grades. Grain is quite active and the demand for
bonds but one act of Congress has passed in
Corn is excellent. Molasses is dull and there is not a
any way touching the subject, and that was
large business doing.
merely to rectify a previous mistake iu legislaFREIGHTS—Tho freights are rather dull and
tion. I take it when any security,from government bonds to town scrip, isjoffered at publio
there are but lew charters to report. We have the
sale to any one who can pay for it, every
following to report this week: Schr, Speedwell,
American citizen is free to buy it. If yoa
Wiscasset to Sharpness Point, Eng.,- 70s on deals
exclude a Ranresjmtativp from t.hfl imroatmonf I
Bark Tewksbury S. Sweat hence to Cork for
on the ground that in some secoDdary or reorders,
with grain at Bjs. Brig. Agenora same. Brig Omer
mote way the legislation of Congress has
from
Calais to Penartb Roads, Eng., lor orders, with
affected or may affect the value of the article,
then you exclude every man on this floor, not
deals at 70s. Schr. J. B. Marshall from Kennebec to
from
a
only
holding
government bond or a Philadelphia with .ice 81 00. Schr Kate M. Hilton
share in a national bank, but also from owning
same.
a flock of sheep or a field of hemp, or a tobacco
plantation, or a cotton mill, or an iron furnace,
far all these interests are vitally affected by
HARBORVILLE, NS. Br Sclir Luckuow—40 cords
the tariff legislation, on which we vote every
wood, 1 box eggs, 1 package dulce, 1 do merchandise
to
order.
session, and of which an important measure is
even now pending in the Committee of the
ST. JOHN. NB. Br Schr Don Pedro—86,331 feet
lumber to Edwin Clement.
Whole. In the seven intervening years siDCe
the Little Rock aod Fort Smith bonds were
Daily Domestic Receipts.
placed on the market, I know few investments
that have not been more affected by the
By Boston and Maine Railroad.—Jackson
legis& Morse 1 car corn, J B Fiske 1 car flour, W & C R
lation of Congress. But this case does not
Milliken 1 car flour, order 3 cars flour, C H True 1
require to be shielded by any such comparisons car
corn, R C Jewett 1 car corn, Central E Co 1 car
or citations, for I
repeat that the Little Rock
com, Boylam & Co 1 car corn, Chas M Ogden & Co 1
road derived all it had from the State of Ar- car
mill feed, Skillings & VV Bros 1 car lumber,
kansas, and not from Congress. It was in the Wadsworth Bros 1 car lumber, Shepard, Davis
& Co
discretion of Congress to give or withhold from 1 car lumber, Clarke. Lovejoy & Co 1 car lumber G
T R 6 cars merchandise, M C R R 14 cars merchanthe state, but it was solely in ihe discretion of
dise, P& O Rtt 1 car merchandise, Portland 10 cars
the state to give or withhold from the Little
merchandise.
Rock Railroad Company.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G.
W. True & Co.
The Transactions Between Ihe
Little
Rock and the Atlantic A- Pacific and
Boston Atock Market
Missouri, Kansas A Texas Roads
[Sales at the Brokers* Board, April 24.]
When the Little Rock road fell into the fi25 Eastern Railroad...s 10.. 12}
nancial troubles of which I have spoken there
50 ..do.
122
were certain interests connected
80.do. 12}
with it that
2 BostOD & Maine Railroad...100}
were uuder peculiarly pressing embarrassment
aud that needed relief.
Second Call.
There had been at
different times very considerable talk about
25 Eastern Railroad... 12}
the
&
Atlantic
induoiog
Pacific road which od
25.do.s 30 124
its Southern branch was to be a
65 .do. 12}
connecting
Hnk East and West with the Little Rock
&
Fort Smith, the Missouri, Kansas &
New York Stock and Money Market.
Texas
road, which would be a connecting line both
New York. April 24—Eveniug.—Money market
North and South at the point of junction
was easy at 2 (§ 3 per cent, on call.
Sterling Exto
aid the Little Rock & Fort Smith
change was quiet and hrm at 486} @ 4«7 lor sixty
enterprise
for
and
demand.
days
489}
by taking some of its securities, a practice very
Gold declined from 11} to 112$; loans were made at
common among connecting roads.
To both of
1 @ 4 per cent, and flat. The clearances at the Gold
these the completion of the Little Rock
road
Exchange Bank were 24,000,000. Treasury paid out
was of very great importance.
$35,000 interest and foi the redemption of bonds and
Accordingly jn
the spring of 1871, when only one
$23,000 in silver in redemption of currency. Cuscoupon had
been passed by the Lttlle Rock Co. on one se
toms receipts $327,000. Governments were strong
and } @ } per cent, higher; bids for the new 5 per
Ties of its bonds aud none passed on the other
cent, at the Treasury aggregated between $60,o00,000
and when there was sanguine hope of
and $70,000,000 at 102 45-100 @ 103 78-1}, and total
the enterprise on its feet again, the Atlantic*
award of $5,383,000 was made to Prexel, Morgan &
Pacific Company took 8100,000 of its bonds and
Co. for account of Rothschild & Son, J. S. Morgan
8100,000 of its stock for the gross sum of 870
& Co., Belmont & Co. and themselveB at 103 78 7-16.
000, and the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, if i State bonis dull.
The tollowing were the closing quotations of Govremember correctly, took one half the amount
ernment securities:
at the same rate.
This was done not for the
UnitedftStates coup. 6s,1881. 122}
corporation itself, but for an interest largely
United States 5-20’s 1865, old.118}
engaged in the construction of the road. With
United States 5-20*8,1865, new.119}
the circumstances attending the negotiation
United States 5-20’s, 1867.121}
with the Atlantic & Pacific road I was
United States 5-20*8, 1868 do.122|
entirely United
States news’s.118}
familiar aod with some of its officers I have
long been well acquainted. 1 also knew of the United States|l0-40s, coup.118}
6’s.
Currencv
126}
negotiation with the Missouri, Kansas & Texas
The following were the closing quotations ol
road, though I never to my knowledge saw any
Stocks:
of its officers and never had an interview with
Western Union Telegraph Co.
65}
But in the case
any of them on any subject.
Pacific Mail.
20
of both roads f desire to say that the bonds sold
New York Central & Hudson R R.112}
Erie.
to them did not belong to me, nor did I have
15*
Erie preferred.
33
one dollar’s pecuniary interest in the whole
Michigan
Central.
51j
transaction with either company.
Union Pacific Stock.
63}
An Infamous Insinuation Repelled.
Panama......
Lake Shore... 55*
The infamous insinuation made in certain
Illinois Central.
97'
quarters that 1 engaged to use mv influence in
& Northwestern.# j
39a
Congress for the Atlantic & Pacific road, and Chicago
Chicago & Northwestern prelerred.!!!!.’” 58*
also for the Missouri, Kausas & Texas iu conNew Jersey Central. 95*
sideration of their purchasing these securities Rock Island.
j
St. Paul. 37J
The officers aud direchardly merits notice.
tors of both companies, so far as 1 have known
the one and heard of the other, are high
3S
toned, Wabash.'*
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph. 17
honorable gentlemeD, and they would have
Missouri Pacific.’
14
justly spurned me from their presence tiad 1 Atlantic & Pacific preferred.' *t" .,a
been willing to submit an offer so dishonorable
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
and mutually degrading. 1 bad no
Railroad securities:
pecuniary Central
Pacific bonds..
stake iu the negotiation, and I sbould have lovUnion Pacific bonds... ***1034
ed infamy for infamy’s sake had I betrayed
Union Pacific Land Grants.’*“*** 99
in
the
and
benor
any personal
official
transacFunds.
qm
tion, and I am sure that every man connected Sinking
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st.
2U
with every company would repel the dishonorGuaranteed.25*
ing suggestion as warmly as I do myself. The
whole affair had no more connection with ConProvidence PriBl Cloths Market.
gressional legislation than any of the 10,000
Providence, April 24.—Priming Cloths market
similar transactions that are constantly occur- moving
moderately and steady at 3}for64x64’s cash
ring in the business world of a like character. and 30 days.

a

snutting, spitting,

Sage’s

°e29_apr22eod&

Money to loan in
lry. Watches, and

ow

ladies’ Ring, very handsome, 35,00
ind lots of other Diamond Rings, Eardrops and Studs,
and Silver Watches, and other Sliver Ware at
ess than halt price.
8. 8C HR VVER.
aplSsnlm*

I lold

Inning, Tents, Flags, Boat Sails,
Covers, Canvas Letterings,

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 21st, brig Mansanilla,
Walls. Portland for Providence; sebs Petrel, Frye,
Wareham tor Camden; Challenge, Reed. Harmon's
Harbor for Staten Island; Clara Rankin, Rogers,
Portland tor Bridgeport.
BCSTON—Ar 22(1, sch Clio Chilicolt, Fullerton,
Wiscasset.
Ar 23d, barques Devonshire. Falker, Rosario; Sarah Hobart, Pinkham, Matanzas; brigs Julia E Haskell, Haskell, Algoa Bay, CGH; James Davis, Ellis,
Philadelphia; sens Harry White, Hopkins, from Port
Spain; Jas K Lawrence, Herrick,Cienfuesos; Northern Light, Wallace, Sagua; Mary Sands, Rowe, from
Perth Amboy; Star, Carman. Port Johnson:
Speedwell, Drisko. Hoboken; Lizzie. Leighton. Macnias;
Telegraph, Montgomery, and Sarah F Bird, Hall,
Rocklana.
BEVERLY—Ar 21st, sch Roswell, Hurlbut, Phila-

Decorations, &c,,
49

marcis

AFWENGLAND

Johnson.
NKWBURYPORT-Ar 23d, schs Izetta, Hix, Wcebawken; L A Johnson, Alby, Perth Amboy.

PORTSMOUTH—Ar22d, sch

Boston.

FOREIGN

A J

Williams.Murcb,

OF

PORTS.

Calcutta 21st inst, ship Nancy Pendleton,
Pendleton, Cagliari.
Ar at Greenoek 22vl inst, sch R F Hart, Coombs,
Savannah.
Cld at Havre 20th inst, shin Gen Sbepley, Hatchins. United States.
Ar at Trieste prev to 20th inst, barque Wm Cobb,

INCORPORATED IN 1835.
Nearly

Ar at

Biistol, E, 23d inst, barque Helen Angier,
Staples, New York.
Ar at Queenstown 22d inst, ship R B Fuller, Gilmore. San Francisco.
Sid fm Bimlipatam Mch 8, JennieS Barker, Waite,
London.
Ar at Oporto 5th inst, sch Fred Jackson, Davis,
New York.
In the Texel 9th inst, ships Jane Fish, Brown, from
Mobile; M A McNeal, Jordan, New Orleans.
Sid fm Independence Bay Mch—, ship Jos S Spinney, Jordan, Europe.
Ar at Valparaiso Mch 15, barques Sarah, Atkins,
Boston; Chasca, Washburn, Antwerp.
AtBarbadoes Mch 29, sch Alfred Keen, Keating,
lor Boston, ldg.
Ar at Pomt-a-Petre 21st inst, sch Speedaway, Cotfin, New York.
Sid fm Havana 20th inst, barque Sarab, Tilley, for
New York; brig Ysidora Ricnda, Plummer, for Wilmington, NO.
Sid fm Matanzas 21st inst, brig Ortolan. Dyer, tor
North of Hatteras.
Ar at Windsor. NS, 22d inst, schs S L Burns. Crosby, Eastport, (and sailed for New York); Almeda,

Mary Ella,

and

from

uary 1, 1876, an
Accumulated fund

Market value ot which, more
than cost, Jan. 1, 1876.
Incomefor 1875.a.
Returned to policy holders in
1875.
Accumulation in 1875
Surplus over liabilities January
1. 1876.

Surplus to be returned

Removing Life’s Heaviest Burden.
remove the burden of
disease, the heaviest
Knor

<a

nartninln

grand object, a glorious mission. Assuredly the
discoverer ot a remedy which accomplishes this result is entitled to the gratitude and respect of mankind Such a remedy is Hostetter's Stomach Bitters,
whose great success is attributable to the tact that
its restorative action upon the debilitated and disordered system is in accordance with the nrinciples
of common sense. It invigorates the sick, and, as
their strength increases, the burden of disease
grows lighter. It reforms those physical irregularities which render weakness chronic, and thus eradicates ihe evil at its very source. Liver complaint,
malarious fevers, constipation, urinary troubles,
uterine weakness, and many other causes of general
debility and ill health, are completely removed by
the combined tonic and alterative operation of the
Bitters.

a

Please tell the people that ycu
Advertisement in the PRESS

saw

their

For Inlormation, Documents

Agent New England Mutual
Life Insurance Company,

1876.
To Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Cook. Mr and Mrs. F. J.
DeLand, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. L. Small. Mr. and Mrs.
H. Richardson, Mr. and Mrs. Matthews, Mrs. Thurston, Mrs. Hussey, Miss Hussey, Mr. Ponce, Mr.
Carleton, Mr. Rich. Mr. Toner, Mr. Feann, Mr.
Bean, Mr. Smith, Mr. Pennell, Mr. Sahine, Mr.
Brown, Mr. Libby, Mr. Shaw, Mr. Green and others:
Please accept our sincere thanks for the many beautiful and munificent presents bestowed upon us on
Saturday evening at our anniversary. It was a complete surprise and will be ever gratefully remembered

OFFICE

COR MUDDLE AMCHIKGE STS.
IF"A few

J. w.

by

Yours truly.
MR. & MRS. GEO. N. E. KIMBALL,
No. 7 Brattle St.
apr25dltsu

STATEMENT OF THE

EQUITABLE

cake ol your Forest Tar Soap, my arm is entirely
well and I discover no symptoms of the trouble elsswhere.—Mrs. B. S. Hunt, Portland. Me. Get a cake
of your Druggist, or by sending 35 cts. to the Forest
Tar Co Portland, Me.
octl5

j

F, & I. Insurance Co,

sn9m

PROVIDENCE,

THAFEB,
CAN

BE

his

rooms

January

OF

CHARCSE

a

of both the Allopathic and

9300,000

$336,502

LIABILITIES.

Homoeopathic Schools,

Losses unpaid....

$11,750
Dividends. 1,156
Commissions, taxes and office

has been in extensive practice for twenty years. Disof the Eye and Ear, Throat and
Lungs, skillfully treated. Also Chronic Diseases in all forms.
The Doctor's success in both acute and chronic diseases, warrants the assertion that he never fails
to cure where a care is possible.
eases

$16,156

40

Reinsurance reserve, New York
standard. 67,156 87- 83,313 27

$253,189

mUUSWICK,

CjLt

AujNGLjj, rresiuent.
JAMES E. TILLINGHAST,

05

Sec’y.

John W. Munger & Co.

Bros.

AGENTS,
Street, Portland.

No. 166 Tore

WILL OPES

W. Mt'JiGER.

J.

C. D. MUNGER.

mhl8
03*

32

00
40

3,250 00

expenses.

Office Hours 9 to 19 A. H., 1 to 5, and tf
de8
to 8 F* Nl.
iebl7sneodtt

Eastman

1st. 1876.

Market VaL
Bank slocks.$132,750 00
Keal estate in City of Providence. 120,000 00
Loans on bond and mortgage. 15,000 00
City bonds. 25,000 00
Loaned with collateral security.
3,811 00
Cash in bank and office. 22,871 48
Premiums in course of collection. 16,469 81
Accrued rents.
800 00

Building.

The Doctor is

I..

ASSETS.

in

Mechanics’ Hall

K.

Cash Capital,

—

FREE
at

cltf

—

PORTLAND*

Wednesday, April 19tli,

Monday, April 34.
ARRIVED.
Steamer New Brunswick, Hall, Boston lor Eastdort and St John. NB.
Barque Sarah E Frazer, (of Portland) Knigbt, Matauzaa—882 hhds and 105 tea molasses to Geo S Hunt
& Co. Vessel to Yeaton & Boyd.
Barque Esther, Wells, Boston, to lead for Europe.
Sch E L Higgins, Aylward, Providence tor Calais.
Sch Argo.(rtr) Dailey, Boston, to load for Digby NS
Sch Kate Newman, Newman Boston.
Sch Wm Arthur, Hackett. Boston.
Sch Harriet, Weymouth, Salem tor Bango**.
Sch Gladiator, (Br) Parker. Yarmouth, NS.
Sch Gazelle, Gardiner. Pembroke.
Sch Theory, Fernald. Cranberry Isle.
Sch Kate Clark, Guptill, Grand Menan, NB, lor
New York.
Sch Maysville, (Br) Coffill, St John, NB for Boston.
Sch Olive, Reynolds, Machias for New York.
Seh Capt John, Patien. Ellsworth for Boston.
Sch Almira Woolev. King, Kennebec for Baltimore
Sch October, Jordan, Bath tor Boston.
CLEARED.
Steamship Elcanora, Johnson, New York—Henry

Spring

New Dress Goods,
—

ALSO

Nelson & Gould’s

—

503 CONGRESS ST.

LADIES’COSTUMES,

Also a full line or FRANKENBERG KID GLOVES in all the
latest Spring shades.

Drap d’ Ete and Silk

aPr2°_eodtf

8ACQUES Air
Carpet Cleansing.
goods
H3P"'An examination of these

is solicited.

We, the undersigned, having purchased the right
the Boston Air Carpet
Ducting Machine, are
prepared to receive orders at our new Dye House

o run
low

EASTMAN BROS.,

STo. 13 Preble Street,

near Congress St.
>*rice for Du.tlag Carpel. 4 eta. per yd.
Carpets called for and returned free of charge.

534 CONGRESS STREET.
aprl8

Lfrom merchants* exchange.]
New York 23d. brigs D S Soule, Soule, Matanzas; schs Mary A Harmon, Mahlman, Cardenas;
Lizzie Lee. Stubbs, Baracoa.
Ar at do 24th, barque Nellie May, Blair, Matanzas;
Ellen Maria, Hoxie, Pernambuco; schs Grace Cushing, Hamilton, and Eliza B Coffin, Cole, Portland;
J B Thomas, do tor Vitginia.
Cld at Philadelphia 24tli, sch A H Waite, Matanzas
At at Delaware Breakwater 24th,
brig Hattie E

sndtf

CARPETS cleansed

as

usual

FOSTER & SON,
ap3dlin*
Proprietors of Forest City Dye House.
““

GRASS^

Wheeler, Armstrong.

Cardenas.
24th, sch J

Herds Grass, Clover and Red
Top,

*
MEMORANDA.
Brig Faustina, Connauton, from Matanzas for Bos-on, with molasses, put into Key West 21st inst leakng badly and cargo shifted.
Sch Challenge, Reed, from Harmon’s Harbor for
Staten Island, put into Newport, RI, 23d inst, leakng 600 strokes per hour.

This is a purely vegetable, general family remedy
Keep it in the house to use in ease of emergency.

—

THE AERATED

SEED.

Ar at Baltimore
V Wellington, Rich,
Portland.
Sid tin Astoria, O, 8th inst, ship Sami Watts, Lermond, Liverpool.
Ar at Copenhagen —, barque Dirigo, Staples, from
Batavia.
Ar at Havana 22d inst, brig Addie Hale, Sheppard,
Portland.
Sid 23d, sch Seth W Smith, Marshall. Portland.
Ar at Cardenas 20th, brigs Clytie, Dow, Portland;
H M Bain, Thestrup, New York; Shannon, do; Etta
M Tucker, Merriman. Philadelphia.
Sid 20tb, brig Lizzie Wyman, Hopkins, North of
Hatteras; sebs May Monroe, Hall, and Brigadier,

FOR SALE BY

—

Harris & Littlefield,

Oxygen

mchl6

I

n

charm.”

Renne’s IHagic Oil !
TRY IT IITEBIUiLT,
Colic, Cholera Morbus, Diarrhoea, Cramp,
and Pains in the Stomach, Indigestion, Sore Ibroat,
Coughs, Colds, <£c.
It

cures

USE IT

domestic forth.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 14tb, ship Defiant, Cromwell, Liverpool.
ANS”C,d 22(1 in8t’ 8ch J G Wh,PPle»

WenbWRuatan

■

2*8t, schs Wiliam Wi'ler, |
r,r?HiLADJfiLJE>HIA~Ar
Wharton. Rockport; M Sewall, Haskell. Bluebill; I
Lewis, Wiscasset; Joseph Hall, Hamilton, I
Joamer,
Portland.
|

EXTERNALLY.

It cutes Neuralgia. Catarrh, Rheumatism, Sprains,
Cuts, Bruises. Old Sores, Headache, Toothache, aud
in fact almost all the aches and pains human flesh is
heir to. Sold by all dealers in medicines.
WM. BENNE& SONS, Proprietors, Pittsfield, Mass

J. W. PERKING & CO.,
snl'

General Agents, Portland. Me.
feblleodJtwJiu

aonials

can

be

seen.

Consultation and trial dose free.

iaUtfls&wtflO

Side Lace Boots I

sntf

“It works like

Treatment.

GENUINE cure for Catarrh, Asthma, Rheumarl tlsm, Dyspepsia, Lung and all Chronic Dis\ uses is still ottered to all who are afflicted, at 383
Isssrna Street, Portland. .He., Rooot 3.
'nboon Block, where a large number of testiA

143 Commercial Street.

Norton, do; Clifford, Bragdon, do.

15th, sch Zeta Pal, Jame-

can

be found at

Ar at

GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar

Goods!

Spring Hosiery in every style

SILKS MD SHAWLS!

Fox.
Sch Nathan Cleaves, Atwood, Wellfleet—master.
Sch Three Sisters, Bickmore, Friendship—mastef.
Sch Kate M Hilton, Adams, Bath—Chase, Leavitt
& Co.
Sch Elva E Pettengill, York, Bowdoinham, to load
for Philadelphia—J Nickerson.

ion, Savannah.

d2m*wtf

FIRE INSURANCE.

besides the treatment of my regular physician.
These have only drawn it from my arm, and caused
it to appear elsewhere. After using less than one

—

PORT OF

miiGER, As*.,

<eb25

arm, tor which I have tried various washes and salves

NEW8~

Active Agents Wanted.

OFFICE 166 FORE STREET.

In Bowdoin, April 14, Mr. William Campbell,
aged
79 years.
In Brooklyn, Iowa, April 24, Mrs. Marv Q. Small,
wile ot Col. Wm. E. Small, formerly of Portland.

MARINE

more

PORTLAND, ME.,

TAR.

The following, which explains itself, will prove of
interest to many readers. “For twenty years I have
been very much troubled with Salt Rheum on my

CONSULTED

...

Insurance apply to

or

General

Portland, April 24th,

—

minalnre Almanac
.April 35.
Sun rises.5 03 High water.12.00
M
Sun sets.6.53 | Moon sets. 9,10 PM

30

V. C. TARBOX,

A CARD.

DR.

OO

the circula

•

Graduate

367,000

for the Money yon have Paid.

tion of which, per month, exceed 1100,000,

FOREST

3,397,000 00

policy

Guarantees you the Moot Life Insurance

NOTICES!"

SPECIAL

1,393,000 OO
1,383,000 00

Tlie dividends of this old Company are not larger
than ami Company in this country or the world, but
they are as large as any Company can pay whose
surplus is not swollen by forfeitures.
The Life Insurance Laws of Massachusetts require
Massachusetts companies to give in Life Insurance
the value of every dollar paid into its treasury, without any action on the part of the policy holder.
If a parly insured in this Company fails to pay the
premium on his policv when due, the net value or
legal reserve of such policy must be used as a single
premium to purchase a term insurance, the length of
which, to be determined by the age ot the Insured;
thus securing to every policy bolder young or old
rich or poor, a fair equivalent for the money paid.
In addition to the above safeguard, this Company
will give, if desired, a paid up policy for said net value, or will pay it in caBh if preferred.
In all other State companies (with the exception of
the paid up insurance feature) this net value, er legal
reserve which belong to the policy holder, is forfeited,
unless the premium is paid when due.
When you insure your life, insure in the Company
that

Eastport.

ia pnmT»olI<vl

to

OO

300,000 OO
3,131,000 OO

holders in 1876 as their premiums toll due..
Ratio of expenses to mean
amount insured in 1875.

To

hiimnnitv

(to meet futliabilities) amounting to

ure

about.$13,000,000

Cld at Musqnash, NB, 20th inst, sch Sarah Bernice,
New York.

nnnr

Eqnitable.

No permit required for change of Residence or Occupation. This Company possessed Jan-

Proctor,

that

Century Experience in I.ife

Policies Liberal and

Boston.

Smith,

naif

Underwriting*

Brady, Philadelphia.
81d fm Liverpool 21st lust, Camilla, Humphrey, for

DIED.

aged

BOSTON.

Ar at

Arianna Seavey.

IIUUUBUIU Ul

Life

Mutual

Port

Late of Philadelphia,

aiuiin

sneodtf

INSURANCE.

SALEM—Ar 21st, schs Cbas Comery, Creamer, So

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

1'U.

STREET,

LEAVITT.

A.

Amboy; H A DeWitt, Manson, Perth Amboy tor
Augusta, (and proceeded); Charlie Bucki, bagley.

In Hiram, April 9, John Graffam of Hiram and
Miss Valeria S. Rowe of Brownfield.
In Rockland, April 14, Charles Wilson. Esq., of R.,
and Miss Cloelia E. Amesbury of Camden.
In Biddetord, April 11, William E. Smith and Miss

74 years 7 months.

1-2 EXCHANGE

F.

delphia.

MARRIED.

In this city, April 22, Hannah M. Walsh, aged 70
years.—wife of Thomas Walsh.
[Funeral services this afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
No. 22 East Walnut street.
In Mechanic Falls, April 24, of pneumonia, Addie
M., wife ot D. N. McCann, aged 39 years.
[Funeral services Wednesday atternoon at 2 o’clk.
at the residence of B. M. Edwards, Jr.
Relatives
and Iriends are invited to attend.
In Alfred, April 23, Mrs Julia, wife of the late
Hiram N. Tripp, aged 70 vears.
In Pbipsburg, April 20, Mrs. Martha A., wife of
Jas, Clifiord, aged 61 years 9 months.

ME.

sums to suit on
Diamonds, .Jewall valuable personal property at
rates of interest.
For sale Diamonds and Jewelry at less than half
| he original cost.
< ine line Diamond Stud, 1 karat pure white,
$65.G0
elegant attair.
< hie fine Diamond Stud, } karat pure while,
50.00
old
1
mine
karat,
Ring,
stone, 75.00
,

murer.

to

_

getting’

6 50 for host.

bush oats.

bush corn, 5851

War

Francis D.

at

Wheat dull and weak; extra White Michigan nominally at 1 38*; No 1 White at 1 304; No 2 White at
114. Corn dull and steady ;No 2 Mixed at 54c. Oats
easier; No 1 Mixed ottered at 37c.
Receipts—600 bbls Hour, 0,276 bush wheat, 825

METEO BO LOGIC A L.

terday.

Corn, 50,000 bash Oats.

Milwaukee, April 24.—Flour quiet and less firm.
Wheat is unsettled: No 1 Milwaukee at 1 12: hard do
at 1 24; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 04}; No 3 Milwaukee at
93}c. Corn is quiet and firm ; No 2 at 51c. Oats are
ea ier; No2at33}c.
Rye is nomnally lower; No 1
at 70} @ 71c. Barley is In fair demand; No 2 Spring
at 87}; No 3 at5tc.
Lake freights—Wheat to Buffalo 4}.
Receipts—5000 bbls flour, 33,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—9,000 bbls flour, 62,000 bush wheat.
St IjOUTS. Atiril 24.—Flour dull nml nnnliamro,!
Wheat dull aud lower; No 2 Red Fall 1 40; 1 38* bid
at close. Corn is in good demand and lower; No 2
Mixed at 45|@46ftc. Oats dull and lower to sell;
No 2 at 34c bid. Rye—no sales :65c*bid. Barley dull
and unchanged. Whiskey quiet. Poik unchanged.
Bulk Meats are quiet and unchanged. Bacon steady
and unchanged. Sweet pickled hams 13ft for 144 lb
lots. Lard dull; 13 asked.
Receipts—3,400 bbls Hour,18,000 bush of wheat, 87,000 bush corn427,000 busb oats, 2,000 bush barley,
100 bush rye, 00 hogs, 000 cattle.

Street,

PORTLAND,

Rockland.

Toledo, April 24,—Flour quiet. Wheat quiet and
weak; No 3 White Wabash 1 25; No 1 White Michi127}; No 2 White Michigan 116;extra White
Sanat
lichigan at 1 36; Amber Michigan at 124}; seller
June 126}; No 2 Red Winter held at 128; 1 27 bid.
Corn is quiet and steady; High Mixed at Me; low
Mixed 52c; no grade at 49c; damaged at 45}c. OatB
steady; No 2 at 35}c; White 39c; Michigan 35}c.
Receipts—5000 bbls Hour 8,000 busb Wheat, 96,000
basil Corn,35,000 bush Oats.
Shipments—900 bbls flour, 9,000 bush Wheat, 91,-

city.

(E8IABM8HUU IN 1868.)

\«. *1$ Middle

Cardenas; T R Pillsbury, Pitcher, Galveston; Mexican, Haskell, Boston.
Passed through Hell Gate 22d, sebs Nettie Walker,
Drew, New York for Portland; Alfred F Howe, tor
Providence; Nile, tor New Bedford; Wellington, fm
Philadelphia for Boston; Geo E Prescott, from do for

and lower at 60c. Pork is unsettled and
lower at 21 70 @ 21 75. Lard buoyant and unsettled
13 25@ 13 27}. Bulk bleats arc dull and unchanged; shoulders 8}; clear rib sides 12; clear sides at
12}. Whiskey at 1 07.
Receipts—13,00 bbls tiour, 32,000 bush wheat, 91,000 ousb corn, 39,000 busb oats. 45,000 bush barley,
350 bash ot rye.
Shipments—! 2,000 bbls Hour,65,000 bush wheat, 263,000 busb com, 161,000 bust! oats, 17,000 busb barley,
3100 bush rye.

Severe Hail Storm.
Topeka, Kan., April 24 —A bail storm passed over this county Saturday afternoon a mile
wide and extending? a mile south, which dpstroyed all tbe orchards and wheat crops. A
large number of cattle were killed. lu places
tbe bail was eight inches deep, and stones the
size of hen’s eggs.
Wagon loads could be
scraped up this morning, tbirty six hours after
it fell.
Very little damage was done in the

Portland.

Ar 24ih, brig Carrie Purington, Whitmore, MatanParan, Fletcher. So Auiboy; Nellie. Kimball, Hoboken; Rising Sun, Jones, Port Johnson;
Julia, Perry, tin Cilais; S W Perry. Look, Machias;
Emily, Curtis, Ellsworth; Orizou, Oliver, and Sassanoa, Hinckley, Bath.
Ar24th, brigs Ann Elizabeth, Burgess, Mayaguez;
Hyperion, Clark, Matanzas; sch F R Baird, Maybew
Sagua.
Also ar 24th, ship Sabino, Ballard, Liverpool.
Cld 22d, barque David Chapin, Bunker,Cadiz; schs
BenJ Reed, Reed, Savanna 1* Mar; Georgia, Coffin,
zas; sebs

at

seats near the reporter exc laimed (as he finished his asseveration of i unocence) “I believe it, every word of it,” to which
the others replied, “And so do I.”

National Loan Office,

Delaware Breakwater 22d, biig Alberti, trom
Sagua, for orders,
NEW YORK—Ar 22d, brig B luginac, Wiley, from
Mayaguez; schs Grace Webster. Gales, Cardenas 10
days: Carrie L Webb, Rogers, Mayaguez 18 days;
Eva May. Andrews, fm Matanzas 8 days; Jed Frye,
Langley, Philadelphia lor Vineyard-Haven; Sophie,
Ar at

Harrington,

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

Antigua.

lower; Fancy at decline of lie; No 2
Chicago Spring at 1 01} @ 1 01}; No 3 Chicago Spring
at 90 @ 90}c; rejected at 81@81}c.
Corn is dull,
weak and lower; No 2 fresh at 46}. Oats dull and
lower; No 2 at 32c. Kye Is quiet at 66c. Barley is
unsettled

000 bush

|

Ar 22d, brig Abby Tliaxter, Providence; sell RoamLewis, Wiscasset.
Ar 23d, scbsS M Bird, Merrill, Cardenas; Carrie I
Bonnell, Harris, Baracoa.
Cld 22d, sebs Mercy T Trundy,Crowley,Mayaguez;
Abbott Lawrence, Handy, Maine; Anita, Small, for

cr,

but weak and

having temporary

on

lawgra

New tORK. April 24—Evening.—Flour in buyers
with only a very moderate inauiry for export and
home use; receipts 15,543bbls; sales 14,775 bbls;No2
at 3 CO (g 3 75; Superfine Western and State at 4 10
@ 4 45; extra Western and State at 4 90 @ 5 33;
good to choice do at 5 30 @ 5 70; White Wheat Western extra at 5 75 @ 7 00; Fancy White Wheat Western at 7 05 @ 7 75; extra Ohio at 4 90 @ 7 00; extra
St Louis at 5 25 @ 9 00; closing dull at about 5 @ 10
lower; Southern at 5 00 @ 9 00. Kye Hour is quiet.
Cornmeal dull.
Wheat—receipts 76,000 bush; sales
58.000 bush; market dull and heavy and 2 @ 3c lower; 117 tor very choice No 3 Milwaukee; 123 @ 123}
lor No 2 Milwaukee fresh receipts; 1 42 for White
Western and nominally; 110 @ 116 for No 3 Spring;
120 @121 for No 2 Chicago; 130 @135 for No 1
Spring. Rye dull Barley quiet and unchanged; No
2 bay at 1 02} @ 1 02}. Com heavy and 2
@ 3c lower;
receipts 74,445 bush; sales 72,000 hush; 57c for unmerchantable Mixed; 61 @ 61}c for no grade Mixed;
64 @ 65c for steamer Mixed; 67c for
ungraded new
Western Mixed; 67 @ 68jc for new Yellow Southern.
Oats heavy and lc lower; receipts 29,420 bush; sales
49.000 bush; 42 @ 47c for Mixed Western ana State;
44 @ 50c tor White Western, including Mixed Western at 44 @ 45c In store; No 2 White Western 464c;
also 8000 bush No 2 Chicago to be shipped to-day
from Chicago all rail at 32}c. Hay is firm. Coffee is
steady and in lair demand; cargoes quoted at 15} @
18}c gold; job lots 15} @ 19}c gold. Sugar is Quiet
and steady at 7 9-16 @ 7 13-16c for fair to
good reiin7} @ 8c for prime; 246 hbds Muscovado at 7}c;
ifigl
refined steady. Molasses unchanged. Klee is
steady
at 6 @ 7c for Carolina; 5@6}c for
Louisiana; 6@
6|c for Rangoon, Petroleum is dull and lower; crude
at 8c; refined at 13} @ 13Jc. Tallow
steady at 8} @
9c, Naval Stores—Rosin heavy.
Turpentine heavy
at 36 @ 36}c. Eggs heavy at 16 @ 18c. Pork
opened
heavy and closed firmer; 50 bbls new mess at 22 50.
Beet is quiet. Cut Meats quiet; pickled hams 12} lor
Western long clear; middles at 12}c; city long clear
at 12}. Lard opened lower and closed firmer; prime
steam at 13 67} @ 13 70. Butter heavy. Whiskey is
shade firmer at 112.
Freights to Liverpool—maiket is firmer; Cotton
per sail 7-32d; do per steam at 7-32 @ }d. Corn per
steam 4}d; Wfieat steam 5d.
Chicago, April 24—Flour is firm.
Wheat active

sas

Cautionary signals continue

—ww■!—

Domestic Markets.

tes timony.

PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT
HOURS.

wn

/
1:

AWssB&rgts&yissi

len or^women

" Ce

80013 made to order tor

ivr. Q-. palmeh.
_dtf

ja‘28

House and Stable

to Let,

OUSE of six rooms, Sebago water with every
modern convenience. Stable has Sebago wat, r. cemented cellar, stalls deep, wide, light and well
v intllated.
On new street from Brackett to Clark,
s
S pring Street Horse Cars pass very near. Apply at
o. 70 Brackett St.tebflsdtf

I

Honey to Loan.
J(

sain, to

Are.,Ate.

.ail panic,

Krai Estate

nov21*eodSm

oa

Real

E.iale

H. R. DAVIS,
aad Mortgage Broker.

PEESS.

THE

TUESDAY MORNING, APRIL 25, 187<
THE PREMS
\

May 1)6 obtained at tbe Periodical Depots of Fes
Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrew! >
Wentworth, Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Cbislioln 1
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city.
senden

,

At
At

At
At
At

Biddeford, of Phillsbury.
Saco, of L. Hodgdon,

Wateryille,

of J.

S. Carter.

Bath, of J, O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of French Bros.,

CITY

and

Stevens & Co.

AND VICINITY

New Adrrrtiflpmenlv To-Day.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
I. O. O. F.—City Hall.
Allen Mission—Art Entertainment.
May Festival and Concert—First Baptist Society.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
A Card—Mr. & Mr9. Geo. N. E. Kimball.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Kid Gloves—Davis & Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Jaundice and Biliousness.
Wanted—A Chance to Travel.
Window Shades— Pike’s.
For Sale or Exchange-J. H. Read.
Situation Wanted Nurse.
Dauchy’s Advertisements—2.
City oi Portland—Sealed Proposals,
AUCTION COLUMN.
Important Sale-F. O. Bailey & Co.
(J. S. Circuit Court.
BEFORE JUDGE SHEPLEY.

The Apiil term of the Circuit Court commenced
yesterday morning, Judge Shepley presiding. The
Rev. Dr. Carruthers officiated as chaplain.
The Grand Jury was impanelled as follows:
Joseph Edgecomb, foreman; Albert C, Burgess, Poratlo P. Thompson, William A. Lawrence, Lucian
Phinney, Allison Libby, Martin V. B. Stinson, John
B. Maling, John W. Lunt, Moses P. Lawrence, E.
Adams Davis, Alanson Kenney, Benjamin M. Foss,
Elkannah Stackpcle, Sanford Creamer, George K.
Groton, B. F. Watson, Gideon Lambert, Edwin S.
Shaw, Charles H. Baker.
John S. Derby, Esq., of Saco, and H. M. Sylvester,
Esq., of tfiis city, on taking the customary oath were
admitted to practice in this court.
The Grand

Jury, having

returned

one

indictment,

excused from further attendance.
Manhattan Medicine Company vs. Nathan Wood
et al. Heard on process for contempt lor violation ol
an injunction in the matter of putting up “Atwood’s
Bitters.” Defendants held to have violated the injunction and ordered to pay costs ot attachment and
reasonable counsel fees, the damages to be determined at final hearing.
Philo Chase.
Clifford-Webb.
were

U. 8. District Court.
Monday.—Court came in at ten o’clock.
William G. Cowell, libellant, vs. Scbr. George
Shepard. Libellant shipped in Boston, August 23,
1875, on board said schooner as mate, at the rate of
forty-live dollars a month. The vessel went to Bristol, England, thence to Cardiff, where, on the twentieth day of November, the Consul discharged the
mate at the instaace of captain. This libel was to
recover wages up to the time libellant got home.
Atter a full bearing the judge decided that as libellant had been overpaid up to the time the Consul
discharged him, and that the discharge by the Consul was vaiid, The libel was dismissed without
costs.

Sylvester for libellant.

Frank for respondent.
The following petitions in bankruptcy have been
filed:
John R Pike of Biddeford.
William A. Campbell and Andrew T. Campbell, Jr.,
of Brunswick.
Wm. Moore of Biddeford.
Arad Evans of Portland.
Albert R. Edwards oi Lewiston.
Gilman L. Blake of Bethei.
Stephen H. Malbou and Cony P. Malbon of Skowhegan.
John F. Putnam and I). Frank Thompson of Lew-

iston.

Court adjourned to Monday, May 1st.

Supreme J ndicial Court.
BEFORE JUDGE VIRGIN.

vessel, to recover damages for the death of McManus
resulting from the negligence and want of ordinary
care in constructing the stage. Amount sued for
twenty thousand dollars. Argument for defense
clOBed. Mr. Bradbury commences the closing argument for the plaintiff this (Tuesday) morning.
Reed.
Bradburys.

APRIL

J., PRE-

SIDING.

Monday.—In the case of Cnnningham vs. McQuade to recover five thousand dollars for personal
njuries sustained by reason of a collision between a
wagon upon which plaintiff was a passenger and the
defendant’s jigger, the jury rendered a verdict for
the plaintiff for $350.
Putnam for plaintiff.
Strout & Holmes for defendant.
Tho case of John Sutherland versus I. T. Wyer and
James A. Arnold, an action on a breach of contract
to recover $1500 salary, was called.
The plaintiff says he made a contract with the defendants, through the theatrical agency of Simmons
& Wall, of New Fork, to play in the Portland MusHe played as
eum, as first old man, for $35 a week.
agreed until December 27th, 1875, when the whole
company were called to the business office and were
there informed by Mr. Wyer that business was dull,
that he bad lost a great deal of money, and be found
it necessary to reduce salaries one-third, and that
those unwilling to accept the terms would receive
full salary for that week and be discharged. Thereupon Sutherland, Curtis and Norris refused to accept the “cuts,” and were discharged on the 27th ot
December. Complainant did play, however, until
the 10th of January, at full salary, a week after his
discharge. While playing in “Eileen Oge,” he was

part.
requested by the stage manager to return
He then went to New York and got an engagement
at Booth’s for eight weeks from February 14th, at
$25 a week, in character parts.
The defence was, that the contracts between the
actorB and the management provide that the actors
shall conform to the rules and regulations of the
theatre, and that among the rules the management
reserve the right to discharge any actors who proved
incompetent to fill the parts for which they are enhis

gaged.
plaintiff appeared himself, Mr. Curtis, Mr,
Snyder and Mr. Noriis as witnesses. They testified,
that in their opinion, Mr. Sutherland was up to the
For the

position ot ttrst old man, ana naa a gooa reputation
in that line in the profession. Also to the conversation between the manager and Mr. Sutherland re-

lating

discharge.
For the defence, Mr. G' T. Ulmer,
to his

who succeeded
first old man, aDd Alonzo Page,
stage carpenter, were introduced. Mr. Ulmer said
he engaged as first old man, but that be &as playing
any part to accommodate, and that he did not cousider Mr. Sutherland competent for first old man.
Mr. Page testified to Mr. Sutherland’s lack of competency, in bis opinion.
I. T. Wyer, the defendant, denied that he told the
company that those who did not accept the reduction
would be discharged. He says he discharged Sutherland because he was incompetent for the part he
engaged for; that he discovered soon after the season
opened that Sutherland’s appearance, make-up and
voice were againBt him aB an old man; that he neither looked,talked nor aoted like an old man.
Hale lor plaintifi.
Howard & Cleaves lor defendant.
Members of the bar are requested to take notice
that the assignment of court cases for this term will
be made from halt past nine to ten this (Tuesday)
morning, aud that this term will be the last opportunity to fry court cases before the session of the law

Mr. Sutherland

as

court._
Brief Jottings.
When the Odd Fellows move into their new
quarters a new lodge and encampment will fee

instituted.
Before issuing papers to vessels in the future,
the Collector of Customs will require prool
that the name, and port to which she belongs,
has been painted on the stern.
A Mi«s Ann E. Libby of this city, appeared
In the Boston police court last Saturday, tc
one George Gorham who stole a

testify against

satchel from her. The trial was highly enter
taining and the prisoner w.as bound over.
It is rumored that Moody and Sankey are to
visit Portland aud hold meetings at City Hall.
The fog signal on Mananas Island has been

separated from Monhegan Island Light Station
and made a separate station. FraDk C. Adams,
lately appointed first assistant at Monhegan,
has been transferred and promoted to
principal
keeper at Mananas Island.
Several oyster vessels in the harbor displayed
their flags at half mast yesterday, out of respect to the late^Iames Freeman.
The steamer Falmouth, which has been uu
dergoing repairs, is to go on the Halifax routi

Saturday.
The late James Freeman had a policy o
'310,000 on his life.
The steamer Forest City goes on the Bosto
route this evening.
There was a large and intelligent audience : t
Allen Mission last evening to listen to the ver P
interesting lecture by E. Sands on Sunshim
and a desire was expressed that the lectui

might he repeated at City Hall.

British Consul at this port, has been
promoted to the consulship of Buenos Ayres
in the Argentine Republic.
Mr. Murray was
appointed British Consul for Maine and New
Hampshire in March, 1860, to reside in this
city, and in 1871 consul for Maine. He has resided in this city since that time, and in his
business aud social relations has made hosts of
as

the Senate Committee on Transportation two
years ago, and again by the American Board of
Transportation and Commerce, recently in

the

friends who will deeply regret that he
has been assigned to auother post of duty. As
as a gentleman of ability, of wide information
and thoroughly acquainted with the details of
warm

session at Chicago. The proposed canal from
the St. Lawrence to Lake Champlain is 29i
miles long, with less than 25 feet of lockage,
and can be built for 33.500,000, Upon its com-

the

pletion

vessels of a thousand ton3 burden can
load at Chicago, or other lake ports, and land
wheat without breaking bulk, within two hundred miles of Portland, having passed through
less than sixty miles of taxed canal naviga-

tion,
fifty

Consul Murray.—Henry

of

John Murray, Esq., who has been so long
known to the citizens of Portland and vicinity

position, it
has proved

is needless to add that Mr. Mura most efficient officer.
In conhis office, ha has furnished his

ray
nection with

government with many valuable statistics and

observations, which have been frequently copied into the Press.
For several years he has
been called upon by many charitable and lite-

a reduction of nearly if not quite
per cent, of the freightage from the
present rates, The reduction of the freight on
the lumber from Michigan and Canada will be
at least one dollar per thousand.
The saving
to New England in the cost of bringing the

and at

rary societies to give those readings which have
been so loug popular with our people.
For
many years he has given these readings without

cost, and iu

doing

so

has

wou

hosts of

friends vmoog ail classes.
Mr. Murray has a long and honorable record
of public service. He was iu the audit office
attached to the English foreign office in 1834,
till appointed Vice Consul at Tangier Aug. 30,

quantity

of breadstuffs now transported by
the railroads and tbe Erie canal, would repay
tbe total cost of tbe canal every year. The

enlargement of

the Welland and the St. Lawcanals is now in active progress, and it is
of the greatest importance to secure, at the
earliest day possible, the opening of this route
from the West, which will diminish tho land
transit over the Portland and Ogdensburg
railroad, by tbe whole distance from Swanton

1841. He was actively employed iu providing
for the safety of British sunjects during the
French bombardment of Tangier in August,

rence

1844, and

was acting Consul
General in 1847.
In I860 he was appointed Consul to the Canary
Islands, aud March 30, 1860, Consul for Maine
and New Hampshire, to resido in Portland,
and in 1871 Consul for Maine, resident in Port-

Lake Champlain to Ogdensburg, 132 miles.
The Vermont Central railroad made baste to

on

get possession of the line from Lake Champlain to Ogdensburg a few years ago, in order to
preoccupy the route before the completion of
the Portland road. The construction of the

people generally express the wish that
the British government will confer the cossulship upon Mr. George H. Starr, who has so

Caughuawaga canal would practically bring
Ogdensburg to Swanton and make Portland a

faithfully performed the
for twenty-four years.

near

land.
Our

Odd Fellows Anniversary.—The Odd
Fellows are arranging for a grand band aud
promenade concert at City Hall tomorrow evening, the fifty-seventh anniversary of the Order
in this country.
The proceeds will go to the
Odd Fellows fair. An antiquarian supper will
be served daring the evening.

School Committee.—Tbe regular monthly
meeting of the School Committee was held
last evening. The board was all present with
the exception of Messrs. Hill and Fobes.
Messrs. Burgess and Chadwick, the Committee
on Drawing and Penmauship, reported that
the total expense to the city of the recent
exhibition of the work done in those branches
was $6.76. The next exhibition of the kind
will doubtless require a muc'p larger room for
the display of work properly and to accommodate the crowds attending it.
Messrs. Libby and Fobes, Committee on
Centennial Exhibit, reported that the usual

Funeral.—The funeral of the late James
Freeman will take place from his late residence
No. 61 High street, at 2J o’clock to-day. The
oyster dealers throughout the city will close
their places of business from 2 to 4 o’clock out
of respect to the deceased.
Maine General Hospital.

semi-annual examination papers have been
Deatly and cheaply bound at a trifling expense.
Photographs of the North School house and
the High School Building, and interior views
of the Centre, Brackett, Park and High
school
iiuui

buildings

iuc

have been taken.
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Conlerance.

request.

School at Hallowell. Adjourned.
In the evening the educational meeting was
held and addresses were made by R. S. Day, S.

Concert at Congress Street Church.—On

Friday evening a fine concert is to be given at
the Congress street M. E. church.
The programme is not yet arranged, but enough is
made public to warrant a fine musical treat.

Allen,

Dr. Vincent and

Dr.

sharp discussion took place

Some
McCabe.
the propriety

as to

ol the state for educasending money
tional purposes:
Mr. Day
contending we
should more generously endow Kent’s Hill and

of

Misses Turner of Iowa, but formerly of
this city, will appear in several selections. The
friends of these young ladies will be glad to
The
welcome them back to their native city.
Burlington Hawk Eye in speaking of the appearance of these young ladies in the vicinity

The

out

young men at home, and there are
many of the same opinion.
Sunday.
A dark rainy morning and yet at 9 o’clock
the City Hall was filled and E. Martin conduct-

keep

of Boston, says:
Our citizens who have often had the'pleasure
of hearing the Misses Turner, of this city, in
the Congregational choir and in several public
entertainments, and who have experienced a
pardonable degree of pride in their successful
debut in eastern musical circles, will be pleased
to learn that an additional interest, amounting
to a kindly and personal enthusiasm has greeted them in recent select concerts in Boston and
vicinity. The young ladies have never hesitated to contribute their general efforts in every
charitable enterprise of the past winter to aid
the poor and needy, and it was but a just recognition of their many good deeds when the Bunker Hill Times says it refers “with pleasure to
the announcement in another column of the
testimonial concert to be given to the Misses
Their many acts of
Turner on the 28th inst.
kindness in our midst bespeak most emphatically the worthiness of the beneficiaries.and we
gladly'hail the opportunity thus offered of substantially expressing our appreciation and en-

our

ed the conference love least, in which about
one hundred and fifty took a part.
It was an
occasion of much interest.
At 10J Bishop
Haven preached from Hebrews xii, “But ye
are come unto Mt. Ziou, &c.,” after which
nine deacons were ordaiued.
At 2J p, m. Dr. Vincent preached from

Eph.

The collections have fallen off somewhat
during the year,
C. P. Allen spoke briefly, followed by Bishop
His remarks threw much light on
Haven.
ed.

the missionary field and he made
pression on the congregation.

Fine Carving.—Mr. Nahum Littlefield has

a

marked im-

Dr. McCabe made the closing speech and
carried all before him. Such power of song,

just completed a figure head for a large ship
building at Kennebunkport! for Capt. N. L.
Thompson. The figure is something ont of the
usual course, being a fine piece of artistic work.
It is a female figure about seven feet in length.

such melting Jpathos, such thrilling appeals,
such a glowing panorama of glorious prophecy
as passed before us under his
magnetic power
must be heard, itcauuot be written.
M outlay.
Conference was opened with prayer by Rev.
Mr. Bartlett.
Committee on Tobacco, Tracts, Public Worship, Family Prayer and Freedmen’s Society,

She is clad in a large loose gowD, and about her
form is thrown a large ccarf, which she holds
firmly in her left hand. Her right hand is
holding a beautiful bouquet. Her feet are covered with button boots of modern style. Her
head is well proportioned, and her hair is dressed and arranged in modern style with the omis*
sion of "crimps.” A large chain, to which is

reported.
S. F. Wetherbee reported for the stewards
and distributed the conference
collections
among the needy preachers, about $2200.
Committees ou amusements, temperance and

attached a locket, encircles her graceful neck,
and beautiful ornaments hang from her ears.
The expression of her face is something remarkable, and to look at it one can scarcely
imagine that it is nothing more than a block of
wood. The position of the figure is easy and

Bible reported.
Invitation was received to hold the next
session at Gardiner, aud the conference voted
to accept it.
On motion voted to rcceite Wm. F. Marshall
on trial for conference membership.

graceful.
—

C. H.

Zimmerman

asked and received a supernumerary relation.
Committee on domestic missions reported
resolutions of thanks to friends, railroads, &c.,
and were passed.

uu

excellent and very convenient route to Boston
and Lowell by their line.
Passengers taking
the 7.50 a. m. train make close connection at
Nashua Junction with the express train for
Lowell and Boston, arriving at Lowell at 12.15

N.C.Clifford was made suneruumerarv at his

p. m., (several minutes quicker than by any
other route,) and at Boston at 1.15 p. in.
Returning, passengers leave Boston from the Bos-

own

ton & Lowell and Nashua station at 8 o’clock
a. m., and 5 o’clock p. m., and arrive in
Port-

bury

land at 1.20 and 10,50 o’clock p. m. The train
leaving Boston at 0 p. m. must prove quite popular, as our business men can have two hours
more in Boston (and reach home the same day)
than they can have by acy other route.
The
fares are the same as by the other lines; and

mon

Voted to instruct the general conference delgates to seek such changes in the presiding
eldership as they shall judge expedient.
Voted to adjourn when the appointments

quick time made, as well as the elegant
passenger cars which run on this line, must
place the Portland & Rochester road in the list
of competitors for Boston and Lowell business.

A hymn was sung, a ohapter w-as read, a
prayer offered by C. W. Morse and the book of
fate was opened and 130 men took the word of
the Bishop as the voice of God.

request.

Munger, C. C. Mason, I. Luce, D. B. Randall, E. Martin, E. Robinson and J. M. WoodC.

were

Voted to

were

the

Actors in Court.—During tie trial of
the Sutberlaud-Wyer case yesterday the defence called one of the Museum actors as a
As he stepped forward and was
witness.
sworn, he

read.

following

are

the appointments:

Chase.

Cape Elizabeth, J. E. Budden.
Cape Elizabeth Depot, J. Collins,
Ferry Village. J. JV1. Woodbury.
Falmouth and Cumberland, B. F. Pease.
Caaco Bay Islands, J. P. Cole.
West Cumberland and Westbrook, supplied by C.

much to the amusement of the spectators.
When Curtis was called, he showed that
without doubt it was his first appearance in
court, and a more frightened man could not be

L.

D.

Sun. bvJ C. M.

Kittery Navy Yard, B. Freeman.
York, J. H. Trask.
Goodwin’s Mills, A. Turner.
Hollis, S. M. Emerson.

I
|

Alfred, J. Hawks.
Newfield, J. T. Blades.
Sliapleigb, W. Newfield, to be supplied.

1

P.

Jacques,

P. E.

T. Adams.
Augusta,
Hallowed, D. W. LeLacheur.
No. Augusta, N. Hobart,
supernumerary.
Waterviile, R. Sanderson.
Fairfield, P. Chandler.
Fairfield Center, J. Fairbanks.
E.

territory

to the first

THE

Maine Business Notes.
The Patten Car Works at Bath, have

a

AMERICAN NTORY

NEW

New England

A

of the firm of Bradstreet Bros.,
lumber manufactureis and dealers of this city,
does not confine his speculative mind to the
lumber business exclusively. We understand
that he will shear this spring from his floqk of
sheep in Colorado'about 20,000 pounds of wool.
Mr. B. started in the business about three years
ago, and his flooks now number a little over
6000 sheep. He also expects to have about
3000 lambs the present spring.”

NEWS.

__

COUNTY.

The Journal says Androscoggin mills Nos. 2
and 3 start up again on Monday next. The
mills have been shut down for several days on
account of back water.
The Journal says Rev. C. C. Mason of the
Methodist conference, was run over on Main
street by a carriage containing three ladies,
who did not stop to see the extent of the injury, or sympathize with the gentleman, who
though somewhat hurt, escaped without any
broken bones.
The Journal says the trustees of the Lewiston Institution for savings have made application to Judge Walton for the appointment of a
receiver, under the statute, and the judge has
ordered a hearing May 1. Under this proceeding the assets will be disposed of, the loans
collected as they shall mature, and depositors
be paid pro rata. This will of course occupy
several months. Such a closing up of the affairs of the bank will necessitate some loss to
the depositors, on account of depreciation of
certain securities held by the bank.
The deposits in the bank last November were 8878,On
the
790.93,
day of suspension they had run
down to 8758,672.80.

City ot Portland.
PROPOSALS will be received at tbe
Mayor’s office till SATURDAY, the 29th instant,
at 3 o’clock P. M., for building a Sewer in Congress
and Chestnut Streets according to plan and specifications at the City Civil Engineer’s office.
The committee reserve the right to reject all bids
they consider not for tha interest of the city.

SEALED

FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
Chairman Committee on Drains and Sewers.
d5t
ap25

JAUNDICE and B1EIOCSNES9. Who
knows a good lemedy for these disorders? We are
assured ATWOOD’S Vegetable, Physical,
Jaundice Bitters will etiect a speedy cure.
They have never failed to satisfy all who
have used them for Jaundice, Dyspepsia, BiliousThe genuine has
ness, etc. Beware of imitations.
private proprietary stamp of John F. Henry over
the cork. Sold bv all dealers, Manhattan Med. Co.,
proprietors. JOHN F. HENRY, CURRAN & CO.,
New York, Wholesale Agents.
ap25d!3tTTh&S&w4t

Situation Wanted!
Anyone desiring

find

The Ministerial Association of Kennebec and
Somerset counties, will meet at Waterville on
of this week, holding their services in
the vestry of the Congregational churc li.

given if required.

WINDOW

President.

COUNTY.

The Republican says that Mr. Abner Harmon of East Machias ha3 been industrious the
past winter to the following extent: He worked
ten days in the woeds on the shore of Hadley’s
Lake, cutting nine cords of wood and walking
the distance six miles each way every day;
twenty days at Gardner’s Lake, splitting granite walking six miles each day; sixty days in
woods, cutting in the time fifty cords of wood
and 125 logs, walking to and from his work
each day, a distance of five miles, making a
distance traveled besides doing each day a f ull
day’s work, 540 miles.
The storehouse at Rim wharf, East Machias,
was broken
open on Friday night last and
about 50 pounds of sugar and three-quarters of
a barrel of flour stolen.
The thieves have not
been found.
The liabilities of the town of Eastport over
assets amount to 843,289.86.

ScnoOL for Boys.—In our advertising colwill be found an advertisement of the
Kiarsarge School for boys at North Conway.
This school has been in successful operation
two years. Mr. Thompson, the principal, is a
umns

popular teacher.
Kid Gloves.—We make a specialty of Kid
Gloves, and offer this day an unrivalted assortment of Kid Gloves in all the various grades.
Our assortment is complete in every particular,
and we invite our patrons and the public to examine our goods and the prices. We have added to our stock a full line of Garibaldi Kids,
in color and black.
Davis & Co.

rooms

today F. O. Bailey &
35 and

37

Exchange

street, a large invoice of dry goods, table damasks, hosiery, handkerchiefs, &c &c.
See
auction column.
The best drive of the season is a lot of light
and dark grey twille’d Dress Goods at 22c.
These goods are an extra bargain, and would
be cheap at 30c.
W. F. Studley, new store,
under Falmouth Hotel.
apr22—3t

apr25eod&wlw

For

Sale

IN

ladies’ Fine

Exchange
Property,

for

including the

house and stable with 11
SMALL
J. H
quire of

land.
InREAD,
Cor., Ocean St.

apr25d2w*jtf_Woodford’s

Now is the Time to Cleanse Feather Beds.

in all Widths

clean beds and

1

Elm

Street.

near

Orders left there will receive prompt attention.
dlt
ap25

_eodtf

G. C. TILER & CO.,

S

1 RT 8

Made to Order!

And.

LeatHer,

Middle Street,
PORTLAND, ME.
The subscriber, formerly of the firm of TYLER &
would inform

trade that lie may be found
Deering, Milliken & Go., 158
Til?,
£,v.e,r„M|“sr8and
160 Middle
Street, where he will continue the
wholesale business ot Boon., Nhors. Rubber.
«• «•
the

nnuJfnlhfr

SIM\DS

STREET.

No. 1.

B[ouse,

.ul’,d

Jif Cotton an«l Wool
Dyed Without Ripping.
ftprll

: :

?'

Drosses
2m

CLOTHING,

ASH & PARTED CHAMBER SETS.
—

ALSO

Congress

SUCH

—

Bedhtradi) Bureau*, Sinks, Wnshstands,
Wardrobes, Cane and Wood Seat Chairs,

repaired

Furniture

order.

and

repainted

to

Warehouse 27 1-2 & 29 Market St.
J.

T.

DARLING.

HUNT.

C. M.

apr20.(12 w

BY

LOW

on

on

OF

HOUSEHOLD

FURNITURE
BY
On

AlTJCTION,

Thursday, May 4,

PRICES

at

No. 16 Free

a

of

shall sell the entire Furniture in said House,
of Parlor Suit in Hair Cloth, Black
WE consisting
Ash and

Painted Chamber Furniture. Mattresses, Bedding, Spring Beds, Tapestry, Ingrain and
Oil Cloth Carpets, Dining Hoorn Table ana Chairs,
Crockery and Glassware, Large ItaDge, together
with the entire Kitchen Furniture. It is well known
that this is one of the best furnished boarding houses
in the city.

Walnut,

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
dtd

apr25

COLLATERAL LOAN CO.

a

CAN BE 1IADG 1

Prices Reduced

TO
Good Working Suit tor $5.00,6.00,7.00 & 8.00
Good Evening Suits
$10.00 & 12.00 SUIT THE
TIMES I
Fine Dress Suits 11
$1400 to 20.00
Working Pants
75c, $L50 & 1.75 Owing to the great depression In
Dress Pants from_- $3.50 to 7.00 business
in Boston and New York

have received our special attention. Children cry for them, mothsigh for them. Our stock is
simply IMMENSE—too numerous
to

mention—prices ranging

Hosiery.

An examination must satisfy anyone that this is
the best assortment and cheapest lot of Gents’ Hose
ever offered in Portland.

OWEN & MOORE,
Congress St., Cor. Brown.

dec29dtf

ANNOUNCEMENT.

Be sure and visitour MAMMOTH

WARDROBE.

C. D. B. FISK &
middle

Street,

PORTLAND.

apl

dtf

Good Oolong Tea.40 Prime Japan Tea.80
Prime *•
_.«0
,“.50
Extra
«.60 Extra
“.70
“
Best
“.75 Bert
.70

and

PRICES OF COFFEES

Wednesday, April 19,

FOB

gentlemen

Doubles the strength in three months. Does not
fatigue nor exhaust.
Kefresbos and invigorates.
Removes dyspepsia and indigestion. Tones the nervous system.
Improves the circulation. Warms the
extremities. Increases the general vitality.
Exercise and Salesroom,

237 Middle Street, Portland, Me

THE LATEST NOVELTIES

nal Ottawa Beer. Soda with
•Choice Syrups.

—

This stock Is fresh, having been bought in Boston
and New York recently, and will be sold at the
lowest market prices.

Green

House on the Bishop’s
at the Cor. of Congress and
rankliu Streets, is offered for sale at
reasonable rates. Apply at
BISHOP’S HOUSE.
dlw
apl9

GOOD second hand Phaeton made by C. P.
Kimball. Just repaired and in good running
order, Can he seen at

A

MART,
Jtf

For Sale I
Stock and Fixtures of a first-class Eating Saloon, centrally located and now doing a good
cash business. Will he sold at a bargain as the owner has other business that requires his attention.
•». WIKSI.OW,
Apply to

THE

IS Market Square.

2
3
3

lb. Cans Green Corn. .18 2 lb. Cans Lima Bean*. .18
best Peaches.20 2

Green Pea*.. .t5

Toma2
toes.14

••

Blueberries. .15

Yellow Eyes... 8 cts quart I Best Medium. .6 eta quart
BestPeaBeans7
IcalitornlaLima Beans.
••
Good *•
6 “

MEAL.
—

Best CauadaOat Meal.. .41 Rye Meal.3
Best Graham Meal.4|Com Meal.2}

SOAPS.
QneenSoap.91 Pearl Soap. 5
French Laundry. ..9j
GOODS IN GENERAL.
Best Carolina Rice.9 10 lb. Bag Buckweat.. .40
“

ap22dlw

New Store, New Firm!

BOTH OF

—

Best Rangoon
.7
Best Turkish Prunes_7
Choice French Prunes. .9
15
Very Best
Eagle Brand Condensed
Milk.25

Green Peas... .8 ct». quart
Split Peas.8
Valencia Raisins.12 eta. lb
Horse Radish..* ct». bottle
English Walnuts.... 14 eta
Citron.25 cts
Tapioca.10 Sliced Dried Apples_
Sago.10
12,14 and 15 cts
..

Wholesals Produce Commission

House,

and
American
Manufacture.

Foreign

113 Center Street.
We shall receive shipments of Gilt-edged Vermont
Butter and Cheese over the P. & O. Railroad semi-

weekly through the Spring months and weekly by
jefrigerator cars through tbe Summer months direct

from some of the best dairies irt Vermont, made
from pure imported Jersey stock, and shall offer the
same to the trade at fair market rates.
Truthinl
Statements and Square Weights will be
our Hftotto.

ty* I inrite all to nllend the Opening
they buy or not.

whether

Respectfully,

D. HARVEY & CO.

LOBENSTLJ,

mlil4__dtt_

4

MACHINE,

SEWING

be sure and

see

Decrin^

Block.
d2w

apl7

the

We wish to call especial attention to onr various brands oi
flour, which you can purchase at
a great
saving trom the usual
retail price.

G

eorgeC. Shaw,

it

m

ai

/a.

NEW PHILADELPHIA or TRIUNE,
Which sells at 40 per cent, less than other first class
Shuttle Machine. Call, or sent for Circulars aud

Samples

of

Work,

at

No. S3 Casco St.
mal5

AGENTS

WANTED.

Fireproof Roofing

Paint.

The best and cheapest ttnow A Davis Patent
Slate Roofing Paint for Shingle. Tin and Iron
Roofs, also for cheap outside work, sold by the gallon
or

583 CONGRESS ST.,

d3m

applied by

J. N. McGOY & oo.,

HAIR GOODS
Real Hair long Switches $1.50 to $3 each.

NEW

MILLINERY

No. 7

On Tuesday and Wednesday Next,
April 45th
we

will exhibit

MRS.

I.

our

and

£6lh.

apl3

Trimmed Hats and Bonnets

P. JOHNSON.

MISS S.

D.

CLARK.

WELCH’S, 179 Middle Street.

PORTLAND RUBBER TYPE CO.,
—

NICE OPEN

FOB SALE EOW AT

J.

F.

HOVEY’S

ma31dtf

Custom hand made Boots and Shoes of
the very best quality made to measure
for men and women, and a good lit warranted.
We are also constantly
receiving Boots from the
best makers in the World, aud intend to maintain
the credit of supplying our Customers with a class of
work aud stock superior in
style, finish and service.
M. G. PALMER.
dtf

Custom Clothing !
MBS. F. C, CHASE

would inform her old customers and friends that she
has reopened the store Earner Portland and
Mechanic Wirepin, where she is prepared to
cut and make Boys* Clothing in the latest styles.
Trimmings constantly on hand. Old Maxim—'‘First
mchldtf
come first served.”

Burlington, Cedar Rapids
Minnesota Bondholders.

gy Agents wanted.

Send

ST„

ME.

for circular.

febIStf

GRASS SEED.
have now on hand an extensive Stock oi
Prime Herd.Ora.., Red Top Clover,
Al.lke
Clever, Orchard Grau, Blue
Hungarian Gram and MlUet Seed,
which we otter at the Loweat Ca.h Price.. We
also have a large assortment of
Vegetable and
Flower Seeds.

WE

Great Reduction in Prices of Laundry
Work.

flhirla

with

Bottom*

•

13 cento
“
3
*<
§

•

-----■

•

•

Portland Laundry, aa Union

HOT BISCUIT. ROLLS AND TEA
Every Afternoon
—

AT

nt

5

BREAD,

O’clock,

—

R. W. SMARDON ft CO.’S BAKERY,
WASHIDKiTOIt ST. IVJEAK CONURKSS.
Baked Beans and Brown Bread every Sunday
K. W. SMARDON <& CO.

Morning.
(gp-Argus copy.

aprlodtf

FOR SALECHEAP!
135,000 feet Dry Gang Sawed Hemlock
Boards, extra nice, now unloading from

Selioouer Union.
RUFUS DEERIXG ft CO.,
292 Commercial St, Hobson’s Wharf.

Whitney,

^PORTLAND,

ME.

g

and
The three story brick dwelling house, No.
Daufortli Street, recently occupied by
;•
1IL Watson Newhall. Possession given uuine-

«}k

175

For plan of reorganisation apply, stating class of
Bonds neld (whether Main Line, Milwaukee, MusUiately.
catine, or Pacific Division), to FRED. TAYAlso, the two story brick dwelling house on the
LOR, Chairman Bondholders’ Committee, 47G I westerly corner of Spring and Park Street. Terms
JOSEPH ILSLEY.
j Broome Mtreef, New York, immediate action easyis advisable.
apSdlm
»!»*>
dim

St.

aplO03m

dlw*

»P~-*U

Kendall &

^

LIVE AND LET m IS OUR MOTTO.

Fair tuff*

NO. 232 FEDERAL
PORTLAND,

PORTLAND. ME.

Collar*

—

Name Stamp, for Marking Linen, Rubber
and Metal Dating Stamp.,Ribbon Htamp.,
Seal Presac*, Door Plat.., Home Nam*
ber.. Steel
Stamp., Stencil., Darning
Brand., Baggage and Hotel Check., Ac,

71 Portland Street.

Boys’

MANUFACTURERS OF

BUGGIES Rubber Hand Stamps,

BOX

—

235 MIDDLE ST.,

Streot,

ap20dlw

eod2w*

AND

China Tea Store,

Clapp’s Block,

Congress

City Hotel,
—

JOHNSOiT& CLARK,

of tbe Inteat .lyle. nnd in every quality, nt
npl2

Under

Millinery Opening!

18 Spring fit., Forllaua,
ROOFERS AND PAINTERS
Jy24dU

ap12

Phaeton for Sale.

IN

W. H. SWEXT.

tf

For Sale.

Bair Coffee*.
Good Rio..23
Best Rio.25
Best Java.32
Mocha.38

BEANS.

Confectioneries, Cigars, Tobacco, Origi-

of

d3w

Boasted Coffee*.
Best Elo.28
Good Java.35
Best Java.38
Mocha.45

CANNED GOODS.

Foreign and Domestic Fruits,

THE

"

(LATELY REDUCED.)

Formerly occupied by M. F. Porter. Where he will
keep constantly on hand the choicest of

AT

10 1-2 cts. lb

Sugars

TEAS.

large

Cor. of Congress and Brown Sts.,

THEtheProprietors
public that
at

Superintendent, formerly Proprietor.

onr
Prices with those
you have been paying.

Compare

The undersigned has taken the Store

—

LIST.

PRICE

Granulated

BEFORE BUYING A

■1^3

why we undersell all others is
simply because we buy in such
large quantities lor cash that we
make in the haying what other
dealers make in the selling.

CO.,

I lake the liberty to inform my friend*
and the public generally that 1
will exhibit

Vicinity.

NO. 13 PLUM ST., PORTLAND.
J. S. MILLER,

THE REASON

The Great One Price Clothiers,

which will be (old at low Price*.
dtf
ap20

To the People of Portland and

Plumb Street.

Iroui

$3.30 up.

—

me to bay
markets, it enable
select
many kinds of
family
stores at greatly reduced rates.

ers

,

Ready-Made Clothing. Cloths
Gents’ Furnishing Goods,

na

A uruiAT SAVUNtr

STREET,

on

at 10 O’d’k.

Street, known
Nlra, Butterfield’s Boarding House.

the sheep from which
the wool was shorn to see them,
they would bow their heads in
shame and cry, was ever Clothing
sold so cheap.

233

—

SALE

IMPORTANT

were

LEWIS & CO.,
band
assortment

wbo will keep constantly

St.

grades.

apr24tf

execution, and will be sold
the highest bidder, on
A. D. 1876. at 10 o’clock
A. M., on the premises, the iollowing described personal property, to wit: A certain two story wooden
frame building, situated on the westerly side of
Grove Street, in Portland, in said County, said
building being occupied by Hayes & Britton, and
used as a tannery. Said sale is made to eaforce a
certain lien, which Herbert J. Carville of Portland,
aforesaid, then and now has upon said building, as
set forth iu the original writ, in the action upon
which said execution issued; said lien being tor labor
done by said Carville, on said building, as is set
forth in said writ.
Terms cash.
Dated at said Portland, this 19th day of April, A.
D. 1876.
M. ADAMS, Deputy Sheriff.
ap24d3t

SEIZED and taken

by public auction, to
WEDNESDAY, April *Ctb,

on eur counters at such

under the firm name of

100 Doz. Wlerino, good quality, at 15c per
pair (usually sold for 25c).
50 Doz. English Super Stout and Fine
Fall Finished at 25c per pair.
50 Doz. Fancy Striped Hose in great variety of styles at 25c per pair.
50 Doz. English Lisle in very handsome
stripes at 37c and 50c per pair, which
would be cheap at 50c and 75c.
25 Doz. French Extra Heavy Brown
mixed Fall Regular Hose at 50c per
pair.
English Hose, fall length legs, at 50c and
75c per pair.
Boys Half and Full Lengthed Hose in all

apit

AS—

deowlylp

apr2S

CARRIAGE

Hue asaurtment uf

STATE OF MAINE,»
Cumberland, 89. j

Tl

Children’s Garments

—

PIECE GOODS,

173 FORE

Charles Custis& Co.,

and

what elegant fitting gar-

We will sell

will be continued at th olde Stand,

ON DELIVERY.

dents’

large

their faces brighten up like the
brilliant rays ot the noon-day sun,
and they cry “EUREKA," no more
hold its thirty .second Auction Sale of unBLUES but good times again.
redeemed goods on WEDNESDAY, April
The hard times have made no WILL
and following days, at its bauking rooms, 117
26th,
difference to us, We foresaw it Summer Street, Boston, commencing each day at 10
and made preparations accord- o’clock, A. M.
This salo will include gold and silver watches, diaingly. Bought our goods low tor
solid silver ware, furniture, pianos, tire-arms,
cash, made them up during the *monds,
books, etc. Goods on exhibition at 8 o’clock on the
dull season, and now place ihem morning of Sale.
apr!8d6t

GEO. W. RICH & CO.

“

-_4.00

493

see

ments they are, a smile illuminates their faces, but when they are
told how LOW the goods are sold

—

Manufacturers of and Dealers iu

TERMS.

CASH

work.
When the
examine our immense

None Need to Complain!

DAKLINCT& HUNT,

“

3.50

-

HOTEL.

Chamber Furniture.

—

DYE Coaj* ?/«d’
E«u7.oaV

FALMOUTH

HEADQUARTERS

$2.50 each.

3,
No. 2,

Over 158 and 1G0

COX,

W. F. Slmlln.

The Business formerly carried

PRICES.

No.

a.

a

good

MEN’S. BOVS’ & CHILDREN’S

that

We manufacture our own goods and warrant them
to be first-class in every respect.
Call and see tor

frounds,

Boots, Shoes, Rubbers

ST.,

sold at two-thirds their real value.
Shall open on Saturday, April
22d, a splendid assortment ot
NEW SPRING DRESS GOODS.
Please call and Examine my
Goods and learn prices.

FDR

GOODS BY

TUESDAY, April 25th at 10
ni.t and 24 p.
shall sell at Salesroom 35 and 37 ExON m.,
and

Auction

The above Good are oi good
quality. SLIGHTLY SOILED at
the Bleachery, but free Irom holes
or other imperfections, and will be

yoarselves.

The

WHOLESALE DEALER IN

CONGRESS

the

stock of

Spring Beds, mattresses, mirrors, Extension Tables, Kitchen Tables, Lounges,
Feathers, Sec.

no25

!ar*Measures taken for Ladles’ and Gent’s boots.
apr‘20

& Co.,

and

Clothing
Low Prices

people

Bleached Cottons !

Temple.•

J- H. GAUBERT, Proprietor.

PREBLEDAVIS.1' I LEAVITT & DAVIS.

Fine

and

will

Street,

steam,

IN TEN MINUTESONCE A DAY.

a

what they are doing to
the disease.
THOUSANDS
AND THOUSANDS ot people have
visited our store during the past
month and have been cured.
see

cure

else-

DAMAGED

pillows
prevent sickand pillows throughly renovated
SWEET, Beds
at 218 Federal

ladies

Specialty.

Goods and

Between Oak and Casco Street.
apr20eodtf
apl2

City

HEALTH LIFT !

—

Boots

527

FANCY

—

or

—

all the leading styles,

Tukesbury

Wanted.
chance to travel for a good Wholesale
Have had three years experience on the
road and can give the best of references. Address R.
K. W., Portland, Me.
apr25d3w*
a

Boots! A THOROURGH GYMNASTIC SYSTEM

Ladies’ Fine

our

purchasing

—

Sebago Dye House,

REMEDY, NEPHRETIOUM, if you would
complelely and permanently eradicate all Kidney, Bladder and Glandular troubles, Female
Complaints and Nervous Affections from the

and

do

dim*

I WANT
House.

CO.,

233 Middle Street,

where.

UNDER

the Sebago Dye House inform
they have been fitting out the
a great expense this last winter for the
premises
accommodation ot the public, with a good Boiler,
good Machinery and all appurtenances. Accordingly
every thing is in good order, ready to accommodate
the public, accompanied with one of the best Dyers
Periodicals—Atlantic for May is received the country
can aftord,without any exception. As he
and for sale by the following newsdealers:
is not a self made Dyer for the last 40 years he
Wentworth’s. No. 553 Cnnvresa street P.nrnpr nf I pledges himself to give ample satisfaction to the
no avail to mention Garments of
Oak st., at Hall L. Davis, Exchange street, and
any
public. It is of in
or colors,
fact, any thing that can he Dyed
Augustus Robinson’s, under the Falmouth Ho- kinds
by the hands of man. Kid Gloves dyed or cleansed,
tel. Also at the book and periodical depot of
Table Cloths, Window Curtains, Table Covers, any
Messrs. Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall.
thing Dyed in any Colors required by the owners,
Also at the newspaper and periodical
of
with quick dispatch.
depot
Geo. H. Marquis, No. 80 Exchange street, and
at the boob, periodical and newspaper estabments otC. R. Chisholm & Bro., in the Eastern and Grand Trunk depots.

system.
2-17-32-47.

Call and examine

PIKE'S, 53 Exchange Street.

in general.

The spring arrangement for trains on the
Maine Central railroad will take effect the 1st
day of May.

FISK &

ap22dlw

apr25

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

The Times says Jonathan Purington of Bath
has voted at every Presidential election in the
United States sidco Jefferson’s lime, and he
expects to help in making Mr. Biaine our next

a

GLOVES

before

AND

AUCTION.

prices that will suit the times.

40c and upwards, at

by

BETTER TIMES AND HAPPIER DAYS. To be cured immediately visit

and Boston markets, and at snch

dlw*

SHADES

DRY

oc3dt

we

to

with great care from New York

at 22 Hammond St.
No
objections to the country. Referapr25

Consignments solicited.

Sheriff's Sale.

These goods have been selected

Prices

a w. allh»

Regular Bale of Furniture and General Merchandlse every Saturday, commencing at 10 o'clock a. xd.

Dry
Goods. Linens, Damasks, Towels, Handkerchiefs
Hose, Fancy Goods. Sic., &c.
F U. HAILEY * CO., Auctioneer*.
d3t
»P22_

one

ence

Kiile.iooiu. 33 and 37 Exchange 81.
w. o. bailsy.

change Street,

Every one knows that times arc
quiet and that money is not quite
so plenty as It was
during the war,
but don't give up.
It is but a
healthy reaction soon to give way

To Match Dress Goods*

ness.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The Whig says that a deputation fiom the
Yale College Faculty has recently visited Bangor, tendering to Prof. Barbour the Chittenden
Professorship of Divinity in Yale College
church. This is the place corresponding to the
one filled by Dr. Peabody at Harvard
The
deputation took back the assurance that Prof.
Barbour would give the important offer his serious consideration.
Joseph Vance of Medway met with quite a
severe accident last Friday, by having nis leg
broken below the knee, while at work on a
landing of logs on Salmon stream.

at

can

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

—

We have added to our Stock
fine line ot

acres

COUNTY.

Tuesday

2|

NURSE

a

AND

IiiD GLOVES!

LEE & SHEPARD,
41-45 Franklin St., Boston.
ap25d4wt

con-

Bradstreet,

o’clock

—

Life-Study,

combined as to produce a book full of interest
from begining to end.
*** Ready at all the Bookstores, and sent, postpaid
on receipt of price by the publishers.

Only another victim to the epidemic, another poor w'cak mortal
struck with that CHRONIC COM-

DRESS GOODS

KID

By Kev. PETER PENNOT.
12mo, cloth..? 1.50
The manly, whole-souled, and devoted young clergyman is no fancy sketch; Deacon Sterne, the sanctimonious hypocrite; the plain talking old maid sister;
the sneaking, spying aunt, are life-like and real,
while the heroine, Achbah. 19 a lovely character,
with whom the reader is in deep sympathy. These,
with the various other characters of the story, are

11 SO TOE CRT ROES FORTH.

—

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

Was ever a mortal plagued with
such an awtul Complaint j

PLAINT,

AGHSAH:

ao

tract secured which we understand will keep
them busy for a year.
The Gardiner .Reporter says:
“Mr. J. S.

At 10 and
Co. will sell

Cabin”

IN

—

responsible applicant.
CO.,

“The greatest Novel since Uncle Tom's
says the Boston Globe of

open for inspection all the

now

NOVELTIES OF THE SEASON

ap25__d4wt

Rumford, supplied by G. Burbank.
Woodstock, T. Hillman.
Andover, supplied by G. B. Hannaford.
Newry, supplied by Hollis Kendall.
Upton and Erroll, N. H., supplied by-Gould.
Bethel, N D. Center,
Gilead, Mason and Sandy River, to be supplied.
Gorham. N. H., W. W. Baldwin.
Hartford and Peru, to be supplied.

No.
Merrill.

who wishes to make §2.000 a year on
a small capital to commence in our line of business.
Roofing U a Specialty. There is no one in
your county who carries on tne business. You can
learn it in one week by studying our instructions,
which we send to all who ask for them. Any man
having §100 capital to start with, can purchase
enough material to roof three ordinary houses. The
sum realized from sale and profit on this
supply, added to the regular pay for labor as Roofer, should
amount to not le*B than $JOO. An expert man
could easily do the work in nine working days. Two
persons of small means can join together to advantage; one canvassing, while the other attends to the
work. Send for our book of Instruction (free if you
write at once), and study it. Ask for terras. If you
are unable to advance tne money, present the matter
to the principal storekeeper in your place, and talk
it over with him. He will be glad, to furnish the
stock and divide the profit with you. We will guarantee the

Freeport, W. Murphy.
No. Auburn, I. G. Sprague.
East Poland and Minot Corner, J. G. Gibson.
Mechanic Falls, W. B. Bartlett.
Oxford, G. R. Wilkins.
Bridgton, C. W. Braulee.
Naples, A. Hatch.
Otisfield and So. Harrison, to be supplied.
So. Paris, J. B. Lapham.
So. Waterford, No. Norway and Stoneham, supplied by L. B. Gieen.

KENNEBEC

Have

IT PAIS

AUCTION SALES

CLOTHING.

Tukesbury & Co., Oh,flow it Aches.

Address N. Y. SLATE [KOONING
Limited, 4 Cedar St., N. Y., and meution.

Also a line of the celebrated Newark Hand*
Sewed W ork for Gents* wear.

T. P. Adams.
Kennebunk Depot, E. K. Colby,
Maryland Ridge, supplied by W. P.
Ogunquit, D. M. DeHughes.
Berwick, supplied by C. Wilson.
So Berwick, R. S. Greene.
Elliott and Scotland, S. F. Strout.
So, Elliott, A. Cook.
Kittery. O. H. Stevens.

Acton, G. Holt.
Buxton and So. Standish, W. S. McIntyre.
Baldwin, I. Lord.
Cornish, G. C. Andrews
Kezar Fall, H, F. A. Patterson.
became frightened at a locomotive passing over
Fryeburg and Stowe, K. Atkinson.
Hiram, J. Mitchell.
the Portland street bridge, and ran away throw- \
Denmark aud Sweden, supplied bv G. Powers.
ing out both occupants. Mrs. Palmer suffered
Conway aud Conway Center, H. B. Mitchell.
No. Conway and Bartlett, O. M. Cousens.
a fracture of the nose and was otherwise injurUpper Bartlett, supplied by J. Gale.
ed.
F. A. Robinson, principal of Goshen Female SemMr. Palmer was also injured but not st
inary. Member of Chestnut St. Quarterly Conf.
severely.
P sbury. Tutor in
Wesleyan university
ln
Middletown.
Member of Chestnut St. Quarterly
^
J
Real Estate Transfers.—The follow int
Conference.
are the real estate transfers recorded
in thii
READFIELD DISTRICT.
land containing fifty-threi
acres from Geo. W.
Newcomb to Bela Strout
Scarborough—Lot of land containing twenty
acres from Reuben
S. Meserve to Jonatbai
* ogg.

Martin, P. E.
Gardiner, J. F. Hutchins.
Bath, Wesley Church. A. S. Ladd.
Beacon Church, L. H. Bean.
Richmond, F. Grovenor.
Bowdoinham, A. R. Sylvester.
Brunswick, W. S. Jones
Harpswell, M. C. Baldwin.
Lisbon, A. Sanderson.
Lewiston, Park St., H. w. Bolton,
Main St., S. F. Wetherbee.
Auburn, G. D. Lindsay.
Monmouth, D. Waterhouse.
Leeds, N. Andrews.
No. Yarmouth, G. W. Bisbee.
Durham and Pownal, H. B. Ward well.
So. Auburn, supplied by G. Record.
E.

FRENCH AND AMERICAN KID.

the

Hariison—Lot of

GARDINER DISTRICT.

Kennebunkport,

Of course there was au excellent sale of seats
yesterday morning for Mr. Calder’s benefit.
Good seats caD, however, still be recured on

county yesterday;

Wilton, K. H. Kimball.
Maine Wesleyan Seminary, H. P. Torsey, President.

—

Kennebuuk, W. H. Foster.

The Museum.—The charming play “Dot,”
which has made so decided a hit, will he continued for a few nights longer. It is finely
presented and played, and none should miss
seeing it.

Severe Accident —As Mr. J. S. Palmer of
firm of Dow & Palmer, and his wife were
driving in town yesterday morning the horse

Belgrade, J. W. Smith.
Winthrop, J. Nixon.

ANDROSCOGGIN

Please tell the people that you saw their
advertisement iu the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000.

MISCELLANEOUS.

any smart man

Wayne, E. Gerry.

STATE

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Bis-

Seamless Side Lace Boots

Gorham,

hithertofore sober face relaxed into a quiet |
smile, such as Curtis can give, causing a pro- J
Ward.
found sensation in the court room. He said he
Oak Ridge, sup. by J. Cobb.
had rather play “Tilley” and tend the baby
Cape Porpoise, C. Andrews.

E.

No. Wayne, to be supplied.
Kent’s Hill and Readlleld Cor., C. C. Mason.
E. Readlleld, to be supplied.

in

North Street, J. Colby.
Saccarappa, D. B. Randall.
Scar boro’ T. J. True.
Saco, A. W. Pottle.
Biddeford, G. F. Cobb.
So. Biddeford and Biddeford Pool,

Falls, C.

Livermore, W. H. Trafton.
Livermore Falls, II. Vivian.
Fayette. C. W. Blackman.

Perry.

Gray, O. S.E.Pilsbury.
W. Hutchinson.

than to*be a witness in court.

bce.

Mann.

Raymond,

To add to his embarrassment some
of his fellow actors were grouped in the rear of
the court room laughing at bis discomfiture.
All at once he caught sight of them and his

imagined.

New Sharon, S. D. Brown.
E. Wilton, Weld, and Farmington

Administer DR. BULLOCK’S KIDNEY

Portland, Chestnut Street, J. R. Day; Pine Street,
J. W. Johnston; Congress Street, W. M.
Sterling; West End and Woodford’s
Corner. J. A. Strout; Island Church, H.

\

requested to ‘‘take the stand,”
he started for the piisoner’s box

early application.

ser-

PORTLAND DISTRICT.
I. Luce, P. E,

was

whereupon

appointed tryers of appeals.
have Mr. Manger's Centennial

published.

The

Madison and Anson, J. K. Clark.
New Portland and New Vineyard, supplied by T.
Woodman.
Solon, D. Church.
Industry and Starks, David Pratt, Jr.
W. Waterville and Sidney, F. W. Smith.
Mercer and Norridgewock, C. W. Averill.
Strong, A. C. Trafton.
Phillips, W. Phillips and Bangeley, J. Lidstonc.
Farmington, C. Munger.
Kiugfield, Freeman, Salem and Dead River, supplied by P. Norton.
Vienna and Mt. Vernon,W. F. Marshall.

WASHINGTON

2,8. “By grace are ye saved, &c.,” followed
About $150,000
by ordination of five elders.
was collected for superannuates, widows, &e.
At G o’clock the missionery anniversary was
held, I. Cobb, presiding.
A. B. Lovewell, conference treasurer, report-

couragement.”

Skowhegan, S. Hooper.

JI4U

Committee on the Sabbath repotted.
Conference requested the appointment of S.
Allen as superintendent of the Girl’s Industrial

architect.
The usual reports were made and accepted.

unci

»UIV*VUIVX

C. Hunger reported for the committee on
the hook concern. Iteport amended and adopted.
The following were admitted on trial for
conference relation: O. S. Pillsbury, W. S;
McIntyre, W. J. Murphy, J. T. Blades, R. L.
Greene, I. E. Clough.
*F. M. Pickles was granted a location at his

matter was postponed.
A beautifully executed plan of a Primary
school room was presented by Mr. C. H. Kim-

Lhuuuoaici

iU

Saturday.
The teller reported and P. Jaques, S. F.
Wetherbee and H. P. Joisey were declared
elected delegates to the general conference; A.
S, Ladd and W. S. Jones, reserves.

The matter of building a new school building
of the
on Park street for the accommodation
Grammar schools was also discussed. The

ow

i_J
"XU

Lewiston, April 24.

sent to the Centennial.
A petition was received from a large number
of persons interested in the Park street school
house, asking that it be repaired and ventilated.

luuiauu

ur__

--

Maine

frcm the Park street school—sixteen in all—together with a few drawing and writing books
and special class work from the Primary and
Grammar schools, make up the collection to be

To Boston via Portland & Rochester

TTT

curing funds for the founding of an elevator at
the hospital, has lately received from the
hands of Misses Nellie Bailey Lizzie Pennell
and
Emma Johnson, the addition of
$20, derived trom the parlor entertainment of
the W. C. Club on State street.
E. E. Holt, M. D.,
House Surgeon.

Selections
auu

T

----

ing in the different schools of all grades in
separate portfolios; also framed specimens of
original designs and copies, four from the
North School and two each from the Centre,
Brackett and Fourth Grammar schools, six

-Luc

duties of Vice Consul

neighbor.

ball,

Monday.—Henry P. McManus, admr., vs. George
R, Skolfield. (Plaintifi’s counsel discontinued as to
the other defendants named in the writ.) On the
31st of last May, Edward McManus, with seven other workmen,
carried a counter-limber weighing
about eight hundred pounds, on to the stern stage of
the “Samuel Skolfield,” a vessel of seventeen hundred tons, then being built at Brunswick. One end
of the stick was unshouldered and lowered; as the
other end was being lowered to the stage, the stage
gale way and all were precipitated to the ground, a
distance of thirty feet, excepting two men who
caught on the under stage. All the men were more
or less injured.
McManus died from his injuries the
2nd of June. This action is brought by his administrator against the defendant, a part owner of the

Superior Court.
CIVIL TERR, 1876-8YRONDS,

Promotion

Important to Portland.—The Manufacturers’Union of Burlington bavo drawn np a
memorial praying tbe President of tbe United
States to arrauge terms with the Dominion of
Canada for the free use of the canals and inland waters of the two countries by the citizens
of either, and to make tbe construction of tbe
Caughuawaga ship canal a condition of tbe
agreement. This plan was recommended by

Seed

Potatoes !

Snowflake, $7.00 bbl.. $3.50 busbel, $1.25
peek. Brownell’s Beauty, $5.00 bbl., $2.50
bushel, 75e peck. Compton Surprise $4 00 bbl.. $2.00
busbel, 75c peck. Also McLean's Advancer Pea. 30c

Early

per quart. Also
in large or small

Early Cabbage

quantities.

or Tomato
For sale by

Plante,

MOSES H. HDS9EY,
apr.MSwNorth Berwick. Me.

To Let.

A

SIT IT of rooms without, board.
47 Uanfoith Street.

Apply at No
niy24dtH§

POETRY.

_WANTS.__

Peaceful Victories.

engagements till yon see
It Is “The
our New Book, illustrated.
Thing” for the Centenuial period, Just what every
American wants and can afford to buy. Sells on its
merits, and insures largo profits ,to any intelligent

REAL ESTATE.

ESTATE

REAL

MEDICAL

STEAMERS.

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

ALLANS LINE.

CLYDE’S

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

~

11Y

GEOEGE

S.

no

AGENTS—Make

BCEEEIGH.

person who wants to go to work. Apply promptly
to J. B. FORD & CO., 27 Park Place, New York.

ap22dltS&Tu
Wanted.

How ellently tlie morning light

Along

the east

advances;

And just as quietly the night
Steals oft before its glances.

FIRST Class Pressman immediately

A

little, and a little more.
Floods aU the world in splendor;
While clouds that ambushed bloom before
Melt out with tintings tender.

A

A. 8. FERNALH’S,
»3J Riddle Street, Up Stairs.
dtf

ot

ap24

Wanted.
CHESI.EY’S, 2fill Middle Street, three coat

Unroused by winter’s stormy call,
Yet April’s kisses waken
The violets by the sunny wall,
The wind-flowers in the braken.

At makers to make Custom Coats.

Servant ©iri Wanted.
do general housework, by a small family.
American girl preferred. Apply at
3 DKERING PLACE.
aplldtf
Situation Wanted.
COPYIST, and all kinds of writing, at a
Unexmoderate salary, by a young lady.
ceptionable references given. Address
at this Office.
ma!7dtf
“A.,”
^

TO

Drive midnight from the darkened soul
By truth’s serene advances,
With no vindictive thunder-roll,
Or lightning’s angry glances.

AS

A calm. Insistent, gentle light
Bids every

gloom surrender,

purer iaitbs and kindlier deeds
Ye build your sunnier temple,
And quench the fires of gloomy creeds
In names of love more ample.

PLEASANT

Brown St.
dated.

apr3

dtf

THE FARM AND HOUSEHOLD.

and unfur-

other hand time and labor are both lost.
While the eartb is still cold with the frosts of
winter or wet and heavy from the early
spring rains, it is worse than useless to begin
to plant—for by the almost inevitable decay
ol the seed a twofold expenditure of seed and
labor is required probably, when the season is
advanced, and when the weeds already have
the upper hand. Although it is true that
some grain may be sowed almost as soon as
the snow leaves, and a few very hardy seeds
—yet as a general rule it is not worth while
to begin to plant or sow until Nature gives
the word—in other words, do not regard the
almanac or the day of the month, but wait
until the blade and leaf appear.
These considerations aDd perhaps addition'll

nnM

slinnlfl

Tip

enffipipnt

tn

rfpfpt*

front Rooms furnished
PLEASANT
nished lo let with board, at
ma21dtf
STREET.
416 & 418 CUMBERLAND

TO LET

TO

of that class may be sown in boxes of earth
***

uv/ujvj

nm.u

uiju

au

iuvu

KfL

tnu

1U

height transplanted into small boxes made o‘
birch bark, or pasteboard even—or bettei
till, into the tin provision cans from which
both top and bottom, have been removed.
When the right time comes, these may be
placed in the earth and suffered to remain,
without iDjury to the plant. By this method
the growth of the plant is not checked in the
least, and it is always much more hardy and
stocky than those which are so generally
marketed from the hot-beds.
Cucumbers and melons and also sweet corn
and Lima beans, if one only wishes for a few
hills, may be very conveniently started by
planting on inverted sods about three inches
square. These should be cut from a tough
compact sward of fine grass and placed close
together in boxes in the house, or in a hotbed. If soaked previously in liquid manure or
dressed moderately in some of the fertilizers,
the young plant takes a more vigorous start.
When the sods are placed iu the open air in
their proper place, they soon decay, and thus
a complete hill is well forwarded.
By these cheap and simple methods, within the reach of every family owning only a
patch of land; much may be done toward se,‘
curing the comfort or luxury of a few early
vegetables; and if neglected even until the
close of this month, the results will then be
in advance of the ordinary out-of-doors-cultivation.-

SMUGGLER, JR.,
—

BY

—

owner

of Smuggler

Herrymeeting Farm, Bowdoinham

Inquire of

Expert Accountaut,

145 COMMERCIAL ST.
accounts, partnership settlements,
etc., etc adjusted. Previous business written
and all work requiring competent services promptly
executed. Compromises between debtors and creditors effected. financial ability of debtors investigated
and settlements effected wben desired

INTRICATE

Instruction in
Business from

solicited.

book-keeping to a limited number.
this city and vicinity respectfull;

Ample references

mart

in

this and other cities,
TW&Fteodtf

ON

■Mp-

LOTS”TO LEASE,

prices from $15 to $60 a year.
BIOSES COULD, 35 North Ml.

Land for Sale In Deering.

TO

subscriber oilers for sale a desirable lot of
on Stevens’ Plains containing about 30,000
particulars inquire at No. 218 Fore St.
aprllttRUFUS DUNHAM, j

land
THE
leet. For

LET.

unfurnished room with two closets, on

second floor, at 217 Cumberland St.
LARGE

apr20dlw

No.

Rooms,

18

Street.

Tyng

apl9

d2w*

To Let.
LARGE Front Chamber to Let. Inqaire ot 30 Brown Street.

A

apr!9_dtf
To Let.
easterly half of residence corner of Free
and H igh Btreets, now occupied by W. H. Anderson, Esq. Possession given first of May.
■eof
F. W. LIBBY,
apri8dti42 Exchange St.

tThe

TO

®k■(York
llstable.

LET !

To Let.
pleasant rooms at 197 Newbury street, to a
without
family
children; also two other small

FIVE

W.

rente.

aprl4

change business, I offer my Store
and Dwelling conbined with
WISHING
without Stoek
at
An excellent
for
and
Bargain.

a

stand

W. CARR.
tf

Tailoring

or

half of

A

good

ALSO,
FKONT OFFICE, No. 92 Exchange street, opposite
Portland Savings Bank. Apply to
H. N. JOSE, 191 Fore Street.
mh31FM&Wttf

LAMB

ON CONSRKSS
ROOMS TO LET,
THE rABK.
apr!3dtf
HOUSE

kjfjlsT. WITH TEN
“^OPPOSITE

improvements,

on

SPLENDID SUMMER RESIDENCE
AT

OLD

—

FOR

This residence is located on the
pounds of the Old Orchard Camp
Meeting Association, on the main
flaiMHKSP-road from Saco to the Beach, and
commands the finest view of the
Beach. The house is adapted for one or two families
and contains twelve large rooms, two of them having
iron sinks and faucets in the same, from which flow
the pure spring water from the reservoir belonging to
the Association. The lower floor contains six large

all lathed and plastered and furnished with
ample closet room, while the sleeping rooms are arranged so as to be thoroughly ventilated Attached
to tbe house are piazzas on three sides, and it is also
furnished with ample shed room. A lot of land adjacent to this residence, upon which can be built a
stable, will be sold either with or without this house.
For terms of sale apply to

Sir, 4$

No. 122 Commercial street, next below
Dana & Co., now occupied by Joshua Hobbs &
Son. Possession given immediately. Apply at 96
Danforth St.
C. OXNARD,
dtf
aprll

STORE

Store to Rent,
418 Congress St.
Possession at once. Inquire

apr8d3w

We would invite the attention of the enterprising
Capitalists ot the State to the following list of property placed in our hands for sale,

ROOMS

TO

—

viz:

OF

—

HEAVILY TIMBERED LAI!
which may he iound in paying quantities,

on

or

To Let.

W alnut.

A COAL

Thompson Block, Nos. 17 & 19
IN middle
Street. Good location below the Post
Office where all
the

the wholesale dry goods and other
classes of trade are located. The finest store in the
with
light and airy basement, two entrances,
city,
two counting rooms, brick safe, and elegant show
windows, tables, counters aDd other fixtures. Will
be let very reasonably f applied for soon. Apply to

H. E. THOMPSON,
on the Spring St. Horse Car Route.
dtf

No. 32$ Emery St.
mhl4

To

Let,

at tf 1 11 Dow
the premises.

HOUSE
deci5
on

Street.

Inquire
dtf

To Let.

FglHE
JL

BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danforth

containing

quire at No.

10

all the modern

Central Wharf.

juviu

and the necessary utensils to carry

This property Is offered f.r len Ihnw the CMt
•f imprannrnii. Titles perfect and terns liberal The owners invite Investigation.
For ftarther particulars call upon

UPHAM & GARDINER,

F. G,

Exchange

Patterson’s

THE

Dissolution of

THE15th.
April

by

The business of the firm will be settled
Lewis & Co., at Store 173 Fore Street.

I

shall open next week
Stock

an

of

Entirely New

C LOTHOiG
—

AND

—

GENTS’ FURNISHING
—

IN

THE

GOODS,

Corner Store, No. 175 Fore St.,
Under the aid firm name of GEO. W.
RICH & CO., and 1 at*all be happy to
all my farmer customer*
GEO. W.
apl9d3w

■err**

CRAIG

RICH.

WILSON

&

Formerly Craig

Plasterers,

Ornaments in every Yariety of Styles,
Designed by the best artists in the country, such as
Cornices, Centre Pieces, Brackets, Columns, &c.,
can always be furnished at the shortest notice.
Repairing, Plastering. Whitening and
Tinting done in the neatest manner.

tion.

C. A. WESTON continues the business at 21 and
23 Free Street, and E. 0. GOODHUE continues the
business at 73 Middle Street.
C. A. WESTON.
E. 0. GOODHUE.
ma30dtr

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICE.
•

_____

have this day received into our firm Richmond
P. Scales as partner, under the firm name
of Blake, Joses & Co.

WE

BLAKE & JONES.
Portland, April 15,187G.

apl8dlw

TO

on

bought
Apply to F.
G. PATTEBSON-dealer in Beal Estate. Offlce 3791
Congress street, Williams’ Block, between Myrtle
and Pearl streets.
ao28ti

For Sale

or

to Let.

House, No. 169 Cumberland
.Afftk. Locust.
This finely located
Kill

Street, opposite

bouse is nearly
JUIlLnew, and has all the modern improvements,
including hot and cold water,bath room,water closets,
wash room with perfect arrangements for washing,
fine cellar, with furnace cemented floor and perfect
drainage. The house is in fine order, and has just
been frescoed. There is also a large yard and garden spot as part of the lot. This property is offered
as above for a few days only.
For information call
upon S. R. LEAVITT on the premises, or F. G.

PATTERSON, 3791 Congress Street.ap22dtt
on

Preble

Stair Bailders.

3

F- G- PATTERSON,
379} Congress Street, Williams' Block

Small House for Sale.
and one-balf story bouse, No. 14
Mechanic street, eight rooms, Sebago. a good
cellar and drainage. Lot 30x5U. Price $1800
one

fThe

F.

G.

PATTERSON,

Healer in Real Estate,

370j Congress Street, Williams’

fflENDERS are invited for the purchase of OLD
X IRON RAILS, delivered as follows
About 7,000 Tons at TORONTO.
SARNIA,

About 3,000 Tons at PORTLAND.
The Company has wharfage accommodation fo
shipment by water at Toronto, Sarnia and Portland
aud deliveries would be made commencing with
MAY, and extending through the summer.
Oilers stating the price per ton (of 2,240 lbs.), and
the place of delivery will be received by the undersigned up to the 15th May.
JOSEPH HICKSON,
General Manager.

Montreal, April 13,1676.

two story furnished house, stable, carriage house, hennery, nice garden with strawberries, fruit trees. &c. Pleasantly situated,
Will be let for
an hour’s drive of the city.
six months, from the 1st of May, for $150.
F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate,
ap!2dtf
3791 Congress St., Williams* Block.

tA
A
•!

3

Story Brick Honse for $3,500.

The three story brick honse, No. 22 Brown

Street, containing

12 rooms, gas and Sebago,
JLwater closet in bath room. Drain connected
with city sewer. Taxes for 1876 to be
paid by purchaser troui date of possession.
Terms ol payment
one half cash, balance on a term of
years. This
property is ottered at a rare bargain, as the owners
have no use for it. F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer
in Real Estate, 379 Congress Street, Williams* Block,

ap!9

dtf

ft

B
GO

ft

8
8
g

the
LOSS
OF
NERVE
POWER cured by use of

“P

^

Ot. P.”

2

gH

**

Ask for Griffen’s Rheu- 1
matic Remedies, they all 5
bear our trademark and
signature, and arc put up j
securely. Price $1.00 each; B
forwarded to any part of 2
the United States by express, prepaid, on receipt
of $1.25.

$

ft

0

ft

AND MENTION PAPER.

One at Hallowell.
One at Cumberland.
One at North Jay.
One at Livermore Falls.
Plans and Specifications may be seen at the
Chief Engineer's Office, Portland.
This Company reserve the light to reject all bids
not deemed satisfactory.
PAYSON TUCKER, Superintendent.
dtd
apl8

Office hoars from

8 to 9 a. m., and 1 to 9 p. m. All afflicted are coraialinvited to call. Consultation free.
ap24d6t»

ly

CITY OF PORTLAND.
Board of Mator and Aldermen, )
April 3, 1876, j
That the City Clerk give notice to all
parties interested, by publishing a copy of this
order in one of the daily papers of this city, for three
successive weeks, that this Board, on WEDNESDAY, the twenty-sixth instant, at 6 o’clock P. M.,
at the Aldermen’s Room in City Building, will hear
all parties interested in the petition for a Sewer in
Prospect street to Casco street and thence southeast
through Casco street to connect with sewer in Congress street, and that thereafter this Board will determine and adjudge If public convenience and necessities requires the construction of said Sewer.
Read and passed.
Attest:
H. 1. ROBINSON, Clerk.
A true copy,
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

CITY OF PORTLAND.
f

A

That the City Clerk give notice to all
parties interested by publishing a copy of this
order in one of the dally papers of this city, for three
successive weeks, that this Board, on WEDNESDAY, the twenty-sixth instant,at5 o’clock p.m.,at the
Aldermen’s Room in City Building, will hear all parties interested in the petition for a sewer in Cumberland Street, commencing near its junction with High
Street, thence westerly through said Cumberland
street to State street, and northwesterly through
State street to Portland street, thence across Portland street and through Deering’s Oaks (so called) to
the creek.
Read and Passed.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
Attest:

ORDERED,

A true

Copy,

Attest:

H.

I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
flnjinw

1

}

Aprtl 3,1876.

A

KENISON,
Chiropodist,

Continues to visit Portland at
the UNITED STATES HOTEL,
on the
second week of each
month.
Room

Liberal terms to families. Free omnibus from Grand
Central Depot.
CHAS. E. LELAND, Proprietor
Of Delevan House, Albany, N. Y., and Clabendon Hotel, Saratoga.
fet>2Id&w1y9

CITY OF POBTIiAND.
City Clerk’s Offioe, 1
April 18, 1876. }
To whom It may concern.
Notice is hereby given, as required by the aforesaid order, which is mane a part of this notice.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
aplD
dtd

Corner Irving Place and 141 h Street, New
York.

C. B. PERRIN, Prop.

w

Cm

Tremont

late

our

SAFESr

Patented

Improve men

—AND—

a

251 & 252 BROADWAY, New York,

eod2m*

But

Carriage

Seat

little used, and will be sold low.
—

LIGHT
In

Apply to
ap2Meod3w

also

—

EXPRESS WAGON

fine order.

Will be sold low.

ALLEN, JR,,
3IJ Exchange Street.

WM.

Sailing irom New York on SATURDAY of
each week, from Pier 45, North River.
CITY OF LONDON,
ANTWERP,
CITY OF LIMERICK,
BERLIN,
CITY OF MONTREAL,
BRISTOL,
BROOKLYN, CITY OF NEW YORK,
CITY OF PARTS,
BRUSSELS,
CITY OF CHESTER,
CITY OF RICHMOND,
Passengers will find these steamers tastefully fitted up, while the State-rooms are light, airy and
roomy. The salo< ns large and well ventilated, are
the breadth ot the vessels, and situated where there
is least noise and motion. Smoking rooms. Ladies’
Boudoirs, Piano-iortes and Libraries, Bath-rooms,
Barber’s Shop, &c.
Instant communication with the stewards by
electric bells.
The steamers of this Company adopt the Southerly Route, thus lessening the danger from ice and
fogs.
Rates of passage—*80 and *100, gold, according to
accommodation, all having equal saloon privileges.
Round Trip Tickets—*145 and *175, gold.
Steerage—To and from all points at reduced rates.
For dates ot sailiog and plan of staterooms apply to
JOHN C. DALE, Agent,
ma31d3m
15 Broadway, New York.

FOR

HARPSWELL,
On and after October 8th, 1875,
Steamer Denrietta, Capt. G.

8

a.

LOWELL, will leave H nr pawell Mondays and Saturdays at
teaching at Chebeagne, Little Che-

in.,

beague

and Long Island. Returning, will leave
Commercial Wharf at 3 p. m. touching at the above
landings. Will touch at Cousens’ Island each way.
For particulars Inquire ol Captain on hoard or
STEPHEN RICKER, Agent, 131 Commercial St.
my 8

dtt

Eastport,

Calais

and

St.

YEAR.

Price, 50 cents.
O. W. CHARLESTON A CO., Publishers,
Madison Square, New York.
aprl5eodlm

NOTICE.
certify that I have given my son, Isaiah
Douglass, his lime during his minority to act
is to

THIS

and trade for himself, and I shall claim none of bis
earnings nor pay any debts of his contracting after
JOSEPH DOUGLASS.
this date.
Freeport, April 1st, 1876.
dlaw3w*T
aprl8
wV

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

TWO

TRIPS

PER

WEEK !

On and alter Monday, March
27th, the Steamer New Brunswick,
Capt. E. B. Winchester, and City
of Portland, Capt. S. H. Pike,
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
State St., every Monday and Thursday, at 6.00 p. m.,
for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the
same days.
Connections

made at Eastport for Robbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediae,
Amherst, Pioton, Frederickton, Charlottetown and
Summerside, P. E. I.
*y Freight received on days of sailing until 4
A. R. STUBBS, Agent,
dtf

INSIDE
—

TO

LINE

—

AND

Desert

—

Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND. Capt Kilby, will leave
Portland, every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday
even ins*, at flO o’clock.
For Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, SandyBucksport, Winterport, Hampden and
angor.
Returning, leaves Bangor, every Monday 9
Wednesday and Friday morning**, at 6
o’clock*
Steamer LEWISTON, Capt. Deerlng, will leave
Portland, Thursday evenings, at 10 o’cldck.
For Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle.
Sedgwick,
Southwest Harbor, Bar Harbor, Mt. Desert, Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiasport.
Returning, leaves Machiasport, every Monday
morning, at 5 o’cloek.
For further particulars, inquire of
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Agent,
Railroad Wharf.
ap&ltt

Notice.
my wife, Sarah A. Carle, has left
my bed and board without just cause, this is
to caution all persons from harboring or trusting her
on my account, as 1 shall pay no debts ot her contracting alter this date.

WHEREAS,

STEPHEN W. CARLE.
ap24dlw*

promptly
ALL
addressing
lauldtt
ORDERS

or

and inventions.
References:—Hon. M. D. Leggett, Ex-CommisBioner of Patents, Cleveland, Ohio; O. H. Kelley.
Esq.. Sec’y National Grange. Louisville, Ky., and
and Swedish ministers at Washington,

theJ>anish

for our “Guide for obtaining
Stamp
a book of 50 pages.
Address:—LOUIS BAGGER & CO., Solicitors of Patents, ft ashinqton, D. C\,P. O
Box 444.
dec28dtf

B3P*Send

Patents,”

CO.

YORK.

MEW

seT

Ashes Re-

attended to by calling at
R. GIBSON,
588 Congress Street.

GEO. P. ROWELL A CO„
41 Park Bow, New lT«rk.

dl3*m

teller,—Madame
Fortune
Maddox, the celebrated Clairvoyant,
Teller and
he

Doctress,

n. a.
Fortune

consulted at No. 3 Quincy St. Madame vl. has had large experience in telling lortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
treasures, Ac., and was never known to be at tanlt.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortune teller of the age. Persons entering
intoany
can

business or profession, the conducting of which
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
new

friends In any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner oi disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who hare
consulted her in her constant travels since she was
seven years old. Good testimonials given if desired.
-Terms, Gents $1.00; Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
rom 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
noSdtl
of

Manual.—A practical guide
to ail operations of the tiade; drawing for carpenters, forms of contracts, specifications, plans,
Ac., illustrated, SO cts. PAINTERS' Manual.
—House and sign painting, graining, Varnishing, pol

CARPENTER'S

lers

or

by mail.

St., N. Y.

JESSE HANEY A CO.. 119 Nassau
apr5d3m

KA WHITE AND TINTED BRISTOL
kj\f CARDS, with name, JOc, or 50 Snow
Flake, Marble. Damask, Rep, Plaid and Scotch granite, 40c. Address, WM. H. WEEKS, 34 Lisbon
Street, Lewiston. (Please state wbat paper yon saw
this in.an3d2 wHt

THOMSON’S
WORLD-RENOWNED PATENT

Glove-Fitting Corsets

EACH

dammaju

CORSE

**

V^s^U

Stamped

ADES
OE

‘y/jf

7

!

EIGHT

'jlgr

‘THOMSON”

TR^DE-Wlil#

York.

in State Room $5, meals extra.
forwarded to ana from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
BSr*Freights taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
ocldtf

Passage

Goods

~

The

STEAMERS.

Superior Sea Going Steamers,

NMjgK

P*rfec‘

Dr. F W

KINSMAN, Augusta,

LADY

AGENTS

Daily, at 7 o’clock P. M„ and INDIA
WHARF, ronton, daily at 7 P. n,
(Sunday, excepted).

FARE

$1.00.

Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex
‘ncouveniencc of arriving in Boston late

cure a

at

night

11001118 fcr
mm!» St„a,e
street

No. 266 Middle

wt'e by D. H. Young,

to New Vcrk V"1
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
dec27-75
J. II ( OYI.l:, Jr.,

«n»mt°??nAorfC,tet:

♦he various
Clcu’l Agt.

NEW CONNECTIONS.
On and after WEDNESDAY, 33d, Iasi,
and antil farther notice.
TRAINS WILL BUN Alt FOLLOWS

GOING
WEST.
8.15 A. HI.—Passenger train from Portland for a
station*, rnnning through without change to 8t.
Johns bn ry, Danville, Hardwick. Morrlsvnie, Hyde
Park and Johnson, Vermont. Connects with B.
C-&
R- R- for Lancaster, Whltefield,
Littleton,
Well’s River, Montpelier, Burlington, St. Albans.
&c., &c.
3.40 P. HI.—Passenger train from Portland tor
Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations.
GOING EAST.
8.00 A. M.—Passenger train from Upper Bartlett
and intermediate stations, arriving in Portland at
11.15 a.m.
1.15 P. HI.—Passenger tialn from Fabyan’s in
connection with through train from Johnson. Vt..
arriving in Portland at 5.45 p. m.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
At White Rock for North Windham.
At Sebago Lake for Standish Corner.
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Ketar Falls and
Fteedom,
At Brownfield for Denmark and
Bridgton.
At Fryeburg for Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.
^•Freight trains leave Portland dally at 9 21

m.

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, Dec. 21, 1875.
oet2idtf

Commencing

will leave Parllaad f«r
Boiion at 6.15,9.00 a. m., 3.10 p. m., arrivini
Boston at 10.50 a. m., 1.45, 7.55 p. m.
leare Boston at 8.30 a. m., 12.30
3.30 o. m., arriving at Portland at
1.15, 5.

at

o.i5

p.

parties will

do all

m.

For Lowell at 6.15,9.00

a. m., 3.10, p. m.
and Caacard and Caper
(via New Market Junction) at 6.15a.
m., and 3.10 p m.; (via Lawrence) at 9.00 a. m.
Far Great Falls at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10. p.m.
For Rochester, Farmington nod Allan
Bay at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
For (Scarborough Bench, Bine
Point, Old
Orchard Beach, Baca, Biddeford and
Kennebauk at 6.15, 9.00, a. m.,il0 5.30 p. m.
morning Trains will lease Beaaebaah
Far Portland at 7.20 a. m.

FS.r
Kallrand

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers rnnning between Portland and
Bangor
Rockiand, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, 8t.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter 10 minutes
for refreshments at first-class
dining rooms.

.JS5T SMS PB^°
S. H.
,as

STEVENS,

_dt

MAINE CENTRAL R. B.
monday, October 25th, 1875.
Trains leave Portland for
Bangor, WaterviL
Belfast and Dexter at tl2.35 a. m., 1.40 p. m.

Skowhegan

1.40 p. m.

Farmington

1.40 p. m.
m. train for Bangor makes close eon& N-A- Railway lor St. John

,,^?6usta, Hallowell, Gardiner, Brunswick
J7.00 a. m., 1.40. 5.20 p. m.
Rockland 17.00 a. m., 1.40 p. m.
Bath J7.00 a. m., 1.40, 5.20
p. m.
I^wiston 77.00 a. m., 1.35,5.15 p. m.
The 112.A a.
Wit*>

HnlUax.

and

tfuUman Sleeping

Car attached.

25.Pll7YtoSON
Portland & Rochester B. B.
October

On and after Monday, April, 8,1876,
■pa--;—
fw

I,

Trains will ran

n

lallowei

as

Leave Portland at 7JO a. m.,
2.30, 4.00 and 6,20 p. m.
Tr?in 8‘0P»*t all stations between
Portland and
Rochester, and runs through to
Worcester. Arrives at Bocboeter at 10.00 a.
m., (where it connects with Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At Nashua at 11.47
a. m., Lowell 12.15
p. m.. Boston 1.15 p. m..
Ayer J a action 12.40 p. m., Filchharg
1.25 p m., and at Worcester at 2.10
p. m.,
_connecting with trains South and West.
3.30 P. M. steamboat Express arrives at
Kechraler at 4.30 p, m., connects at Cpplas
for Manchester and
Concord, at Nashua
lor Lowrll and
Basina, at Ayer Aaacfor Fitchburg and Hobssc Tannel Line at Worcester with Boston &
and goes throngh New
wiibsnt
change of Cars,
with tbs
magnificent
Steamers of the Norwich Line, arriving in
New Fork at Pier No. 40, Nortk River
at 6 00 a. m.
HIM Runs can be secured in advance at
Raraes Bros., No. 28 Exchange Street and
at the Depot.
4.00 •*. M. Train runs to Rochester, stopping at
all stations.
6.30 F. JH. Train runs to Gorham.

connecting

BKTUBNINO.
TraiDS leave Rogbester at 7.20, 11.18, 11.45 a.

and 8.50 p. m.
T.'i* A. <N. Stops at all
land at 10 00 a m.
**.'** *• W Steamboat

they claim.’-.V. Y. Weekly San, Jan. 19, Isia,

$O06M“?.EJ!l*rnrr

h Wingate A Co,limited,69 Duane st. BH BC ■■ ■■
‘One of the best chances for ng’tiB
in f'i &| jj
^RIR*vit offered.'-CAt. WteklyInttr-Oa.au | | I
[■§

aPr14___dlwt

Station*, arrives

in

Port-

in

Express from New London, leaving Norwich Line Steamers at 5 00
m.,

and Worcester at 8.00

a.

stops at

m„

Springvale, Alfred, Saco River, Gorham, Saccarappa and Westbrook, arrives in Portland at

1 2ft p. m., makes close connection with
the
Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads.
11.43 A. IN. Train Is a freight train with
Passenger Car attached, stops at all
and
is due in Portland at 5.10 p. m.
M.30 P. IN. Train Is through from New York

Stations,

,i8naltd'
mTorta.andafro.Mp."hen
6'°°
at

“•

a"‘™'

"Hve. in

apl_***• LUNT.Smpt.
eastern" railroad.
On and after

few smart first-class Lady Agents wanted immediately to canvass for the best selling article of
Ladies wear in the world. (Patented.) Large commission. A new thine* nod the field i* open*
Those having a nmnll capital, and wishing to make
money fant* should address at once*
H. BEFFVM* North Berwick, Me.
General Agent for the State of Maine.
aprl2t4ir
*TBc

march 6,1876.

Passenger Trains

Monday, Oct 11th, 1875,

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE,

A

TRAILS WILL LEAVE PORTLAND FOR
2

0? (except Mondays),9.ft0 a. m.,3.10 p. m.

at 6-15
7.55 p. m„ In ample
to connect with New York and Western trams.
Npwbarvpon and li*srtimaath at 2.00 (except Mondays),9.00 a.
m.t 3.10 p.
time

Gltaceitrr

and

Rockport

at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
■{•▼•r
Wshboro Rochester and
a.

m.t 3.10 p.

N*rth
a.

at 9 a,

m., 3.10 p.

m

Gnat Falls at 9

m.

KAttery, Eliot.
at 9

m., 3.10 p.

Berwick Jnaction,
Wells and Kennebanh

Booth
m.

0© EO°K The Wonderful Blessings of God on
Lab°rs of MOODY tk HANKEY in
Eh and
America. Best book and chance for Europe
men or
women wanting a good
business and do good

Biddeford, Saco, West Ncarboronnh, Scar-

Xe-lvnnial
BibI! Iandsatan'1
once to
D. I>.
„AI’t‘1y
GLERNMEY, Pub.,
N. H.

Boston at 8.30 a. m., 12.30, 8.00 p. m., arriving in
Portland at 1.15,5.00 p. m., 12.15 (except Mondays

Also

new

maps of

D. S.A.,

FO&

Portland,

CHANGE OF TIME.

WANTED.

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

FRANKLIN WHARF,

21,1875._

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG RB

a.

Cuncurd,

follows:

W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland. .Tune
Jnel7dtf

dlwt

___apr15d4wf

as

The Company are not responsible lor baggage to
any amount exceeding $90 in value (and that personal) unless notice Is given, and paid lor at the rate ot
one passenger for
every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Uamaqer.

Maine.

Rich and complete in our thrilling hintory of 100
years; and grand in vivid description* of all our
mighty resources in agriculture, Commerce, minerals, manufactures, finances, government, curiosities, natural wonders, works of art, etc. Richly illustrated and cheap. A SPLENDID VIEW
of tho WORLD’.** FOREMOST NATION.
No other hook like it. Outsells mere histories five to
one.
AGENTS wanted quickly. Address HUBBARD BROS., Springfield, Mass.apr!2t4w

^

will, until further notice, run alternately
Leaving

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and Is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the Wert.
PA I ACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

there

For a case of Cough. Cold or Asthma that
ADAMSON’S B. C. BALSAM will not cure.
Sold by Druggists at 33 cts. Circular tree.

oflered this year.

FOREST CITY AMD JOHN BROOKS

ftonthwest.

J. C. FURNIVAL, Agt.

Railroad,
Albany
Lendon

KAt“

OUR com its RESOURCES

with fine accommodations tor passengers, making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer months on their passage to and from New

Northwest. West and

SPRING

complete list of all the towns in the
United States, the Territories end the Dominion oi
Canada, having a population greater than 5.000 according to the last census, together with the names ot
the newspapers having the largestlocal circulation in
each of the places named. Also a catalogue of newspapers which are recommended to advertisers as
giving greatest value in proportion to prices charged.
Also, all newspapers in the United States and Canada printing over 5,000 copies each issue. Also, all the
Religious, Agricultural, Scientific and Mechanical,
Medical, Masonic, Juvenile, Educational, Commercial, Insurance, Real Estate, Law, Sporting, Musical,
Fashion, and other special class journals; very complete lists. Together with a complete list of over
300 German papers printed in the United States.
Also, an essay upon advertising; many tables of
rates, showing the cost of advertising in various
newspapers, and everything which a beginner in advertising would like to know.

The Greatest Selling Centennial Book Is

BOSTON

Canada. Drlioit, Chicago, MilwauCincinnati
Ml. I.ouia. Omaha,
Maginaw, Ml. Paul, Mull Labe Cily,
Denver, Man Franci.ro,
and all points In the

kee,

a

mar.3i_

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M., and leave Pier 38 East River, New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up

—

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

To

NINETY.NINTH EDITION.

Containing

S
Steamers Eleanors and Franconia

Ant

Boston & Maine
Newspaper
Advertising. RAILROAD.
ARRANGEMENT,

fit.
entire satisfaction. Every lady who has
them recommends them. Be sure to get the
genuine, A novelty, Thomson’s patient fastening
corset steels They are unbreakable, and
capped
their fastenings do not abraid the dress. For sale by
first class dealers everywhere.
THOMSON,
LANGDON A CO.. N. V., Mole Importer*
and Patentees for the P. S,
ftbStlZw

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

TO

—

_

Price, Twenty-five Cents.

They give

PUFF!!

magical Puzzle Box.
Thousands of Magical Rings out of
this wonuerlul Box.
Endless amusement for the children.
Sent to any address, with full directions, on receipt of
Dey Street. New
25c. LOTRIDGE & CO..
York.mhl5d&wCm

we are suc-

worn

1pel9eod«yrwlyl>

■

eharge Is made unless

If you want a Patent,
send us a model or sketch
and a full description of
your invention. We will
•
make an examination at
the Patent Office, and if
we think it patentable, will send you papers and advice, and prosecute your case, Our fee will be in ordinary cases, $25.
I T\ TT T
C\ flOral or written in all mat-

s-w

I

no

CROWN.

SENT FREE. ttSTS'SS;
Bankers and Brokers, 7*A Broadway, New

Vaults Cleaned and
moved.

reasonable, and

MARK A

MAINE
STEAMSHIP

in Wal1 Street often
leads to fortune. A
entitled. Men and Idioms of

Portland, April 22d.

obtained in the United States
Canada, and Europe; terms as
low as those of any other reliable house.
Correspondence invited in the English and foreign
with
languages,
Inventors, Attorneys at Law, and other Solicitors, especially with
those who have had their cases rejected in the hands
of other attorneys. In rejected cases onr fees are

cessful.

EXCHANGE ST.,

tion.

ishing, kalsomining, papering, lettering, staining
gilding, Ac., SO ets. Book otAlphabets, 50. Scrolls
and Ornaments, $1. Watchmaker and Jeweler, 50.
Hunter and
Soap-maker, 25. Taxidermist, 50.
Trapper’s Guide, 20. Dog Trainine, 25. Of booksel-

—

Mt.

Bangor,

ttPCOn

York.__'
FUFF 1 PUFF!!

OTHERS.

Offices

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

gage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little & Co.’s,49* Exchange St.
L. W. F1LKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President,
ocll *73
dtf

Address

LYLE.

RECORD"^

OF ALL

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with tne elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance of all other lines. Bag-

Windsor and Halifax.

Street,

Just Published—A splendid new novel by Mrs.
Mary J. holmes, whose other works are read and reread with delightful interest—such as “Tempest and
Sunshine,” “Lena Rivers.” “Edna Browning,”
“West Lawn,” etc. Price 91.50.

LINE

tlie Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

John, Digby,

HOWE, Proprietor.
dim

ma31

STONINGTON

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

that wish to spent a tew weeks in the City
is located Dear the principal Retail Stores
of Amusement.
Horse Cars pass the
to all parts of the City

56-80 SUDBURY ST., Boston.

FOR SALE.

LIVERPOOL,

page Book,
Wall Street, explaining everything.

Salepart Against Mel Burglars,
HERRING & CO.,

Jump

AND

ces

72

LW1LLIBLE BAM LOCKS.

aprl8

QUEENSTOWN

jit

A. L.

JOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

LINE

CITY OF
CITY OF
CITY OF
CITY OF
CITY OF

The above House, furnished en suite,
with bath rooms, passeDger elevator, &c.,
offers superior accommodations for families

$1A

These locks afford the security ot both
Combination and Time Lock, and are a

FOR

Fronting the Common.

door

day cf sailing
J. B. COYLE,

ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS

BOSTON, MASS.,

--cl
fw

w

BANKERS’
with

I

INMAN

HOUSE,

Just Bendy—The second number (May) of this
wonderfully popular monthly magazine and dialy of
important events and current miscellany. A capital
number, full of the choicest reading matter, and a
superb steel pot trait of Moody, the great Revivalist.

HERRING’S

nn9/ltf

or

oct28dtf

HOTEL, g)int,

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.

EDITH

H. L ROBINSON, City Clerk.

E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,

mar22

ROSSMOBE HOTEL,
of Broadway, 7th Ayr. and
4SId Street,
NEW YORK CITY,
Three blockB west of Grand Central Depot, near the
Elevated Railroad, and but twenty minutes from
Wall Street. A new and elegantly furnished Hotelall modem improvements.
Hates 84 per day.

WESTMINSTER

—

E. H, ROCK WELL, Agent,
Pfnvl/lnnna IT

Junction

EVANS

Ik Board of Mayor akd Aldermek, I
April 18, 1876. j
That the City Clerk give notloe to all
parties interested by publishing a copy of this
order in one of the daily papers of this City, for three
successive weeks, that this Board on WEDNESDAY,
the tenth day of May next, at 5 o’clock P. M., at the
Aldermen’s Room in City Building, will hear all
parties interested in the petition of Patrick McCann
and others, for a Sewer In Morning Street, through
Eastern Promenade to loot of Vesper Street. Also,
on petition of Laura Partington and others, for a
Sewer in Mayo Street, Irom Cumberland to Oxford
Streets, and that thereafter tbiB Board will determine ana adjudge if public convenience and necessities require the contraction of said Sewers.
Read and passed.
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.

AND

o’clock, p, m.

HOTELS.

To all whom, it rr.at/ concern:
j stages.
Notice is hereby given as required by the aforesaid
sep27d&wly40
order, whieh is made a part of this notice.
Attest
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
ap4dta26

A true copy.
AtteBt:

In Boston, 37 Tr mont
Located in Boston since
sep20dtf

Street and 57 Temple Place.
1840.

One Block lrom Unlen Square and Broadway.
The most central, and yet quietest location in the
city. Convenient to the great stores, theatres and
churches. Elevator and all modern improvements.
Easy access to all parts of the city by street cars and

CITF OFFOBTLAND.
flTU r*Y Pfurlo

RELIABLE Clairvoyant can be found at the
rear of 30 Danlorth St., where she will examine the sick, and advise or prescribe as each case demands. Term* $1.00. She will visit th06e who
are unable to come to her residence if desired.
Mr,.
King, in addition to her clairvoy mce and remedies,
possesses a remarkable healing power which makes
her very successful.
febl7d&wtll5

DR.

week.

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONK.
and aIcCLELLAN.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane
Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,
Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. H. Keith, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West, by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., C. A. Chipley, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,
Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage $15.00. Excursion Tickets $25.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to

CLAIRVOYANT^
MRS. L. T. B. KINO,

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

BUTE

First Class Nleamahlp
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Boston direct every TUESDAY
and SATURDAY.

NOTICE.
DB. MARSHALL. Analytical Physician,
would pay to his old Patients, and to the people of
Portland and ViciDitv, that he still CONTINUES to
use the Kelley medicine, and to treat patients at his
office. No 1 Myrtie Street, using all of the genuine

For further information apply to

Jr., Franklin Wharf,

AHEAD

& Washington
r

74

a. m. on

This is

►

aprgd&wlyl4

CLAWSON KELLEY medicine.

to

STEAMSHIP

J

£

MAINE CENTRAL RllLROl
PROPOSALS will be received at this
THURSDAY, April 27. 1876, at
furnishing material and Building
Passenger Slatian Bouses tor this

Passage apply

10

m.

Passenger

FOR NEW YORK,

B. B. MAMPNON, Agent,
TO Long Wharf, Bonlon.

Norfolk, Baltimore

t

P

ft

office until
SEALED
for

or

Jn23-ly

h

ft

DAYS, at 7.30 p. m.
No freight received afte»

PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.

2

B

£

Superintendent’s Office, 1
Portland, April 17,1876. )

Wharfage.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the race of
sailing vessels.
for
the
West
Freight
by the Penn. K. It., anil South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.

For Freight

m.

Trains will arrive as follows:
Mall train from Gorham and intermediate Stations
at 8.30 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 2.45 p.m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 2.50 and

Eew

& Sat’d’y.

ft

apl5deod6t

Block.

Furnished House in the Country
to Let.

and Elixir—alterna-

Neuralgia, Nervous Prostration. Nervous Weakness. Paralysis, Softening
of the Brain, Chorea, and
all WEAKNESS caused by

ft

S3

a

0

<3

„

ft

Established 1841.

by

GO

P

,

RAILWAY.

No

Wed’s’y

Foar lioeit

&

Ph

GRIND T

Leave each port every

1

3
ft

!

ap!2dtf

ft

j

means of the

cure, the Pills and Elixir
must be used in conjunclion with flic Liniment.

m

ft

A Bare Chance for Business.
Will be

ift

ft

SAFES,

run

h

o

ting one with the other
according to Directions.
To effect a permanent

n

J. A. MERRILL & CO., 139 Middle St.

The new two and a bslf story honse on
Preble Btreet. facing Lincoln street, containing
rooms. Sebago water, good cellar, sink
drain and water closet connected with sewer. Terms
of payment Is $1,000cash: balance on mortgage.
F. G PATTERSON,
Healer in Real Estate,
ap!2dtf
379j Congress Street, Williams’ Block.

aplZdtt

I Pills

w

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,

■jjj

perfect order, simple, and can be
to $35,00 per week.
or bankable paper.

;

?J

ft I infernally by

B. F. LIBBY, No. 339 Fore Street, cor.
Cross St., in Delano's Mill.
G. L. HOOPER, Cor. York and Maple
Streets.

HUILseven

boy. Profits $25,00
sold tor $165,00 cash,
Apply to

Q
0

H

Street.

$*900.

Is

Steamship Line.

*

Treated

g

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

Street Jor

FEATHER RENOVATOR, for cleansAIn STEAM
ing feather beds, pillows, bolsters, &c. It

H
Z

—

ORDERED,

LOAN

first class Beal Estate

& Jackson.

Plain and Ornamental

g Street.

CIT1T OF PORTLAND.

Estate

or

New House

—

Beal

PHILADELPHIA

p.

Halifax, Nova Scotia,
The Steamship FALMOUTH,
expressly for ihe route)
apt. Wo A. Colbv, will leave
Boston Railroad iVharf, every
SATURDAY at 5 30 p. m. for
HALIFAX, dipect. making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, foT Windsor, Truro, New Glasand Pictou, and steamers for Prince Edward
dand; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape Breton, and at Halifax with
steamers for St. Johns. N. F.
^“RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUES-

trains.

7.10 a. m.
Express train at 1,40 p. m. for Aubnra and Lewiston.
Mail train for Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail
train for Quebec, Montreal and the West at 1.50
p. m.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston at 5.10

With connections to Prince Edward Is*
land) Cape Hretou and Mi Johns, N.

gmilt

3

*

Roofers.

nov24dtf

AND

—

S

g

Plumbers.

No. 3 India Street.

BO 8TON

Win

JAMES MlLLEB.Wo.9l Federal Street

A. KEITH.

the
is

Steerage Passage inward and outward, and for
on England for small amounts,
apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,

Sight Dratts

in

ARRANGEMENT

Monday, Nov. 15th, 1875
MjSSmtFkl,
an,.I„alter
will run as follows:
jH^^^3l!train»
Express train 7.00 a. m. for Auburn and Lewiston
Mail train or Gorham and intermediate stations at

5.45 p.

MAll. I.INE TO

0

8

q

A, S. DAVIS Sc CO., No 80 Middle Street.

J. A. MEBBILL.

disease

Intermediate passage....
40
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
or Cabin Passage, applv to
H. & A. ALLAN, tfo. 1 India St.

Received at Depots

Through Bills Lading given irom Boston and principal points in New England to the South auil Southwest. Close connection made at Philadelphia with
the “CLYDE STEAM LINES” to Baltimore,
Norfolk
Richmond, Charleston, Newberne and Washington.
D. D. C. MINK, General Eastern Agent,
129 Devonshire Mtreet. Boston,
dtt
janll

For Freight

9

and removes the inflammation. the cause ot pain
a very short time, thus
restoring freedom of moteS ment and elasticity to the
P joints. The disease being
0 a blood poison, of a pecuP3 liar nature, is
h

Photographer.

(13a

security, In Portland,
ON vicinity—Kents collected,
tares paid, etc.,
Commission. Houses
and sold.

Copartnership.

copartnership of GEO. W. RICH & CO.,
was dissolved by mutual consent, Saturday.

Street.

BULLETIN.
MONEY

ot D. B. RICKER & CO., is this day
dissolved by mutual consent.
Either party
has the right to use the firm name in liquidation.
D. B RICKER
JONATHAN EASTMAN.
d3t
ap21

this extensive

STEAKSAWARD GBHT DULL AND
8HIRGLE MACHINE, DWELLING
HOE8E8.WABEHOCAE8,WOBK
SHOPS, SHEDS, Ac.

DISSOLUTION.
firm

on

-lucre is aisu u

At No* 7

ft

Cross, Portland.

J.N. McCOY &CO.,3SS|i

The

Steamship Circassian.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations). 670 to $80

Portland, Nov. 23, 1875.

externally
by m
means
ot the Liniment, f
which, when properly ap- r
plied, reduces the swelling, relieves the tension H

ft

Pattern and Model Maker.
J. 1. BARBOUR, 930 Fore Street, Cor.

April 3,1876.

1 Steam Tow Boat, Barges, Locomotives and Rolling Stock,
uusuiess.

ft

ROBINSON ft YOUNG, Experienced
Hoist shoers at Ne. 70 Pearl St.
novSdtf

In Board of Mayor and Aldermen, 1

There is also found in great abundance on this rich
land, SALT SPRINGS, and unmistakable
evidences of OIL, superior IRON ORE, SLATE,
LIMESTONE and FIRE CLAY, lying convenient to
tbe point oi shipment. The moveable property consists in part ot

market.
treated

Immediately after the arrival ot the Train of the preday from Montreal. To be followed by the

For

^

Daily.

vious

tj

only

prepared articles in
ft

Horse Shoers.

profitably

tract oi

fab8

COPARTNERSHIP.

now

7 ?»2 Miles of well-furnished Railroad,
to insure
continued development.

In-

UU

MINE,

Extensive and oi superior quality
operated, with

Street,'

improvements

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

the

»
»

Scientifically

£

WALTER COREY ft CO., Arcade, No.
IS Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 30 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds
done to order.

City Clerk’s Office, 1
April 3, 1876. j
To all whom it may Concern:
Notice is hereby given as required by the aforesaid
Order, which is made a part of this notice.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
Attest,
ap4
__dta26

—AND—

Blaols.

Wholesale Store,

WHITNEY ft MEANS, Pearl Street, oppoaile the Parlt.

ORDERED,

unfurnished. Apply at
Triune Sewing machine Rooms, No.
53 Danforth St. References required,
mh!5dtf

FURNISHED

Carpenters and Builders.

In

—

ACRES

12,660

LET.

1

Street.„

oi

a

public

Book Binders.
WM. A. QUINCE, Room 11, Printers’
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SHALL & WHACK FORD, No. 33 Plnm

Situated on Cumberland River,
Clinton County, Kentucky,

—

STORE,

<1

ComDany, viz :

ME.

AVahable Property

To Let.
No. 149 Commercial Street, now occupied
by Joseph W. Read. Possesion given May 1,
1876. ApplyMo
A. E. STEVENS & CO.,
150 Commercial Street.
ap4dtf

ft
®

HOYT & FOGG, Wo. 91 Middle Street.

noon,
Four

P.

ADAMS,
mh3ld&w1m_BID DEFORD,

JOHN C. PROCTER,
93 Exchange St.

0
ft
u

(opposite Quebec.)

SALE.

disease that afflicts
over 25 per centam of the
human race
Almost every effort heretofore made
in llie treatment of this
disease has been to allay
the
present
suffering—
trnstiug to luck to ettect a
cure. DR. p. j. GRIFFEN
dc CO., after years ot research, now present to the

ft

BUSINESS DIRECTOR V.

DETROIT JUNCTION or BUFFALO.
About 1,000 Tons at MONTREAL or POINT LEVI,

ORCHARD

is

o

NATHAN CLEAVES.

Congress near

head of State Street. First-class in every respect.
Lot large. Terms favorable. Inquire of
ROLLINS, LOR1NU & ADAMS,
mh!4dtf
22 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

Store to Let.

NO of

THE
feb24dtf

PROPOSALS.

rooms

and convenient store and chambers
136 and 138 Commercial street.

A

For Sale.
house occupied by me. No. 327 (formerly 153)
Spriog Street, Portland

UPPER
House, containing eleven rooms, with all modand located
the

ern

|

Steamship

WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY by Boston and
Providence Railroad via Providence.
TUESDAY and SATURDAY by
Old Colony Railroad via Fall
River.
Rood*

MORAVIAN) Capt. Graham,
Will leave this port for Liverpool on
SATURDAY, April 39th) 1876,

Rheumatism

§

rates.

alteration
WINTER

FOUR STEAMER* FER WEEK.

Return. 'Tickets

frame, slated roof dwelling

Dew

TO

The

WM. ALLEN, JR.
314 Exchange Street.

ap22deod3w

WM. HE. JHARSTON,
Yarmouth* Me.

rooms

THEoverlarge
same, No.

iiil. HAM

tin

For Sale—At.a Low Figure.

ENGLAND HOUSE,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

To be Let.

Fancy

Business.

in the central part of the Village, near the

—

and two Stores; Is
situated opposite the passenger station of the
Grand Trunk Railway, and in the immediate vicinity,
and nearer than any other Hotel to the point of arrival and departure of the European, Halifax, New
York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Horse Railway to the western part of the city and
suburbs. Address
AUG. P. FULLER,
Portland, Me.
1u24deodtf

Dry

place

Goods, Millinery

NEW

DB.

State and

For Sale,

HOTEL TO LEASE.

THE

of

For Sale.
m
New two story French-Roofed House,
Cumberland St., containing fourJhrgUWmNo. 422
rooms fitted up with furnace, gas,
umfjjuSteen
mmcSfifti Sebago water, and all tbe modern improvements of a first-class house. Inquire ot JORDAN BROS., No. 11 Dantorth St.apr4dtl

ma30(12m

ocl2dtf

House contains 40

corner

St., with a 3 story Dwelling House and
Lot 142 ft. on York St., and 98 ft. on
Will be sold on liberal terms at 43 cents
State St.
per sqnare toot; no charge for tbe buildings. Inquire
of JOHN C. PROCTER, 93 Exchange St.
ap8d3w

Depot.

Boom In the Second Story oi the
Printers’ Exchange, with power U
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON & CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

THE

tbe

or

Brackett, near spring st. r oar stalls,
water, etc. Largo and roomy. Kent low. Apat No. 65 Exchange St.apr!8dlw*
on

STABLE

on

to

To Let.
ply

For Sale.
desirable lot

A

TO BE LET.
H

Sale,

AT GREAT BARGAINS,
From ShOO to SOOO and Upward*.

apr!2dlm

THE

Practical and

for Summer Cottages.
Long Island, for sale in lots of one-half to ten
acres.
Only half mile from the New Hotel and
Wharf. Half acre lots only $100 each. Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS, Real Est. Agt.
apr20dlw*

w-

WRITE

England

STEAMSHIP LINES.

THE

Passengers booked to London
derry and Liverpool,
granted at reduced

Booksellers and Stationers.

aprl5d2m

at

Copartnership.

PATTED,

31i Exchange Street.

Laiyl

MILL.

to serve bis own mares kept tbeir. He will be limited
No. 4 South Street, Portland, Me.
to 30 good mares for outside parties. Be has put the
N. B.—The most delicate work
price within reach of everybody. Oily $50 per I
packed to go safely
icaaoB. If not in foal, to have the use of borBe
any distance.
any time be is in the stud. Smuggler, Jr., is one ol
Cbaig.
_Joseph
the most remarkable colts of bis age (5 years) in New I
mai7d3m
James Wilson.
England.15 bauds 3 inobes, beautiful bay. perfect picture of his sire, but finer grained, gaited exactly like
Dissolution of
him and very fast. Grand good pasture and best ol
care of brood mares. For further pufticulars adfirm of C. A. WESTON & CO., was
dress
F. A. F. ADAMS.
mch3
dissolved March 1st,bvmutual consent. Either
eod2m&w3ml0
party is authorized to sign the firm name in liquida-

M. C.

^Awily

HOUSE

AND MASTIC WORKERS,
COT.. H. ft. RITI8EI.Ii,
Jr. bae sent him to

or to Lease for a term of Tears.
Three story brick house, with all modern
to
improvements, No. 169 State Street.

For sale, or exchange for real estate in Portrent, a two story house, wood shed,
j;i land, or te
hennery in barn, a fountain pure water, ten
acres land, 150 apple trees.
Will be sold cbeap. Ref*
erence C. PROCTOR or WILLIAM TRICKEY, Sac-

!

^LET

CLA3PISIC

one

against frosty nights.
Tomatoes, peppers, cauliflowers and plants

For Sale

Grist Mill

OR

the moat desirable part of the City,
with all the modern improvements.
Prices low and terms of payment easy,
rther information apply to

PONCE,

aprISdtfCor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

House Lots for

avnpn

from hasty and injudicious husbandry;
and yet we are well aware that from the necessity of the case some classes must make a
specialty of early gardening. Certainly all
those living remote from settlements, who
find either from improvidence or misfortune
that their supply of vegetables hardly outlasts
the winter, must long for an early spring;
and they will of course hasten to commit the
seed to the earth with the hope of a quick
return. We have heard of cases where persons have been driven by famine to eat the
potatoes which they had reserved for seed,
and yet by preserving and planting the parings alone, they received an abundant crop.
And then so long as the demands of luxury
or the wants of delicate constitutions, or the
needs of invalids, require a supply of vegetables in season and out of season, so long
will it be furnished—and therefore the number of professional gardeners increases every
year. To them we have no word of instruction or advice to give; experience has been
their be6t teacher, and it farmers generally
would follow tbeir directions their stock ol
information as well as the income from their
lands would be largely increased.
We are not at all sure but that one of the
steps of progress in agriculture, not far in the
future, will be that farmers will devote the
early spring to preparing and sowing hot beds
and the cultivation of the tropical plants under glass; either for future use in their own
gardens, or else for near or distant markets.
With their present lack of facilities however,
it is hardly worth while tor them to attempt
more than the few simple .experiments within the reach of every one.
Potatoes, may be easily forwarded by bringing them from the cellar and placing them in
warm rooms,or in close proximity to the
stove;
the tender sprouts thus developed may be
toughened by a few days exposure to the sun
before planting. Or, as some one relates his
experience they may be treated in this wise;
Some three weeks before the ealiest planting
time select a few of your fairest and best
Early Hose, those that show signs of sprouting, if any there be, cut them in pieces having but one eye on each. Take any shallow
box—like a grape box—and sprinkle in a layer of rich moist earth or sand; then
put in a
layer of the potatoes an inch or two apart
With the eyes up. Cover them with two or
three inches of dirt, and put on another
layer of potatoes, covering with dirt as before. A hundred or two “sets” can be started in this way with very little trouble. Put the
box in the corner of the kitchen, back of the
stove or in any warm place and sprinkle il
with water occasionally. By the time the
earth is warm and dry and ready for planting, the potatoes will be nicely sprouted and
will also have thrown out a fine net work o:
tender roots.
It will require a little
pains of course to remove the “sets’1
without breaking the sprouts, but it can be
done, even when they have grown so as tc
show the green leaf on the end. This method answers very well for a few rows in the
garden; if one wishes to work or a large
scale, be can, as soon as the ground is bare
and free from frost, spread the potatoes on
the ground, covering them with a few inches
of horse manure, perhaps mixed with leaves
and fine chip dirt—also protecting them

Two houses and three lots of land in Providence,
R. I, for sale or exchange for Portland property.
Also first-class mortgage paying 10 per cent, will exchange for a firBt-class yacht* Inquire of

CONVEYANCE OF

Boston & New

Philadelphia,

Canadian aud United State* Mails.

HOUSES

SEVEN NEW

Co.

Steamship

FOR

UNDER CONTRACT

For Sale.
AfeiA At South Gray a small place containing lour
acres
well
fenced, with house and stable
■ii;
land,
JKilLiu good repair. Inquire of THOS. HANCOCK,
or
H.
W.
VINTON, 199£ Middle St.,
Gray Corner,
Portland.
apri9dlw&w4w

FOR SALE.

Kg!
■nil. Office, City.

E.

Montreal Ocean

dlw

ap22

FORJLIXE.

Six first-class Houses for sale at a bargain.
all less than ten minutes walk from the Post

carappa.

Board.

Early Gardening.
“Hasten slowly,” is a good maxim lor the
farmer and gardener. Nothing is gained by
putting seed into the earth before it is in a
suitable condition to receive it, but on the

Kent §400. Apply to_
A. K. SHURTLEFF,
at National Traders’ Bank or 46 Free Street.

At North Yarmouth.
at 21

boarders can be accommoMRS. MATHEWS.

A few

Farm for Sole or Ex.
.”«■jatchnnge for City Properly—Located
three miles from Portland;
kjgprgam Decriog,
^^^^"•plenty ot wood and water: good orchard;
in
nice
order.
Price $3,500. Apply to
buildings
WM. H. JERRIS, Heal Estate Agent.
March 7,1876
ma29d7w*
«Sood

apl8dlm

Room and Board.
front rooms tarnished, to let,

By

apr24_dtf

.MSL A

fA•jT

BOARD.

Dissolving in its cresclve white
To morning’s deeper.splendor.

House 51
Oak Streets.

Ca.

dl"

aprlS__

The love that softly smiles and weeps—
The shiueithrongh rain-drops melting—
Can rouse the budded good that sleeps
In hatred’s bitter pelting;

For Sale.
Three desirable Houses and six very desiraWoodford's Corner.
Intending to
j;T ble lots, atwill
sell the above jiroperty on easy
ULgo West,
terms and reasonably low prices.
Good drainage,
;emented cellar, baid and soft water.
Inquire of T.
H. MANSFIELD, Spring St., Woodford’s, Me.

To Rent.
Spring Street between South and

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,

m.

a. m.

Cyan at 8.59 a. m., 12.58, 8.27 p. m.
Salem at 9.12 a. m., 1.10, 8.40 p. m.
Portsmouth at 11 a. m., 2.57,10.14 D. m
Dover at 10.40 a. m., 4.45 p. m.
«reat Falls at 10.22 a. m., 4.19 d m
Kennebanh at 12.10, 4.03.11.20
Biddeford at 8.00 a.
m., 12.30 4 20
38
S.C. at 8.05 a. m,

ri.!?,^'^

PUT DP ONLY IN BEDE BOXES.
A TRIED AND MERE REMEDY.
For sale by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C GOODWIN <& C0„ Boston, Ml-l.
dlwt
ap!7

a.

TRAINS FOR PORTLAND LEATE

m*
li

12.36,

usk

Railroad

n. m
^ “

“A1LROAD

TRAIN*
n>® Maine Centra
make
eonnec2a?<*»,SteaElbo»'» direct
"><J R»Hroad.

wdlimo1.**1 to, P0*”4*
and

on

diverging thSSfr7m.h

Fnriwr Rid
rn»m,I?ia.,l
al* through trains.
Lr?

An agent Just cleared 8109 first 3 weeks selling the
LIFE AND LABORS OB’

L I VING S TO N E

borough and Cape Elisabeth at 9
3.10, 5.20 p. m.

!

Another *80 first C days. Over 50.000 copies of
this ninndnrd l.ife ol the Vrlrrau Explorer
sold. 130,000 more needed by the people A book
of matchless Interest, profusely illustrated and
A ruynl rhunce for
very cheap.
agents
For
proof and terms, aduress Hubbard Bros., Springfield
Mats.
apr'JOdlwt

Alrepiag Care are
Stops lor refreshmen
,nnat the usual
made
places.
oalllltf
GE8. BACHELDER. Snpt.
FOR SALE.

Me:iin Fiifinp and Boiler
finUE ENGINE an upright of about ala horse
JL powej, and an Upright Tabular Boiler of about
louble the power of Ihe engine. Apply to WJL.
LIAM LOWELL, 36 Union street or W. H. PEN
NELL «£ CO., 36 Union street.
'ueSMU.

